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This volume contains the papers accepted for presentation at COLIEE 2023, the Tenth Compe-
tition on Legal Information Extraction/Entailment, held in conjunction with the International
Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Law (ICAIL 2023) in Braga, Portugal, on June 19,
2023. It is a significant highlight that the COLIEE competition has completed a decade of
organizing COLIEE, and has helped nurture the development of a world-wide community of re-
search on AI and law. In what began as only a handful of competitors from Japan and Canada,
the competition has spread world wide, and has now had as many as 30 different teams from
Africa, Asia, Europe, and North American, including more than 25 different countries.

As in previous years, the overall goal of COLIEE is to formulate a challenging legal infor-
matics competition that engages researchers around the world, and helps build a community
that would consider all of computer science and Artificial Intelligence methods to tackle the
problems of legal reasoning.

This year there are 19 different teams from 7 countries (China, Canada, Japan, Vietnam,
India, United States, Taiwan). Each submission was reviewed by at least 3 program committee
members. In addition, the organizers provided a summary paper for the COLIEE 2023 tasks
and solutions, which is accepted for publication in the main ICAIL conference. We have now
completed ten competitions, all of whose selected contributions have been peer-reviewed, pub-
lished in the ICAIL proceedings or at the Springer Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence series,
and – most importantly – developed a community of researchers, lawyers, judges, and related
communities to discuss the impact and future of technology adoption in for legal systems.

The COLIEE organizers would like to acknowledge the continued support of people and
organizations around the planet, including Colin Lachance from Compass Law/Vlex in Canada,
who has been particularly support in his work to help develop and extend the case law data
for COLIEE, and to Young Yik Rhim of Intellicon in Seoul, who has been our advocate since
the beginning of COLIEE. In addition, a number of Japanese colleagues (in addition to the
organizing team participants of Ken Satoh, Yoshinobu Kano, and Masaharu Yoshioka) have
contributed to the extension and curation of the statute law data for the COLIEE competition.
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ABSTRACT
Legal case retrieval techniques play an essential role in modern in-
telligent legal systems. As an annually well-known international
competition, COLIEE is aiming to achieve the state-of-the-art re-
trieval model for legal texts. This paper summarizes the approach
of the championship team THUIR in COLIEE 2023. To be specific,
we design structure-aware pre-trained languagemodels to enhance
the understanding of legal cases. Furthermore, we propose heuris-
tic pre-processing and post-processing approaches to reduce the
influence of irrelevantmessages. In the end, learning-to-rankmeth-
ods are employed to merge features with different dimensions. Ex-
perimental results demonstrate the superiority of our proposal. Of-
ficial results show that our run has the best performance among all
submissions. The implementation of our method can be found at
https://github.com/CSHaitao/THUIR-COLIEE2023.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Retrieval models and ranking.

KEYWORDS
legal case retrieval, dense retrieval, pre-training
ACM Reference Format:
Haitao Li,Weihang Su, ChangyueWang, YueyueWu,QingyaoAi, and Yiqun
Liu. 2023. THUIR@COLIEE 2023: Incorporating Structural Knowledge into
Pre-trained Language Models for Legal Case Retrieval. In Proceedings of
COLIEE 2023 workshop, June 19, 2023, Braga, Portugal. ACM, New York, NY,
USA, 6 pages.

1 INTRODUCTION
In countries with case law systems, precedent is an important de-
terminant for the decision of new given cases [13, 25]. Therefore, it
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takes a substantial amount of time for legal workers to find prece-
dents that support or contradict a new case.With the growing num-
ber of digital legal cases, it is increasingly more expensive for le-
gal practitioners to find precedents. Recently, the growing works
have raised the awareness that legal search systems will free peo-
ple from the heavy manual work [1, 2, 16, 17, 24, 30].

In ad-hoc retrieval and open-domain search, contextual language
models such as BERT have brought significant performance gains
to the first stage of retrieval [28]. Despite their great success, ap-
plying language models to legal case retrieval is not trivial with
the following main challenges.

Firstly, it is labor-intensive to construct high-quality annotated
datasets for legal case retrieval due to the need for legal knowledge.
Hence, the current dataset usually has only a few thousand train-
ing data, whichmay lead to over-fitting of the languagemodel. Sec-
ondly, legal cases are usually long texts with internal writing logic.
To be specific, legal cases usually contain three parts: Fact, Rea-
soning, and Decision. The Fact section describes the defendant’s
and plaintif’s arguments, evidence, and basic events. The Reason-
ing section is the analysis by the judges of the legal issues in the
facts. The Decision section is the specific response of the court to
all legal issues. Limited by the input length of 512 tokens, existing
language models either truncate the redundant content or flatten
the input of all structures, making it difficult to understand legal
cases properly.

To tackle the above challenges, we propose SAILER [9], which
stands for Structure-Aware pre-traIned language model for LEgal
caseRetrieval. SAILER utilizes an encoder-decoder architecture to
explicitly model the relationships between different structures and
learns the legal knowledge implied in the structures through pre-
training on a large number of legal cases.

To verify the effectiveness of SAILER, the THUIR team partic-
ipates in the COLIEE 2023 legal case retrieval task and wins the
championship. This paper elaborates on our technical solutions
and demonstrates the effectiveness of incorporating structural knowl-
edge into pre-trained language models.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the background for legal case retrieval and dense re-
trieval. Section 3 presents the description, datasets, and evaluation

1
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Table 1: Dataset statistics of COLIEE Task 1.

COLIEE 2021 COLIEE 2022 COLIEE 2023
Train Test Train Test Train Test

# of queries 650 250 898 300 959 319
# of candidate case per query 4415 4415 3531 1263 4400 1335
avg # of relevant candidates/paragraphs 5.17 3.6 4.68 4.21 4.68 2.69

metrics of the COLIEE 2023 legal case retrieval task. In Section 4,
the technical details are elaborated. After that, Section 5 introduces
the experiment results. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section
6 by summarizing the major findings and discussing future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Legal Case Retrieval
Legal case retrieval, which aims to identify relevant cases for a
given query case, is a key component of intelligent legal systems.
A number of deep learning methods have been applied to retrieve
precedentswith various techniques, such as CNN-basedmodels [26],
BiDAF [23], SMASH-RNN [8], etc. Recently, researchers have at-
tempted to achieve performance gains in legal case retrieval with
transformer-based language models. For example, Shao et al. [24]
propose BERT-PLI, which divides the case intomultiple paragraphs
and aggregates the scores together with neural networks. Further-
more, researchers have begun to design legal-oriented pre-trained
models, such as Lawformer [27] and LEGAL-BERT [3]. However,
neither of them design pre-training tasks for legal case retrieval.
We believe that the potential of language models for legal case re-
trieval has not been fully exploited.

2.2 Dense Retrieval
Dense retrieval is a powerful retrieval paradigm that can effec-
tively capture contextual information [5–7, 10, 18, 33]. Generally
speaking, dense retrievalmaps queries and documents to dense em-
beddings with a dual encoder. Later, the inner product is applied to
measure their relevance. For better performance, researchers have
designed pre-trained objectives oriented toweb search, which achieve
state-of-the-art effectiveness. For example, Zhan et al. [32] propose
dynamic negative sampling to further improve performance. Chen
et al. propose ARES [5], which attempts to incorporate axioms into
the pre-training process.

3 TASK OVERVIEW
3.1 Task Description
TheCompetition on Legal Information Extraction/Entailment (COL-
IEE) is an annual international competitionwhose aim is to achieve
state-of-the-art methods for legal text processing. There are four
tasks in COLIEE 2023, and we submit systems to task 1.

Task 1 is the legal case retrieval task, which involves identifying
supporting cases for the decision of query cases from the entire cor-
pus. Formally, given a query case 𝑄 and a set of candidate cases 𝑆 ,
this task is to identify all the supporting cases 𝑆∗𝑄 = {𝑆1, 𝑆2, ..., 𝑆𝑛}
from a large candidate pool. The supporting cases are also named

“noticed cases”. For each query, participants can return any num-
ber of supporting cases that they consider relevant.

3.2 Data Corpus
The data corpus for Task 1 belongs to a database of case law docu-
ments from the Federal Court of Canada provided by Compass Law.
Statistics of the dataset are shown in Table 1. From COLIEE 2021,
all queries share a large candidate case pool, which is more chal-
lenging and realistic. The COLIEE 2023 dataset contains 959 query
cases against 4400 candidate cases for training and 319 query cases
against 1335 candidate cases for testing.

On further analysis, we find that the average number of rel-
evant documents per query in the training set is 4.68 while the
number of relevant documents in the test set is 2.69. Therefore, we
predict the top-5 possible relevant cases to calculate the evalua-
tion metrics during training. At testing time, we adopt heuristic
post-processing to avoid the performance damage caused by the
inconsistent distribution of the training and testing sets. We ran-
domly select 187 queries as the validation set and the remaining
772 queries as the training set.

3.3 Metrics
For COLIEE 2023 Task 1, evaluation measures will be precision,
recall, and F-measure:

Precision =
#𝑇𝑃

#𝑇𝑃 + #𝐹𝑃
(1)

Recall =
#𝑇𝑃

#𝑇𝑃 + #𝐹𝑁
(2)

𝐹 − measure =
2 · Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall (3)

where #𝑇𝑃 is the number of correctly retrieved candidate cases
for all query cases, #𝐹𝑃 is the number of falsely retrieved candi-
date cases for all query cases, and #𝐹𝑁 is the number of missing
noticed candidate paragraphs for all query cases. It is worth not-
ing that micro-average (evaluation measure is calculated using the
results of all queries) was used rather than marco-average (evalua-
tion measure is calculated for each query and then takes average)
in the evaluation process.

4 METHOD
In this section, we present the complete solution of the COLIEE
2023 Task 1. To be specific, we first perform a simple pre-processing
of the data. Then, we implement traditional retrieval methods and
pre-trained languagemodels. Furthermore, we extractmultiple fea-
tures for each query-candidate pair. Learning-to-rank methods are

2
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Sandra Tvrz (Tvrz), the personal representative of the estate of Lillian M. Tvrz 
(Lillian), appeals the decision of the Lancaster County Court allowing a claim of the 
State of Nebraska, Department of Health and Human Services Finance and Support 
(the Department), for reimbursement of medical payments……

FACTS
Pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. § 68-1036.02 (Reissue 1996), Lillian received medical 
assistance payments from August 1, 1993, to February 28, 1997, at which time she 
received an inheritance and no longer qualified for medical assistance. Lillian passed 
away on January 2, 1998. Tvrz filed an application for informal probate of will and 
informal appointment of the personal representative in Lancaster County Court on 
February 6. Tvrz was appointed personal representative for Lillian’s estate. Creditors 
were required to file their claims with the court on or before April 17.……

ANALYSIS
Although Tvrz’s assignment of error is broad, she focuses her argument on 
subsection (b) of § 30-2485. Tvrz asserts that the Department’s claim under § 68-
1036.02 for reimbursement of medical payments did not arise until Lillian’s death 
on January 2, 1998. We have reviewed the statutes and can find no statutes that refer 
to the liability of a recipient during his or her lifetime. Tvrz contends that the 
Department’s claim falls under § 30-2485(b)(2), giving the Department 4 months 
after Lillian’s death to present its claim……

CONCLUSION
The Department’s claim arose at or after Lillian’s death; therefore, the claim is 
clearly barred by § 30-2485(b)(2) as untimely. As such, the judgment of the trial 
court is reversed, and the matter is remanded with the direction to disallow the claim 
as untimely.
Reversed and remanded with direction……

Jose S. Dela Cruz Chief Justice
Ramon G. Villagomez Justice
Jesus C. Borja Justice
Atalig notified this Court that his counsel for oral argument would be different from 
his counsel who prepared the brief.

Case Law system

Figure 1: An example of the legal case structure in the Case
Law system.

employed to aggregate these features for the score. At last, we de-
sign heuristic post-processing methods to form the final submis-
sion list.

4.1 Pre-processing
Before training, we perform the following pre-processing:

4.1.1 Remove useless information. Firstly, we directly remove the
content before character “[1]”, which is usually procedural infor-
mation for that legal case, such as time, court, etc. Then, we re-
move the placeholders, such as “FRAGMENT_SUPPRESSED” etc.
When calculating the similarity, these placeholders are considered
as noise. Furthermore, we note that some legal cases contain French
text and Langdetect is employed to remove all French paragraphs.
For a few documents with a high percentage of French text, we
translate them into English to retain the main information.

4.1.2 Summary extraction. A part of the case has the subheading
of “Summary”. The summary section usually contains the impor-
tant content of cases. Therefore, we extract the summary by regu-
lar matching and concatenate it at the beginning of the processed
text.

4.1.3 Reference sentence extraction. Inspired by [15], we are aware
that placeholders such as “FRAGMENT_SUPPRESSED”, “REFER-
ENCE_SUPPRESSED”, “CITATION_SUPPRESSED”, are citations or
references from other noticed cases. These sentences are directly
relevant to the supporting cases.Therefore, for all queries, we keep
only the sentences with placeholders to further improve perfor-
mance. Noticeably, for the candidate cases, we retain the full con-
tent.

Fact

Reasoning

Decision

Deep
Encoder

Random mask

Random mask

Judgment Mask

h!

h!

h!

Shallow
Decoder

Shallow
Decoder

𝐿!"!

𝐿#$%

𝐿&$'

𝐿()*+,

[CLS]

Common token

[MASK]

Figure 2: The model design for SAILER, which consists of a
deep encoder and two shallow decoders. The Reasoning and
Decision section are aggressively masked, joined with the
Fact embedding to reconstruct the key legal elements and
the judgment results.

4.2 Traditional Lexical Matching Models
According to previous findings [1, 15, 19, 20], the traditional lexi-
cal matching models are competitive in legal case retrieval tasks.
Therefore, we first implement the following lexical matching ap-
proach.

4.2.1 TF-IDF. TF-IDF [21] is a classical lexical matching model,
which is the combination of term frequency (TF) and inverse doc-
ument frequency (IDF). Their equations are shown as follows:

𝑇𝐹 (𝑡𝑖, 𝑗 ) =
𝑛𝑖, 𝑗∑
𝑘 𝑛𝑘,𝑗

(4)

𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑡𝑖 ) = log
|𝐷 |

|𝐷𝑖 + 1| (5)

𝑇𝐹 − 𝐼𝐷𝐹 = 𝑇𝐹 × 𝐼𝐷𝐹 (6)
where 𝐷 is the total number of documents in the corpus and 𝐷𝑖

represents the number of documents containing the word 𝑡𝑖 . 𝑛𝑖, 𝑗
denotes the number of words 𝑡𝑖 in the document 𝑑 𝑗 .

4.2.2 BM25. BM25 [22] is a probabilistic relevance model based
on bag-of-words. Given a query 𝑞 and a document 𝑑 , the formula
of BM25 is shown as follows:

𝐵𝑀25(𝑑, 𝑞) =
𝑀∑
𝑖=1

𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑡𝑖 ) ·𝑇𝐹 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑) · (𝑘1 + 1)

𝑇𝐹 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑) + 𝑘1 ·
(
1 − 𝑏 + 𝑏 · 𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑑)

𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑑𝑙

) (7)

where𝑘1,𝑏 are free hyperparameters,𝑇𝐹 represents term frequency
and 𝐼𝐷𝐹 represents inverse document frequency. 𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑑𝑙 is the av-
erage length of all documents.
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Table 2: Features that we used for learning to rank. The placeholder contains “FRAGMENT_SUPPRESSED”, “REFER-
ENCE_SUPPRESSED”, “CITATION_SUPPRESSED”.

Feature ID Feature Name Description
1 query_length Length of the query
2 candidate_length Length of the candidate paragraph
3 query_ref_num Number of placeholders in the query case
4 doc_ref_num Number of placeholders in the candidate case
5 BM25 Query-candidate scores with BM25 (k_1 = 3.0 , b = 1.0)
6 QLD Query-candidate scores with QLD
7 TF-IDF Query-candidate scores with TF-IDF
8 SAILER Inner product of query and candidate vectors generated by SAILER

4.2.3 QLD. QLD [31] is another efficient probabilistic statistical
model which calculates relevance scores by considering the proba-
bility of query generation. Given a query 𝑞 and a document 𝑑 , the
score of QLD is calculated as follows:

log 𝑝 (𝑞 |𝑑) =
∑

𝑖:𝑐 (𝑞𝑖 ;𝑑 )>0
log

𝑝𝑠 (𝑞𝑖 |𝑑)
𝛼𝑑𝑝 (𝑞𝑖 |C)

+ 𝑛 log𝛼𝑑 +
∑
𝑖

log𝑝 (𝑞𝑖 |C)

(8)
The details can be referred to Zhai et al.’s work[31].

4.3 SAILER
As mentioned above, legal cases usually contain three parts: Fact,
Reasoning, and Decision. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the le-
gal case structure. Key information in the Facts will be carefully
analyzed in the Reasoning and influence the final decision. Fur-
thermore, the Reasoning and Decision are written based on the
extensive domain knowledge of the judges. Incorporating the rich
knowledge inherent in the structure into language models is essen-
tial for understanding legal cases.

To achieve the above goals, we propose SAILER [9], which is
shown in Figure 2. More specifically, SAILER consists of a deep en-
coder and two shallow decoders.The Fact part is fed to the deep en-
coder to form a dense vector ℎ𝑓 . Then, ℎ𝑓 is concatenated with the
positively masked Reasoning and Decision, respectively, which is
fed to the shallow decoder. Since the shallow decoder with limited
power, ℎ𝑓 is forced to pay more attention to the useful informa-
tion in the Fact which is relevant to the Reasoning and Decision
sections.

To construct the pre-training corpus, we collect 50w legal cases
from the U.S. federal and state courts 1. Then, we extract the corre-
sponding section with regular matching. During the pre-training
phase, we optimize the model with the following loss function:

𝐿𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐿𝑀𝐿𝑀 + 𝐿𝑅𝐸𝐴 + 𝐿𝐷𝐸𝐶 (9)

𝐿𝑀𝐿𝑀 = −
∑

𝑥 ′ ∈𝑚 (𝐹 )
log𝑝 (𝑥 ′ |𝐹\𝑚(𝐹 )) (10)

𝐿𝑅𝐸𝐴 = −
∑

𝑥 ′ ∈𝑚 (𝑅)
log𝑝 (𝑥 ′ | [ℎ𝐹 , 𝑅\𝑚(𝑅)]) (11)

1https://case.law/

𝐿𝐷𝐸𝐶 = −
∑

𝑥 ′ ∈𝑚 (𝐷 )
log 𝑝 (𝑥 ′ | [ℎ𝐹 , 𝐷\𝑚(𝐷))]) (12)

where 𝐹 , 𝑅, 𝐷 denote Fact, Reasoning and Decision section respec-
tively.𝑚(𝐹 ),𝑚(𝑅),𝑚(𝐷) are the masked token of the correspond-
ing section. Only a small percentage of the token (0%-30%) in the
Fact section is masked since most of the information has to be pre-
served. The Reasoning and Decision sections have an aggressive
masking rate (30%-60%) for a better vector representation.

After pre-training, we employ contrastive learning loss to fine-
tune. More specifically, given a query case 𝑞, let 𝑑+ and 𝑑− be
relevant and negative cases, the loss function 𝐿 is formulated as
follows:

𝐿(𝑞, 𝑑+, 𝑑−1 , ..., 𝑑
−
𝑛 ) = − log

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑠 (𝑞,𝑑+))
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑠 (𝑞,𝑑+)) +∑𝑛

𝑗=1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑠 (𝑞,𝑑−𝑗 ))
(13)

For each query, we take the irrelevant cases from the top 100
cases recalled by BM25 as negative examples.

4.4 Learning to Rank
Following up on previous work [4, 11, 29], learning to rank tech-
niques are used to further improve performance. In this paper, we
integrate all features into the final score with Lightgbm. Table 2
shows the details of all the features. We employ NDCG as the rank-
ing optimization objective and select the model that performs best
on the validation set for testing.

4.5 Post-processing
After getting the ranking scores, we perform the following post-
processing strategy:

4.5.1 Filtering by trial date. Since query cases can only cite cases
that are judged before itself, we filter the candidate set according
to trial date. Specifically, we extract all the dates in the case, i.e.,
four digits within a reasonable range. Then, the largest date that
appears is regarded as the trial date of the case. This avoids wrong
filtering caused by treating other dates as the trial date. If the trial
date of the query case is unknown, its candidate set contains all
other cases.
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Table 3: Performance of single model on COLIEE 2023 vali-
dation set.“-” represents the unlimited length.

model max_length P@5 R@5 F1 score
BM25(k_1=3,b=1) 512 0.0963 0.1067 0.1012
QLD 512 0.0983 0.1091 0.1035
BERT 512 0.0770 0.0854 0.0809
RoBERTa 512 0.0994 0.1103 0.1046
LEGAL-BERT 512 0.0845 0.0937 0.0888
SAILER 512 0.1315 0.1459 0.1385
TF-IDF - 0.0898 0.1504 0.1142
BM25(k_1=3,b=1) - 0.1465 0.1625 0.1541
QLD - 0.1411 0.1565 0.1484

4.5.2 Filtering query cases. We note that the average number of
times that query cases are noticed is 0.056 in the training set.There-
fore, after getting the relevant cases for each query, we delete all
query cases included in it.

4.5.3 Dynamic cut-off. It is noticeable that the number of cases rel-
evant to each query case is variable.Therefore we employ dynamic
cut-off to identify the relevant cases for each query. We define 𝑙 as
the minimum number of noticed cases andℎ as the maximum num-
ber of noticed cases. After that, we take the highest score 𝑆 as the
basis, and only cases with scores greater than 𝑝 × 𝑆 are returned.
Grid search is performed on the validation set to determine the
optimal value of 𝑝, 𝑙, ℎ.

5 EXPERIMENT
Weconduct experiments to verify the effectiveness of our proposed
method. Specifically, this section investigates the following research
questions:
• RQ1: What are the advantages of SAILER over the previous pre-

trained and lexical matching models?
• RQ2: How do different post-processing strategies affect final

performance?

5.1 Implementation Details
For traditional lexical matching models, we implement them with
the pyserini toolkit 2. We notice that BM25 does not perform well
with the default parameters, so we set 𝑘1 = 3.0 and 𝑏 = 1.0.

For pre-training, the masking rate of the encoder is 0.15, and
the masking rate of decoders is 0.45. We pre-train up to 10 epochs
using AdamW [14] optimizer, with a learning rate of 1e-5, batch
size of 72, and linear schedule with warmup ratio of 0.1. In the fine-
tuning process, the ratio of positive to negative samples is 1:15. We
fine-tune up to 20 epochs using the AdamW [14] optimizer, with
a learning rate of 5e-6, batch size of 4, and linear schedule with
warmup ratio 0.1. All the experiments in this work are conducted
on 8 NVIDIA Tesla A100 GPUs.

For learning to rank, we set the learning rate to 0.01, the num-
ber of leaves to 20, and the early stopping step to 100. The boost-
ing_type is “gbdt” and the objective is “lambdarank”. During post-
processing, 𝑙/ℎ are eventually 4/6 respectively, and 𝑝 is set to 0.84.

2https://github.com/castorini/pyserini

Table 4: Ensemble with different post-processing strategies

model P@5 R@5 F1 score
Ensemble 0.1863 0.2032 0.1944
+Filtering by trial date 0.2070 0.2290 0.2175
+Filtering query cases 0.2092 0.2314 0.2197
+Dynamic cut-off 0.2177 0.2385 0.2276

Table 5: Final top-5 of COLIEE 2023 Task 1 on the test set.

Team Submission Precision Recall F1
THUIR thuirrun2 0.2379 0.4063 0.3001
THUIR thuirrun3 0.2173 0.4389 0.2907
IITDLI iitdli_task1_run3 0.2447 0.3481 0.2874
THUIR thuirrun1 0.2186 0.3782 0.2771
NOWJ nowj.d-ensemble 0.2263 0.3527 0.2757

5.2 Experiment Result
To answer RQ1, we compare the performance of different single
models and analyze the strengths and weaknesses of pre-trained
language models. Table 3 shows the performance comparison of
the different methods. We can get the following observations:

• When the input lengths of the models are the same, the perfor-
mance of RoBERTa [12] is approximate to that of BM25 and QLD.
Since there are no pre-training tasks designed for dense retrieval,
LEGAL-BERT [3] does not achieve competitive performance.

• Benefiting from the expert knowledge inherent in the structure
of legal cases, SAILER outperforms traditional lexical matching
models and pre-trained language models under the same condi-
tions.

• However, the performance of BM25 andQLD is further improved
when the input length is not limited.The traditional lexicalmatch-
ing model is still competitive under long-text legal cases. The
input length limits the further understanding of the legal instru-
ment by language models. In the future, we will continue to ex-
plore the performance of language models based on Longformer
for legal case retrieval.

To answer question RQ2, we employ different post-processing
strategies on the score of ensemble. From the experimental results
in Table 4, we can obtain the following observations:

• Compared with the effectiveness of single models, learning to
rank incorporates multiple features and achieves further perfor-
mance improvements.

• All three post-processing strategies facilitate performance im-
provement. Narrowing the candidate set for each query via the
strategy of filtering by trial date achieves the best boosting ef-
fect.

The final top-5 results of COLIEE 2023 Task 1 are illustrated in
Table 5. Our run2 has the best performance and is significantly bet-
ter than other runs. Run 3 and Run 1 are other processing methods
with different parameters. Finally, the THUIR team wins the cham-
pionship.

5
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6 CONCLUSION
This paper presents THUIR Team’s approaches to the legal case
retrieval task in the COLIEE 2023 competition. Due to the limited
training data, we employ a legal-oriented pre-trainingmodel to im-
prove performance. Furthermore, diverse pre-processing and post-
processing approaches are presented. Also, we utilize learning to
rank to merge the different features into the final score. Finally, we
win first place in this competition. In the future, we will explore
more pre-training objectives suitable for legal case retrieval.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The COLIEE competition [11] (Competition on Legal Information
Extraction/Entailment) is an annual event that focuses on the au-
tomated processing of legal texts. The competition involves two
types of data: case law and statute law. For each type of data, there
are two tasks: legal information retrieval and legal information
entailment.

Task 1 involves retrieving cases that support a given case law,
which is a crucial aspect of legal practice, used by attorneys and
courts in decision-making. Task 2 also uses case law data, but re-
quires models to find paragraphs that entail the decision of a given
case. Tasks 3 and 4 involve using statute law data and tackling
challenges such as retrieval and entailment. It is worth noting that
Task 1 can be considered as an initial step towards Task 2, and Task
3 can serve as a preliminary stage for Task 4. Nonetheless, it is not
obligatory to perform Task 1 before Task 2 or to undertake Task 3
prior to Task 4.

This year, we participated in Task 2, Task 3, and Task 4. The
CAPTAIN team has succeeded in achieving competitive results in
the COLIEE 2023 competition by utilizing appropriate deep learning
techniques, suitable methods based on domain characteristics, and
robust engineering practices and methodologies.

In Task 2, to tackle the challenging task of legal case entailment
in COLIEE 2023, we propose an approach based on the pre-trained
MonoT5 sequence-to-sequence model, which is fine-tuned with
hard negative mining and ensembling techniques. The approach
utilizes a straightforward input template to represent the point-wise
classification aspect of the model and captures the relevance score
of candidate paragraphs using the probability of the "true" token
(versus the "false" token). The ensembling stage involves hyperpa-
rameter searching to find the optimal weight for each checkpoint.
The approach achieves state-of-the-art performance in Task 2 this
year, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed techniques.

Our solution for Task 3 addresses the issue of data diversity
across many legal categories (e.g., rights of retention, ownership,
juridical persons). We observed that the queries and articles in the
Civil Code include multiple categories, and the limited annotated
data and lengthy pairs of questions and articles make it challenging
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for deep learning models to identify general patterns, often leading
to local optima. To overcome this issue, we focused on constructing
sub-models to learn specific aspects of the legal domain and design-
ing an ensemble method to combine these sub-models to create a
generalized system. We assumed that each local optimum of the le-
gal retrieval system is biased towards particular categories, whereas
our goal is to develop a system that covers all categories and utilizes
the strengths of all sub-models through ensemble methods.

In Task 4, we experimented with three approaches, which in-
volve identifying the entailment relationship between legal articles
and a query. The first approach is to fine-tune language models
with a novel augmentation mechanism. The second approach is
based on condition-statement extraction, which involves breaking
down legal articles and the query into components, identifying the
entailing relationship based on the matching between the condition
part and the statement part of the article and the query. The third
approach is a hybrid approach that uses SVM ensembled with the
condition-statement extraction method.

The CAPTAIN team proposed deep learning methods for these
tasks and conducted detailed experiments to evaluate their ap-
proaches. The proposed methods could serve as a useful reference
for researchers and engineers in the field of automated legal docu-
ment processing.

2 RELATEDWORKS
2.1 Case Law
In COLIEE 2020, the Transformer model and its modified versions
were widely used. TLIR [33] and JNLP [20] teams used them for
Task 1 to classify candidate cases with two labels (support/non-
support). Team cyber [7] encoded candidate cases and base cases
in TfIdf space and used SVM to classify, which helped them obtain
the top rank in Task 1. For Task 2, JNLP [20] utilized the same
approach as in Task 1 for the weakly-labeled dataset, which resulted
in outperforming team cyber [7] and winning Task 2.

In COLIEE 2021, teams used various BERT-based IR models to
tackle Task 1, which is a case retrieval problem. TLIR team [15]
achieved first place by applying an ensemble of multiple BERT
models and selecting the highest result among them. Other teams
also utilized BERT models and additional techniques such as text
enrichment and similarity measures like Word Mover’s Distance to
improve their performance. In Task 2 of COLIEE 2021, the winning
team NM [30] utilized several models including monoT5-zero-shot,
monoT5, and DeBERTa, and evaluated an ensemble of monoT5
and DeBERTa models. TR team [31] used hand-crafted similarity
features and a classical random forest classifier, while UA team [9]
used BERT pre-trained on a large dataset and a language detection
model to remove French text. Siat team [12] proposed a pre-training
task on BERT with dynamic N-gram masking to obtain a BERT
model with legal knowledge.

In COLIEE 2022, in Task 1, the winning team (UA [25]) used a
Transformer-based model to generate paragraph embeddings, then
calculated the similarity between paragraphs of the query and the
positive and negative cases. They used a Gradient Boosting classifier
to determine if those cases should be noticed or not. The other teams
used a combination of traditional and neural-based techniques, such
as document and passage-level retrieval, adding external domain

knowledge by extracting statute fragments mentioned in the cases,
and re-ranking based on different statistical and embedding models.
In Task 2, the winning team (NM [29]) used monoT5, which is an
adaptation of the T5 model. During inference, monoT5 generates
a score that measures the relevance of a document to a query by
applying a softmax function to the logits of the tokens “true” and
“false”. They also extended a zero-shot approach and fine-tuned
T5-base and T5-3B models for legal question-answering. The other
teams used a combination of LegalBERT, BM25, and knowledge
representation techniques such as Abstract Meaning Representa-
tion (AMR) to capture the most important words in the query and
corresponding candidate paragraphs.

2.2 Statute Law
The approaches used in Task 3 of COLIEE 2020 involved various
methods such as TfIdf, BM25, BERT models, and different word
embedding techniques. The teams used different combinations of
these techniques to classify articles as relevant or not based on the
given legal queries. The LLNTU team [32] achieved the highest
performance using the BERT model for article classification. The
approaches used in Task 4 involved various NLP techniques and
models such as BERT [4], RoBERTa [14], GloVe [24], and LSTM
[8]. The winning team, JNLP [20], employed BERT-based models
fine-tuned with Japanese legal data and TfIdf to achieve the best
performance. Other approaches also used rule-based ensembles,
SVM [3], and attentionmechanismswithword embeddings to tackle
the legal text classification task.

In Task 3 of the COLIEE 2021 competition, The OvGU team [37]
took first place by using a variety of BERT models and data en-
richment techniques, with the best run using Sentence-BERT [27]
embedding and TfIdf. The HUKB [38] system uses a BERT-based IR
system with Indri [34] and constructs a new article database. JNLP
team [17] uses multiple BERTmodels and an ensemble approach for
generating results. TR team [31] uses Word Mover’s Distance to cal-
culate similarity and UA team [9] uses ordinary IRmodules, with the
best run using BM25. In Task 4, the winning approach byHUKB [38]
utilized an ensemble of BERT models with data augmentation. JNLP
team [19] used a bert-base-japanese-whole-word-masking model
with TfIdf-based data augmentation and proposed Next Foreign
Sentence Prediction (NFSP) and Neighbor Multilingual Sentence
Prediction (NMSP) for Task 4. OvGU [37] employed an ensemble
of graph neural networks, where each node represented a query
or article, and TR used existing models, including T5-based [26]
ensemble, Multee [35], and Electra [2]. UA team [9] utilized BERT
with semantic information. KIS team [5] extended their previous
work using predicate-argument structure analysis, legal dictionary,
negation detection, and an ensemble of modules for explainability.

In the COLIEE 2022 Task 3, the top-performing teams used vari-
ous methods for answering legal questions. HUKB [39] and OvGU
[36] utilized information retrieval (IR) models with different vari-
ations in terms of document databases and sentence embeddings.
JNLP [1] proposed two separate deep learningmodels for answering
ordinal questions and use-case questions, while LLNTU [13] used
a BERT-based approach with no clear adjustments for the current
year’s task. Finally, UA [25] relied on IR models, specifically TfIdf
and BM25. In Task 4, HUKB [39] proposed a method for selecting
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relevant parts from articles and employed an ensemble of BERT
with data augmentation. JNLP [1] compared different pre-trained
models and data augmentation techniques. KIS [6] employed an
ensemble of rule-based and BERT-based methods with data aug-
mentation and person name inference. LLNTU [13] used the longest
uncommon subsequence similarity comparison model, while OvGU
[36] employed graph neural networks on both the queries and
articles, and additionally incorporating textbook knowledge.

3 METHODS
3.1 Task 2. Case Law Entailment Task
The second task of COLIEE 2023 is legal case entailment: Given
a fragment of a base case and a set of potential judicial-decision-
related paragraphs of past cases, determine which candidate para-
graphs entail the fragment of the base case. The dataset for this
year’s competition consists of 625 training cases with entailment
labels and 100 test cases. The training set has an average ratio of
35-to-1 candidates per case and 1 entailment paragraph per case. As
the ratio of candidates per case is high and the size of the dataset is
limited, the semantic and structural complexity of legal documents
makes this a particularly challenging task.

In order to overcome the challenge of this task, we utilize the
pre-trained MonoT5 [23] sequence-to-sequence models on the MS
MARCO [21] passage ranking dataset. MonoT5 is a novel approach
to document ranking by fine-tuning the pre-trained T5 models
with modified training data for the point-wise classification task,
which outperformed the traditional BERT re-ranker approach. The
process to convert a sequence-to-sequence T5model to a point-wise
classification MonoT5 model is straightforward with the following
input template:

"Query: [CASE] Document: [CANDIDATE] Relevant:"
The point-wise aspect of the model is represented by taking the

probability of 2 tokens "true" and "false" of the decoded outputs. The
relevance score of the candidate to the fragment of the base case is
captured by the probability of the "true" token after normalization
by the softmax function. After obtaining the relevance score of each
candidate, the scores are sorted to form the final ranking list.

Although MonoT5 has been used in past competitions [28], our
approach introduces new engineering techniques in order to im-
prove the performance of pre-trained checkpoints on legal entail-
ment tasks, which we describe in the following sections. Figure 1
provides an overview of our approach for Task 2.

Figure 1: Our approach for Task 2

3.1.1 Fine-tuning with hard negative mining. To form the training
dataset for fine-tuning, we split the original dataset into train-
ing/validation/test segments and use the validation set to select
the best checkpoints for later stages. We select the pre-trained
MonoT5-large checkpoint on MS MARCO [21] as our initial weight
for fine-tuning. Note that the pre-trained MonoT5-3B checkpoints
are more powerful and outperformed the MonoT5-large variant
on MS MARCO but unfortunately, we are not able to fine-tune
these weights due to their high computation cost. We initialize
the MonoT5-large model with the pre-trained weights and per-
form hard negative mining as follows. Firstly, we sample the top
10 negative examples of each base case’s fragment (i.e., the top 10
fragments with a negative label that are most similar to the base
case’s fragment), sorted by the retrieval scores with BM25 to form
the first training set and perform fine-tuning. After that, we re-
sample the top 10 negative examples from the fine-tuned model
from the previous step to form the final training set and fine-tune
the original pre-trained weights with this dataset. This procedure
has the purpose of mining the hard examples to further push the
performance of the pre-trained models as these models have already
achieved good performance in past competitions. After fine-tuning,
we keep the 5 best checkpoints ordered by the metric score on the
validation set for the next ensembling pipeline.

3.1.2 Ensembling. We perform ensembling the best checkpoints
with hyperparameter searching on the validation set to get the
ensembled score for each candidate. Each checkpoint is given an
initial weight range from [0, 1] and the final weight is calculated by
normalizing the initial weight with the sum of all initial weights.
We use grid search to find the optimal weight for each checkpoint
and save the ensembled scores for the final stage.

3.1.3 Prediction. After obtaining the candidate’s scores for each
base case, we sort the candidate list by score and select the top k
candidates. We keep the candidate with the highest score and for
each remaining top candidate, we include the candidate in the final
prediction if the difference between their relevance score to the
highest score is smaller than a pre-defined marginm. We perform a
grid search on the values of k and m on the validation set to select
the best values.

3.2 Task 3. The Statute Law Retrieval Task
Problem statement. The objective of Task 3 in this competition is

to extract a subset of Japanese Civil Code Articles that are relevant
to a given legal bar exam question, denoted by Q. Participants are
required to select articles, denoted by A𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛), that are
related to the given question Q. This task serves as a precursor to
Task 4, which requires participants to infer the legality of Q based
on the relevant legal articles.

3.2.1 Approach overview. Following the previous approach [17, 20],
we also utilize the power of the pre-trained language model and
some negative sampling techniques to fine-tune a model which can
retrieve the relevant articles from a legal corpus. In detail, given an
input query, top 𝑘 relevant articles (e.g., 𝑘 = 150 following [17]) are
chosen based on term matching (e.g., TfIdf or BM25). Then, these
articles are paired with the query and fed to a pre-trained language
model to find the relevant articles.
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Figure 2: Our approach for Task 3

3.2.2 Approach details. As mentioned before, this year, our solu-
tion is focused on the problem of data diversity in many categories.
Based on our observation, we found that the queries and articles in
the Civil Code include many categories. In Figure 3, we show the
different performance between checkpoints in the training process
(which are local optimums). This result showed a large margin
among the checkpoint’s performance.

Therefore, in this work, we also introduce a simple yet effective
method to ensemble model checkpoints in local optima to make
a generalized system finally. We assume that each local optimum
(fine-tuned model found in section 3.2.1) is biased to some cate-
gories, while our target is to build a system that can explore all the
categories via sub-models and aggregate the strengths of these sub-
models. To this end, we introduce some approaches to construct
the sub-models to learn different aspects and design an effective
way to combine them (Figure 2).

00.1
0.20.3
0.40.5
0.60.7

0 5k 10k 15k 20k 25k 30k 35k

Figure 3: Model performance (macro F2) on the development
set with five epochs (about 35K steps).

Model checkpoints (MCkpt). As we mentioned, we assume that
each checkpoint in the training process (Figure 3) is biased to some
categories. Therefore, we combine the top ℎ best model checkpoints
(M = {𝑀𝑖 |0 ≤ 𝑖 < ℎ}) to collect these best states of a pre-trained
language model based on the development set.

Pre-trained language models (Plm). We hypothesize that using
different pre-trained language models also supports the overall
system to cover different aspects of data. Therefore, we design the
combination method using two pre-trained language models cl-
tohoku/bert-base-japanese-whole-word-masking and monot5-large-
msmarco-10k.

Data filter (DatFlt). In this approach, we aim to let the model
learn within different data distributions to strengthen the robust-
ness of the sub-model. To this end, we keep the original validation
set and construct a new training set by two following strategies:

• Tackling missed query (DatFlt-q): By using the fine-tuned
mechanism described in section 3.2.1, we cached top ℎ model
checkpoints in the training process (setting MCkpt in Fig-
ure 2, M = {𝑀𝑖 |0≤𝑖<ℎ}). We found a set of questions that
are typically “missed” by these model checkpoints (i.e., the
questions in which the fine-tuned models,𝑀𝑖 , did not find
any relevant articles in the legal corpus). For each missed
question, we filter the top 10 nearest questions to them in the
training set (using cosine similarity of BERT [CLS] vector)
to construct a new training dataset. In particular, the new
training set related to these questions is generated and we
use it to continue to train with the best model checkpoint
(𝑀0). To this end, we expect that the new training set has a
similar topic/category to the missed queries, which makes
the model𝑀0 learn different features.

• Highly relevant articles in negative sampling (DatFlt-a): In
difference with the previous approach, this approach con-
structs a new training data set by filtering the highly relevant
articles based on a fine-tuned model (e.g., top 10 nearest ar-
ticles based on𝑀0) for the negative sampling step instead of
the TfIdf scores. We expect this bootstrapping mechanism
to boost the model and make it easier to separate similar
articles in the legal corpus.

Main-auxiliary ensemble method. Based on our experiments, we
found that the overall system’s performance will be hurt if we
unite all the articles of all sub-models found in the previous step
(because this standard combination method decreases the precision
for each question sample). Therefore, we choose one sub-model
(best performance based on the development set, 𝑀0) as the main
model, and we consider other sub-models as auxiliary models. Then
we filter missed questions of this model and union corresponding
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relevant articles of these questions from auxiliary models for the
final result.

3.3 Task 4. The Legal Textual Entailment Task
We propose three approaches to tackle Task 4 of the COLIEE com-
petition, which focuses on legal textual entailment. The objective
of this task is to identify the entailment relationship between legal
articles and a given query, where the answer is binary: "YES" (if the
article entails the query) or "NO" (if the article does not entail the
query).

3.3.1 First approach: Online data augmentation. In the previous
work [20], the authors proposed a mechanism to augment training
data and fine-tune a pre-trained model in the legal domain. In
line with this work, we introduce a mechanism named online data
augmentation, which re-samples the training data based on a pre-
trained masked-language model (e.g., cl-tohoku/bert-base-japanese-
whole-word-masking). We argue that the main challenge in this
task is the sparse annotated data distribution which is hard for the
fine-tuning process. While in Task 3, each question can consider up
to 100 or 150 relevant articles for negative samples, in this task, the
number of relevant articles is usually only one or two. Therefore,
the augmentation data approach is typically an appropriate solution
to create a generalized system.

In terms of our data augmentation mechanism, given a question
input, we used a pre-trained language model with the task recovery
masked words [4] to generate similar questions. In particular, in the
training process, we randomly masked some words in a question
and replaced them with a random selection from the top 𝑘 highest
probabilities of candidate words output from a pre-trained language
model. The generated question is then paired with the summaries
of given relevant articles, and the generated pair is used for the
fine-tuning process.

3.3.2 Second approach: Condition-statement extraction. Themethod
relies on the notion that a legal article can consist of multiple sen-
tences, each of which discusses a particular statement subject to
certain conditions. Additionally, a statement may have an exception
if certain other conditions are met. An instance of this would be
the phrase following "provided, however" in Table 1, which repre-
sents the "other conditions" that contradict the primary statement
"the person’s residence is deemed to be the person’s domicile". In
particular, we break down a legal article into multiple components,
where each component consists of two parts: the condition part and
the statement part. Similarly, we break down the query into two
parts (condition and statement). Our approach involves determin-
ing the entailing relationship based on the "matching" (or entailing)
between the condition part of the article and the query, as well as
the statement part of the article and the query. We use a Semantic
Role Labeling (SRL) model and heuristics to identify the relevant
components in the legal articles and the queries, and then we em-
ploy a matching algorithm to determine the entailment relationship.
Our approach shares similarities with the methods proposed in [22]
and [10]. Nevertheless, our approach, which employs SRL to detect
condition-statement pairs, has the potential to provide accurate and
efficient results, especially when dealing with complex legal texts,

which often contain lengthy and intricate sentences and structures.
The overview of the approach is described in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The condition-statement approach for Task 4

Extract (condition, statement) pairs from an article. The
approach involves extracting (condition, statement) pairs from each
point in an article, which usually consists of one sentence. To
achieve this, the article is first split into sentences using the nltk
library1. If a sentence does not have an exception, a Semantic Role
Labeling technique is applied to identify the main verb, its argu-
ments, and other components. Two heuristics are used: (i) the main
verb is identified as the verb with the SRL labeling that covers
most of the words in the input sentence, and (ii) the statement is
extracted from the sentence where the first token is the first token
of the main verb or argument, and the last token is the last token
of the main verb or argument. The condition is then constructed
by concatenating the remaining parts of the sentence that do not
belong to the statement (see Pair 1 in Table 1). In case the sentence
has an exception (indicated by the phrase "provided, however"),
we split it into two parts. The part before the phrase "provided,
however" is processed as described above. The part after the phrase
"provided, however" will be processed to extract a condition or
statement, and will be negated (i.e., add the word "not" following
[18]) if necessary (see Pair 2 and 3 in Table 1). For the query, we
only consider the last sentence to extract the statement, and we
consider other parts as the condition.

Inference of YES/NO answer To begin with, we employ TfIdf
to select a condition from the extracted list of conditions that closely
corresponds to the query’s condition. After that, we evaluate the
similarity between the retrieved condition and the query’s condi-
tion, as well as the similarity between the corresponding statements.
This is done by checking whether the number of negations in both
the retrieved and the query’s conditions and statements is odd or
even. If both the condition and statement match, we answer YES,
otherwise, the answer is NO.

3.3.3 Third approach: SVM ensembles with condition-statement ex-
traction. This method involves using SVM on the data to generate
a series of YES/NO predictions, which are then combined with
predictions from the condition-statement extraction approach. To

1https://github.com/nltk/nltk
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Article

Article 23
(1) If a person’s domicile is unknown, the person’s
residence is deemed to be the person’s domicile.
(2) If a person does not have a domicile in Japan, the
person’s residence is deemed to be the person’s domicile,
regardless of whether the person is a Japanese national
or a foreign national; provided, however, that this does
not apply if the law of domicile is to be applied in
accordance with the provisions of the laws that establish
the governing law.

Pair 1 Condition: If a person’s domicile is unknown
Statement: the person’s residence is deemed to be the
person ’s domicile

Pair 2

Condition: If a person does not have a domicile in Japan
and regardless of whether the person is a Japanese
national or a foreign national
Statement: the person’s residence is deemed to be the
person ’s domicile

Pair 3

Condition: If a person does not have a domicile in Japan
and regardless of whether the person is a Japanese
national or a foreign national and if the law of domicile
is to be applied in accordance with the provisions of the
laws that establish the governing law
Statement: the person’s residence is not deemed to be
the person ’s domicile

Table 1: Example of (condition, statement) pairs extracted
from a legal article. Pair 1 is extracted from the sentence in
point (1), pairs 2 and 3 are extracted from the sentence in
point (2).

achieve this, we adopt an ensemble method that involves identi-
fying whether a query is a specific-scenario query or a general
query, as described in [16]. A specific-scenario query, as opposed
to a general query, is a type of query that describes a particular
situation or scenario in real life, requiring the ability to identify rele-
vant abstract articles based on understanding the scenario. Specific-
scenario queries are detected by identifying uppercase characters
used to refer to legal persons or objects in the queries, following a
consistent template observed in legal bar queries.

We have found that the condition-statement extraction method
tends to perform well with general queries, while SVM is better
suited for specific-scenario queries. Consequently, when the two ap-
proaches produce different answers for a given query, we determine
the final answer based on the query type: if it is a specific-scenario
query, the final answer follows SVM’s prediction, while for general
queries, the final answer follows the condition-statement extraction
method’s prediction.

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe in detail the result of our methods
introduced in Section 3 in the development process and the final
result from the COLIEE committee.

4.1 Task 2. Case Law Processing
4.1.1 Dataset and baselines. The statistics of the dataset provided
by COLIEE competition are shown in Table 2. We compare our
approach against the following baselines:

• BM25: We use the BM25 Lucene implementation in the
Anserini2 open-source toolkit with the default parameters
setting. We select the top k candidates as the prediction with
k selected by grid search on the validation set.

• PT MonoT5-[large/3B]: We use the pre-trained MonoT5-
large3 and MonoT5-3B 4 checkpoints as zero-shot baselines.

• PT BERT-large: We use a pre-trained BERT-large re-ranker5
on MS MACRO as an alternative approach to MonoT5. We
use the implementation and the checkpoints released by the
authors.

Train Validation Test
Size 525 100 100

Case ID range 001 - 525 526 - 625 626 - 725
Candidates / Case Ratio 35.31 32.5 37.4
Entailments / Case Ratio 1.17 1.18 1.2

Table 2: Dataset statistics

4.1.2 Submissions. Our submissions are described below:
• FT MonoT5-large RS (Run name: mt5l-e2): The fine-tuned
MonoT5-large using random negative sampling strategy.

• FT MonoT5-large HS (Run name: mt5l-ed): The fine-tuned
MonoT5-large using our hard negative sampling strategy.

• Ensemble (Run name: mt5l-ed4): The ensembled top 5 check-
points using the procedure in 3.1.2.

Except for BM25, we generate the prediction for all the baselines
and submissions using the procedure in 3.1.3.

4.1.3 Experimental results. Table 3 shows the validation F1 score of
our methods compared with the baselines. Table 4 shows the results
of the teams participating in the competition. It can be seen that
our methods for this task outperform others by a considerable gap
in the F1 score, indicating the appropriateness of our formulation
for Task 2.

Method Validation F1
Baselines
+ BM25 61.47
+ PT MonoT5-large 68.62
+ PT MonoT5-3B 68.31
+ PT BERT-large 53.21
Our methods
+ FT MonoT5-large RS (mt5l-e2) 75.23
+ FT MonoT5-large HS (mt5l-ed) 79.29
+ Ensemble (mt5l-ed4) 80.18

Table 3: Our methods in Task 2 compared with baselines

2https://github.com/castorini/pyserini
3castorini/monot5-large-msmarco
4castorini/monot5-3b-msmarco
5Luyu/bert-base-mdoc-bm25
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Run F1 (%) Precision (%) Recall (%)
CAPTAIN.mt5l-ed 74.56 78.70 70.83
CAPTAIN.mt5l-ed4 72.65 78.64 67.50
THUIR.thuir-monot5 71.82 79.00 65.83
CAPTAIN.mt5l-e2 70.54 75.96 65.83
THUIR.thuir-ensemble_2 69.30 73.15 65.83
JNLP.bm_cl_1_pr_1 68.18 75.00 62.50
IITDLI.iitdli_task2_run2 67.27 74.00 61.67
JNLP.cl_1_pr_1 65.45 72.00 60.00
UONLP.test_no_labels 63.87 64.41 63.33
THUIR.thuir-ensemble 60.91 67.00 55.83
NOWJ.non-empty 60.79 64.49 57.50
NOWJ.hp 60.36 65.69 55.83
IITDLI.iitdli_task2_run3 53.04 55.45 50.83
LLNTU.task2_llntukwnic 18.18 20.00 16.67

Table 4: Results of Task 2 in the competition

By looking at the F1 results, we can see that the fine-tuned
MonoT5 on the legal entailment dataset outperforms the pre-trained
MonoT5 on MS MARCO [21] by a significant margin. The intro-
duced hard negative mining procedure proved to be a more effective
method for fine-tuning than the vanilla random sampling strategy.
The ensemble approach has the best performance on the validation
set but is inferior to a single model fine-tuned MonoT5 on the test
set, which is likely the result of overfitting when performing hy-
perparameter grid searching. And finally, our results show that the
sequence-to-sequence approach has better performance in textual
entailment tasks compared to the BERT re-ranker approach.

4.2 Task 3. The Statute Law Retrieval Task
4.2.1 Dataset. Similar to the previous year’s format, the dataset
of this task consists of 996 questions, a legal corpus (Civil Code)
with 768 articles, and 1272 pairs of questions and relevant articles
(positive samples). The examples of this dataset are shown in Table 1.
For the development process, we choose questions that have an
ID starting with R02 (81 questions) or R03 (109 questions) as a
validation set and conduct model/settings evaluations on this sub-
set.

4.2.2 Submissions. We describe three settings we submitted in the
COLIEE Task-3 submission time.

• CAPTAIN.bjpAll: We ensemble all the sub-models from the
pre-trained languagemodel cl-tohoku/bert-base-japanese-whole-
word-masking. This submission is the ensemble result of five
checkpoints in MCkpt setting, five checkpoints in DatFlt-q
setting, and the best checkpoint in DatFlt-a setting.

• CAPTAIN.allEnssMissq: We ensemble the sub-models from
the pre-trained language model cl-tohoku/bert-base-japanese-
whole-word-masking and monot5-large-msmarco-10k. This
submission is the ensemble result of the best checkpoint
in MCkpt setting and monot5-large-msmarco-10k fine-tuned
model.

• CAPTAIN.allEnssBoostraping:We ensemble the sub-models
from the pre-trained language model cl-tohoku/bert-base-
japanese-whole-word-masking and monot5-large-msmarco-
10k. This submission is the ensemble result of the best check-
point inMCkpt-a setting andmonot5-large-msmarco-10k fine-
tuned model.

4.2.3 Experiments and Results. We conducted experiments to esti-
mate the effectiveness of our proposed methods based on the result
of the development set and compared it with the best result [39] of
COLIEE 2022. Especially for a fair comparison with their result, we
only optimize model hyper-parameters based on the R02 sub-set
and evaluate the result on R03 sub-set. The best models found in the
development process are used to predict the output of the official
test set R04.

Hyper-parameters. In the fine-tuning process, we used five epochs,
the learning rate is selected in {1𝑒−5, 2𝑒−5}, the maximum token
length is 512 sub-word tokens and batch size is selected in {16, 32}.
The top 5 best model checkpoints are saved based on the macro F2
scores of development set R02.

Development results. Our main development results are shown
in Table 5. Firstly, we develop our system based on two main pre-
trained language models: monoT5 versions castorini/monot5-large-
msmarco 6, castorini/monot5-large-msmarco-10k7 and Japanese pre-
trained language model cl-tohoku/bert-base-japanese-whole-word-
masking8:

• monoT5 pre-trained model: This pre-trained model is special-
ized for text retrieval tasks trained on the MACRO large-
scaled dataset. Based on the suggestion of the authors [23],
we used version castorini/monot5-large-msmarco-10k for zero-
shot learning and ensemble with version castorini/ monot5-
large-msmarco fine-tuned on the COLIEE dataset. The result
of the development set proved that incorporating two ver-
sions boosts the performance by about 2% F2 score (Table 5).
Therefore, we used the ensemble result of this model as the
main prediction when incorporated with other settings.

• Japanese pre-trained model: We mainly evaluate our pro-
posedmethod on a pre-trained languagemodel (cl-tohoku/bert-
base-japanese-whole-word-masking) because this model did
not learn any text retrieval task. This makes it straightfor-
ward to measure the effectiveness of our method on legal text
retrieval tasks (two last rows in Table 5). In the comparison
between three settings DatFlt-q, DatFlt-a, MCkpt separately,
we found that DatFlt-q setting shows the strength in the
Recall metric but low on the Precision. Since this setting is
strengthened in "missed" questions, which makes the model
reduces the number of missed questions as much as possible.
In contrast to setting DatFlt-a, which prefers to return the
accurate articles that make the Precision typically higher
than DatFlt-q.

• Ensemble model: We combine the result of monoT5 with
Japanese pre-trained models by the main-auxiliary ensemble
method (described in section 3.2) with monoT5 play as the

6https://huggingface.co/castorini/monot5-large-msmarco
7https://huggingface.co/castorini/monot5-large-msmarco-10k
8https://huggingface.co/cl-tohoku/bert-base-japanese-whole-word-masking
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main model. Besides, we also combine all the sub-models of
our proposed methods for comparison (last rows in Table 5).
These results show that the effective incorporation between
our methods and monoT5 achieved significant improvement
in the overall system.

Run F2 (%) P (%) R (%)
Evaluate on R02 questions

monoT5-L-10k (zs) 68.29 68.93 69.14
monoT5-L (ft) 68.29 68.93 69.14
monoT5-L (ft) + monoT5-L-10k (zs) 70.33 71.81 70.99
DatFlt-q 69.35 53.81 80.86
DatFlt-a 69.08 58.09 77.78
MCkpt 68.38 61.21 72.84
DatFlt-q + monoT5 (allEnssMissq) 76.36 74.28 78.40
DatFlt-a + monoT5 (allEnssBoostraping) 76.29 73.66 78.40
DatFlt-q + DatFlt-a + MCkpt (bjpAll) 70.45 63.37 75.31

Evaluate on R03 questions
HUKB2 [39] 82.04 81.80 84.05
monoT5-L-10k (zs) 79.13 82.19 79.62
monoT5-L (ft) 80.05 83.10 80.54
monoT5-L (ft) + monoT5-L-10k (zs) 81.28 81.61 83.29
DatFlt-q 75.84 59.06 88.84
DatFlt-a 76.90 62.58 87.92
MCkpt 80.68 76.07 85.06
DatFlt-q + monoT5 (allEnssMissq) 85.52 84.56 87.45
DatFlt-a + monoT5 (allEnssBoostraping) 85.01 85.47 86.35
DatFlt-q + DatFlt-a + MCkpt (bjpAll) 82.15 75.84 87.81

Table 5: Results of Task 3 on the development set. The nota-
tions (ft), (zs) refer to fine-tuned on the COLIEE dataset and
zero-shot learning, respectively.

Official test results. Table 6 shows the full test results of Task
3 provided by the COLIEE organization. Our results got first and
second places and also competitive in third place from other teams.
The results demonstrate that our proposed methodology exhibits a
high degree of generalizability and holds significant promise for ap-
plications in text retrieval tasks. Besides, we also got the best perfor-
mance on most other metrics, such as MAP, R@5, R@10, and R@30,
which is clear evidence of the effectiveness of our method. In addi-
tion, in the two settings allEnssMissq and allEnssBoostraping,
because we combine two different pre-trained models with monoT5
model playing as a primary model for prediction, the evaluation
scores on four metrics (MAP, R@5, R@10, and R@30) are exactly
same. In the submission bjpAll, (equal to DatFlt-q + DatFlt-a +
MCkpt), the ranking scores of our proposed method still work ef-
fectively because all the models of these settings are the different
checkpoints of the same pre-trained model in the fine-tuning pro-
cess, which share the same semantic space.

4.3 Task 4. The Legal Textual Entailment Task
4.3.1 Dataset. The dataset we use for experiments in Task 4 is
similar to the dataset used for Task 3, but for the task of textual
entailment. It contains 996 questions, and a legal corpus (Civil
Code) with 768 articles. For the validating and testing step, we used
the questions in R01 (111 questions), R02 (81 questions), and R03

Run F2 P R MAP R5 R10 R30
CAPTAIN.Missq 75.69 72.61 79.21 69.21 75.38 83.85 88.46
CAPTAIN.Boost 74.70 71.62 78.22 69.21 75.38 83.85 88.46
JNLP3 74.51 64.52 82.18 70.99 80.00 83.85 90.00
CAPTAIN.bjpAll 74.15 70.63 77.72 84.64 87.69 90.77 96.15
NOWJ.ensemble 72.73 68.23 76.73 78.99 78.46 80.77 89.23
HUKB1 67.25 62.79 70.79 73.97 75.38 83.85 93.08
JNLP2 66.28 64.22 70.30 68.61 73.08 79.23 88.46
HUKB3 66.25 65.02 68.32 74.14 74.62 84.62 93.08
JNLP1 65.71 66.50 67.82 68.65 73.08 79.23 88.46
LLNTUgigo 65.35 73.27 64.36 76.43 80.00 88.46 91.54
HUKB2 64.85 67.82 65.84 74.14 74.62 84.62 93.08
LLNTUkiwiord 63.26 70.30 62.38 76.25 82.31 86.92 93.08
UA.TfIdf_threshold2 56.42 62.05 56.44 65.51 66.92 79.23 84.62
UA.TfIdf_threshold1 55.45 63.37 54.46 65.51 66.92 79.23 84.62
UA.BM25 55.01 63.37 53.96 64.86 66.92 79.23 86.92
NOWJ.ttlJP 06.37 05.78 06.93 07.16 06.15 07.69 13.08
NOWJ.COENJP 01.82 01.49 01.98 02.46 01.54 03.85 06.15
Table 6: Results on the official test of Task 3. "CAP-
TAIN.Missq" stands for CAPTAIN.allEnssMissq, "CAP-
TAIN.Boost" stands for CAPTAIN.allEnssBoostraping.

(106 questions). The remaining questions are used for the training
process.

4.3.2 Submissions. In Task 4, we submit 3 runs as follows:
• CAPTAIN.gen: The predictions of the first approach (online
data augmentation)

• CAPTAIN.run1: The predictions of the second approach
(condition-statement extraction)

• CAPTAIN.run2: The predictions of the third approach (SVM
ensembles with condition-statement extraction)

4.3.3 Experiments and results. For the first approach experiments,
we use the pre-trained model cl-tohoku/bert-base-japanese-whole-
word-masking to re-sample the training data. The training data, in
this case, involves remaining data and augmented data generated
randomly by online data augmentation mechanism. For the second
and the third approaches, we only use the original data.

The results of our approaches for Task 4 with the validation data
are shown in Table 7. The results of Task 4 in the competition are
shown in Table 8.

Method R01 R02 R03
CAPTAIN.run1 60.36 50.62 64.22
CAPTAIN.run2 60.36 51.85 66.05
CAPTAIN.gen 58.56 67.90 56.88

Table 7: Performance (accuracy) of Task 4 validation sets:
R01, R02, R03

Through the results, we can see that the approach using the
online data augmentationmechanism has stable results on all testing
and validating datasets. This shows that the data generated through
online data augmentation mechanism provided the model useful
information to decide the final result. On the other side, extracting
condition, and statement pairs from articles also gives positive
results on the validation dataset. The performance of the condition
and statement extracting approach is close to the performance of
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Run Accuracy (%)
JNLP3 78.22
TRLABS_D 78.22
KIS2 69.31
UA-V2 66.34
AMHR01 65.35
LLNTUdulcsL 62.38
HUKB2 59.41
CAPTAIN.gen 58.42
CAPTAIN.run1 57.43
NOWJ.multi-v1-jp 54.46
CAPTAIN.run2 52.48
NOWJ.multijp 52.48
NOWJ.multi-v1-en 48.51

Table 8: Results of Task 4 in the competition

online data augmentation. However, when combined with the SVM
model, the performance of the condition and statement extracting
approach is decreased as compared to the results in the validating
dataset. The SVM model seems to be biased with the validation
dataset, since that causes the reduction of performance on official
testing questions.

5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes our methods for addressing Task 2, Task 3,
and Task 4 in COLIEE 2023. We have utilized appropriate deep
learning techniques and applied rigorous engineering practices
and methodologies to the competition, resulting in exceptional
performance in these tasks. Going forward, we plan to further
explore the properties of legal documents and queries to gain deeper
insights and develop more effective techniques.
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ABSTRACT
The process of legal case retrieval involves identifying relevant
cases that share similarities with a given case, while entailment
requires assessing whether a legal statement can logically follow
from another. These tasks are challenging due to the intricate na-
ture of legal language and the vast quantity of legal documents. To
overcome these difficulties, we propose implementing data augmen-
tation techniques to produce additional training data and employing
a large language model such as BART or T5 to capture the nuances
of legal language. Specifically, we augment the provided dataset
by generating synthetic cases that exhibit similar attributes to the
original cases. We subsequently train a large language model on
the augmented dataset and employ it to retrieve pertinent cases and
determine entailment. Our findings also reveal that certain large
language generative models, such as the Flan model have demon-
strated potential for performing exceptionally well on the COLIEE
task4 dataset. Notably, Flan model achieved state-of-the-art results
on the COLIEE2023 and 2022 task 4 test sets.
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Legal, Deep Learning, Contrastive Learning, Transformer Model,
Large Language Model, Prompt Tuning
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Competition on Legal Information Extraction and Entailment
(COLIEE) is a well-known international competition organized each
year with the goal of applying machine learning algorithms and
techniques in the analysis and understanding of legal documents.
Two main applications of using machine learning in this domain
are entailment and information retrieval. The goal of entailment is
to answer the question of whether a given proposition is true or
false based on a piece of evidence. Moreover, information retrieval
involves searching through a corpus of documents and ranking
them according to their relevance to a query. The applications of this
technique have not been widely used and are still being explored,
but it has the potential to greatly assist attorneys in reducing the
time and effort spent searching for legal documents or material
required for a certain trial.

The utilization of deep learning models for the processing of
lengthy and multi-language legal documents poses a number of
challenges. The first of these pertains to the difficulty in acquiring
and preparing a substantial and varied dataset suitable for train-
ing, which can be attributed to the technical and disparate nature
of legal terminology. The second challenge is associated with the
considerable processing power required by deep learning models
to effectively comprehend and analyze the subtle nuances of legal
language, with the added complexity of multi-language models fur-
ther exacerbating the issue. In light of previous research [7, 24], our
approach involves the implementation of data cleaning techniques
to eliminate extraneous noise from the document, such as French
paragraphs and paragraphs of insufficient length. Furthermore, we

*Equal contribution
+Corresponding author
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Figure 1: Application of Large Language Model

employ data augmentation strategies to generate new data points
by applying a range of transformations to the original data.

Large language models (LLMs) [5, 17, 25] have gained significant
attention in recent years due to their ability to perform various
natural language processing tasks. These models use a deep neural
network architecture and are trained on massive amounts of text
data to generate human-like language output. According to the 1,
there are 2 applications of LLMs that we apply in COLIEE 2023:

(1) Textual Entailment: using large language models to classify
the probability of relevance between two documents.

(2) Prompt tuning for Yes/No question answering: Using various
prompts to determine their effectiveness in the legal domain
for a given question-context pair.

In the legal domain, these applications can be particularly useful
for tasks such as document classification. LLMs can learn to under-
stand and generate legal language more accurately and efficiently
by providing legal-specific prompts or some training examples. This
can save time and resources for legal professionals who need to
process large amounts of legal text.

2 TASK DESCRIPTION
2.1 Task 1: The Legal Case Retrieval Task
This task focuses on finding the "noticed" cases for a new case from
a set of supporting cases in the case law corpus. The "noticed" cases
(or supporting cases) are the cases that support the decision-making
process for the new case. More formally, given a new case Q and
a set of candidate cases 𝐶 = {𝐶1,𝐶2, ...,𝐶𝑛}, the task is to extract
the subset of supporting cases 𝑆 from the candidate set C. In this
task, micro average precision, recall, and F-measure are used for
evaluation. The detailed formulas are expressed as follows:

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
|Correctly retrieved cases|

|Retrieved cases|
(1)

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
|Correctly retrieved cases|

|Correct cases|
(2)

F-measure =
2 × Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

(3)

2.2 Task 2: The Legal Case Entailment Task
In this task, a base case and its entailed fragment are given. The
target is to identify a specific paragraph from a relevant case that
entails the fragment of the base case. In a formal way, given the
base case C, the entailed fragment F of the base case C, and a list of
paragraphs 𝑃 = {𝑃1, 𝑃2, ..., 𝑃𝑛} of a relevant case to the base case
C, the target of this task is to identify a subset 𝑃 ′ from 𝑃 which
contains the paragraphs that entail the fragment F. The evaluation
used in this task is similar to Task 1.

2.3 Task 3: The Statue Law Retrieval Task
This task focuses on retrieving the relevant documents for an input
"Yes/No" question and then using these documents to answer the
input question. Given a legal bar exam question Q and Japanese
Civil Code Articles 𝑆 = {𝑆1, 𝑆2, .., 𝑆𝑛}, the task requires one to
collect a subset 𝐸 from 𝑆 that can support answering the question
Q. The input questions are collected from Japanese Legal Bar exams
and translated into English along with all the Japanese Civil Law
articles. In this task, macro average precision, recall and F2-measure
are used instead of micro average measures in Task 1 and Task 2.
In addition, Mean Average Precision and R-precision can be used
for further discussion on the submitted results. The formulas of the
measures are shown below:

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = Average of
|Correctly articles for each query|
|Retrieved articles for each query|

(4)

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = Average of
|Correctly retrieved articles for each query|

|Correct articles for each query|
(5)

F2-measure =
5 × Precision × Recall
4 × Precision + Recall

(6)

2.4 Task 4: The Legal Textual Entailment Data
Corpus

In this task, the articles retrieved from Task 3 will be used to an-
swer the input "Yes/No" question. Given a question Q and a set of
retrieved articles 𝑆 = {𝑆1, 𝑆2, ..., 𝑆𝑛}, the target is to determine the
answer "Yes" or "No" for question Q. For evaluation, accuracy is
used to measure the correctness of the predictions provided by the
models.

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
|Correctly predicted queries|

|All queries|
(7)

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Task1
The hypothesis is advanced that a given paragraph from the candi-
date’s case has pertinence to a paragraph in the query case presently
undergoing analysis. Based on this supposition, the query and candi-
date cases are segmented into paragraph-level components, denoted
as 𝑄 = 𝑝𝑞1, 𝑝𝑞2, ..., 𝑝𝑞𝑁 and 𝐶𝑘 = 𝑝𝑘1, 𝑝𝑘2, ..., 𝑝𝑘𝑀 respectively for
the query and candidate cases. To determine the appropriate candi-
dates, a semantic ranking approach is employed using bi-encoder
similarity to identify the closest 𝑝𝑞𝑛 − 𝑝𝑘𝑚 pairs.
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(a) Task 1 Data Augmentation

(b) Illustration of Task 1 Prediction Phase

Figure 2: Task 1 Pipeline Demonstration

3.1.1 Bi-encoder Similarity. Bi-Encoders are a type of deep neural
network model that generates a sentence embedding for a given
input sentence. This is achieved by passing the input sentence
through the Bi-Encoder, resulting in the creation of a sentence em-
bedding. In the context of sentence similarity or text classification
tasks, sentence embeddings have proven to be an effective approach.
Specifically, given two input sentences 𝑞𝑞𝑛 and 𝑞𝑘𝑚 , we can pass
them independently through the deep learning model to obtain
sentence embeddings 𝑢 and 𝑣 , respectively. Once these embeddings
are obtained, they can be compared using Euclidean distance, a
commonly used similarity metric in natural language processing
applications. Through this approach, we can effectively compare
the similarity between two sentences and extract valuable insights
for a variety of tasks, such as sentiment analysis, text classification,
and information retrieval.

3.1.2 Training Phase. In order to compare the similarity between
two input sentences, we employed:

• Sentence_Transformer [26], a popular deep learning model
for natural language processing tasks.

• Contrastive model trained by data augmentation.
For Sentence_Transformer, we used sentence-transformers/all-mpnet-
base-v21 the pre-trained model based on microsoft/mpnet-base2

and fine-tuned in on a 1B sentence pairs dataset.
The present study employs data augmentation techniques to

enhance the Task 1 dataset and generate training data for the
contrastive model. The procedure outlined in Figure 2a involves
querying Elasticsearch to retrieve 300 candidate paragraphs cor-
responding to a given query case paragraph. The paragraphs are

1 https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/all-mpnet-base-v2
2 https://huggingface.co/microsoft/mpnet-base
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then assigned positive or negative labels based on whether their
IDs belong to a predetermined set of labels.

We have 𝑄 = {𝑝𝑞1, 𝑝𝑞2, ..., 𝑝𝑞𝑁 } be the original dataset consist-
ing of 𝑁 samples, where each sample 𝑞𝑖 represents a paragraph
of text. The augmented dataset, 𝑄 ′, is generated by applying a
transformation function, g(x), to each sample in the original dataset.
Specifically, for each sample 𝑞𝑖 in𝑄 , we use Elasticsearch to retrieve
300 candidate paragraphs, denoted as 𝐶 = {𝑐𝑝1, 𝑐𝑝1, . . . , 𝑐𝑝300},
based on a given query case paragraph. Let 𝑃𝐸 be a set of posi-
tive labels corresponding to relevant paragraphs corresponding
to irrelevant paragraphs. For each candidate paragraph 𝑐𝑝𝑖 in 𝐶 ,
we assign this sample as 𝑐𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑠 whether its ID belongs to 𝑃𝐸 ; oth-
erwise 𝑐𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑔 . The augmented dataset 𝑄 ′ is then defined as 𝑄 ′ =
{(𝑝𝑞𝑖 , 𝑐𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑠 , 𝑐𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑔 ), (𝑝𝑞𝑖+1, 𝑐𝑝𝑖+1𝑝𝑜𝑠 , 𝑐𝑝𝑖+1𝑛𝑒𝑔 ), ..., (𝑝𝑞𝑁 , 𝑐𝑝𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑠

, 𝑐𝑝𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑔
)}

For the contrastive model, we use Triplet Margin Loss [3] to
fine-tune on Legal-BERT [9], a variant of BERT trained on the le-
gal domain. Triplet Margin Loss [3] is a popular loss function in
machine learning used to learn effective feature representations
for tasks such as face recognition and image retrieval. The goal
of this loss function is to learn embeddings in which similar sam-
ples are closer together and dissimilar samples are further apart
in the feature space. Triplet Margin Loss is based on the idea of
triplets, which consist of an anchor sample, a positive sample that
is similar to the anchor, and a negative sample that is dissimilar
to the anchor. The loss function penalizes embeddings that do not
satisfy the condition that the distance between the anchor and the
positive sample is smaller than the distance between the anchor and
the negative sample by a margin. Triplet Margin Loss has shown
promising results in various applications and has become a widely
used technique in the field of deep learning. After obtaining the
anchor, positive, and negative samples from the data augmentation
step, we can fine-tune the Legal-BERT using the Formula 8:

𝐿(𝑎, 𝑝, 𝑛) =𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑑 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖 ) − 𝑑 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑛𝑖 ) +𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛, 0} (8)

3.1.3 Prediction Phase. As we can see in Figure 2b, for each para-
graph denoted as 𝑝𝑞𝑖 in the given query case 𝑄 = 𝑝𝑞1, 𝑝𝑞2, ..., 𝑝𝑞𝑁 ,
Elasticsearch is utilized to search for the top 𝑛 candidate para-
graphs that have the highest BM25 score. Additionally, we have
implemented a regulation to filter out any unreasonable candidates.
Since a query solely refers to cases that have already been judged
before the query case itself, we extract dates from the law cases.
Based on the assumption that the current query cannot refer to a
future case, we have defined the regulation, represented by Formula
9:

𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘1 = {𝑐 |𝑐 ∈ 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘0 ∧𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑐)) ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑞))} (9)

In this context, 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑐) denotes the collection of dates that have
been present in the document 𝑐 , while 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘0 refers to the set of
candidate paragraphs retrieved through the application of Elastic-
search. Furthermore,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑐)) corresponds to the date asso-
ciated with the case 𝑐 . There is some noise in the documents, such
as French-language content. Consequently, we aim to implement a
secondary filtering mechanism 10 to exclude French-language con-
tent from the provided document since all the transformer variants
we used are for English only.

𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘2 = {𝑝𝑞𝑖 |𝑝𝑞𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘1, 𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑔(𝑝𝑞𝑖 ) ≠ 𝑓 𝑟 } (10)
In this formula, The function 𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑔(𝑝𝑞𝑖 )3 returns the language of
the paragraph 𝑝𝑞𝑖 , and ≠ 𝑓 𝑟 checks whether the language is not
equal to French.

Finally, the sentence_transformer or contrastive model is utilized
to re-rank the candidate paragraphs. The most relevant case is
identified based on the top 5 paragraphs that possess the smallest
Euclidean score.

3.2 Task2
One of the key challenges faced by IR systems is to ensure high
accuracy and relevance in the search results presented to the users.
Traditionally, IR systems rely on a single model, such as the vector
space model, to represent documents and queries and to compute
the relevance scores of documents to a given query. However, a
single model may not capture all the complexities and nuances of
the information and may lead to suboptimal results.

Ensemble [7, 10, 33] methods have emerged as a promising tech-
nique to address this challenge and to improve the performance
of IR systems. Ensemble methods combine the outputs of multiple
individual models or classifiers to arrive at a more accurate and
robust prediction. By using an ensemble of diverse IR models, the
resulting system can take advantage of the strengths of each model,
while mitigating their weaknesses. In this way, ensemble meth-
ods can lead to a more accurate, effective, and reliable information
retrieval system.

During the prediction phase, we utilized N transformer models,
denoted as 𝑇1,𝑇2, ...,𝑇𝑁 , respectively, where each model is associ-
ated with a specific loss function. For each query-candidate para-
graph pair (q, c), we fed the pair into each of the N models to ob-
tain the corresponding similarity scores 𝑠1 (𝑞, 𝑐), 𝑠2 (𝑞, 𝑐), ..., 𝑠𝑁 (𝑞, 𝑐),
where each 𝑠𝑖 (𝑞, 𝑐) represents the similarity score computed by the
𝑖−𝑡ℎmodel. The final similarity score for the pair, denoted as 𝑠 (𝑞, 𝑐),
is then calculated as:

𝑠 (𝑞,𝐶) =
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑠𝑖 (𝑞, 𝑐) (11)

It should be noted that customization of the number of models
employed and the associated loss functions for each model can be
performed in accordance with the unique characteristics of the task
and dataset. For the present study, two distinct training strategies
were utilized in the training of the transformer models. As illus-
trated in Figure 3, the varied training approaches are capable of
extracting differing information from the supplied data, and we an-
ticipate that this technique will improve the discriminatory capacity
of the transformer models.

3.3 Task3
3.3.1 Pre-processing. In statute laws, articles can contain many
items, each of which may be divided into multiple samples. Samples
are created by separating the common part of the article from the
item, allowing for greater clarity and organization of the legal text.
By breaking down articles into samples based on their items, legal
3 https://pypi.org/project/langdetect/
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Figure 3: Contrastive loss and Cross-entropy loss illustration

professionals can better understand the details and nuances of the

law. Table 1 shows an example of an article containing multiple

items and the split article created by pre-processing. Table 2 shows

an example of original and split articles where an item in an article

contains multiple samples.We refer to the corpus of samples created

by breaking down the original articles as the "split" corpus. We

experimented with the original article corpus and the "split" corpus.

3.3.2 Retrieval approaches. Our approach to the statute law re-

trieval task explores and combines the following types of models

• Lexical-based retrievalmethods like BM25 have the strength

of being computationally efficient and easy to implement.

They rely on the frequency and distribution of words in a doc-

ument to determine their relevance to a query, making them

effective for simple keyword-based searches. Additionally,

lexical-based retrieval methods can handle large datasets

and are highly scalable, making them suitable for search

engines and other information retrieval systems. However,

they may not perform well when faced with complex queries

or when the relevance of a document to a query is not solely

determined by its textual content

• Dense retrieval methods have the strength of being able to

capture semantic relationships between words and phrases,

making them effective for handling complex queries and

understanding the meaning of a document beyond its textual

content. They use neural networks to represent documents

and queries in a high-dimensional vector space, allowing

for efficient similarity search and ranking of results. Dense

retrieval methods can also be trained on large amounts of

data, making them highly adaptable to different tasks and

domains

• Hybrid retrievalmethods, which combine dense and sparse

retrieval methods, have the strength of leveraging the ad-

vantages of both approaches. By using sparse methods to

identify relevant documents based on keyword matching

and then using dense methods to rank them based on seman-

tic similarity, hybrid methods can improve the effectiveness

of retrieval systems. This allows for efficiently handling com-

plex queries and capturing semantic relationships between

words and phrases while being computationally efficient.

• Zero-shot language models have the strength of being

able to perform language-related tasks without being explic-

itly trained on them. This is achieved through their ability

to generalize knowledge learned from one task to another

related task. They can understand natural language input

and produce relevant output without specific training, al-

lowing for the efficient use of resources and the ability to

perform a wide range of tasks. Additionally, zero-shot lan-

guage models can handle multiple languages and produce

multilingual output, making them highly versatile and useful

for cross-lingual applications.

• Large language models (LLMs) have the strength of be-

ing able to generate high-quality natural language text that

closely mimics human writing style and patterns. They can

understand natural language input, including its nuances,

idiomatic expressions, and context, and generate coherent

and relevant output. LLMs can learn from large amounts of

data, capturing complex relationships between words and

phrases and performing a wide range of language-related

tasks, including language translation, summarization, and

question-answering. They can also be fine-tuned to specific

domains and applications, making them adaptable and effec-

tive for various use cases.

3.4 Task 4

In the past few years, pre-trained language models (PLMs), such

as BERT [13], have demonstrated their effectiveness in various do-

mains, including the legal domain [1, 20]. The common approach for

utilizing PLMs involves the "pre-training and fine-tuning" learning

5
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Figure 4: Example of a parametric plot (sin(𝑥), cos(𝑥), 𝑥)

Orginal Article:
Article 1
(1) Private rights must be congruent with the public welfare.
(2) The exercise of rights and performance of duties must be
done in good faith.
(3) Abuse of rights is not permitted.

Split Article:
Article 1 Private rights must be congruent with the public wel-
fare.
Article 1 The exercise of rights and performance of duties must
be done in good faith.
Article 1 Abuse of rights is not permitted.

Table 1: Example of split Article 1

Orginal Article:
Article 450 (1) If an obligor has the obligation to provide a
guarantor, that guarantor must:
(i) be a person with capacity to act; and
(ii) have sufficient financial resources to pay the obligation.

Split Article:
Article 450 If an obligor has the obligation to provide a guar-
antor, that guarantor must: be a person with capacity to act;
Article 450 If an obligor has the obligation to provide a guar-
antor, that guarantormust: have sufficient financial resources
to pay the obligation.

Table 2: Example of split Article 450 - Item (1)

paradigm. In this paradigm, it often requires fine-tuning the PLM
to adapt it to specific downstream tasks, such as textual entailment
[23, 39].

Large language models (LLMs) are PLMs with a large number of
parameters ranging from several billion to several hundred billion
(e.g. the 11B-parameter T5-xxl [25] and the 175B-parameter GPT3
[6]). When performing LLMs, researchers have found that LLMs
show unique abilities compared to medium-sized language models,
including the ability to follow instructions [29]. This means that
by fine-tuning LLMs on multi-task datasets with natural language
instructions, the LLMs can perform well on unseen tasks that are

also described in the form of instructions [22]. As a result, numerous
studies have investigated LLMs’ performance in zero-shot settings
of downstream tasks, e.g, textual entailment [36]. In this section,
we assess the performance of LLMs in a zero-shot setting for the
legal textual entailment task of COLIEE 2023. Figure 5 shows an
overview of ourmethod using LLMs to performTask 4. This consists
of three main steps: Prompt Collecting, LLMs Running, and Label
Extracting.

3.4.1 Prompt Collecting. Previous studies have shown that the
selection of an appropriate prompt/instruction is crucial for LLMs’
performance in zero-shot settings [16, 27]. Hence, we first construct
a set of prompts to perform the legal textual entailment task. To
accomplish this, we gather all the prompts from the GLUE tasks
available in the PromptSource library [2]. We then convert these
prompts to JSON format (as shown in Listing. 1) and obtain a set of
56 prompts that could serve as input instructions for the LLMs.

[
{

" i d " : 0 ,
" l a b e l " : [

" True " ,
" F a l s e "

] ,
" prompt " : "< 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 >

Ques t ion : < 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 > True or
F a l s e ? "

} ,
. . .

]

Listing 1: Prompt set for Task 4

3.4.2 LLMs Running. In order to input the query Q and relevant
articles S (derived from Task 3’s results) into the LLMs, we first
replace the <query> tag in the prompt with the query text Q, and
the <relevant_articles> tag with the text of the relevant articles S.
After that, we load the LLMs using the Huggingface4 library and
provide the modified prompt as input. The LLMs generate output
text, which we then use to extract the answer.

4 https://huggingface.co/
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Figure 5: Overview of our method in Task 4.

Table 3: Contrastive dataset analysis

Query Positive Negative

Average Length 84.956 92.091 90.522

Max Length 1947 1952 2259

Min Length 9 8 9

Total 5050500

3.4.3 Label Extracting. To extract the predicted answer from the
generated text, we create a simple label mapping function based on
the prompt labels. This function searches for negative labels (e.g
"false", "incorrect", etc.) within the generated text. If any of these
labels are present, the function returns 0. If not, it returns 1.

After evaluating the performance of our approach on the pro-
vided dataset, we select the prompt that yields the highest accuracy
score. During the inference phase, we utilize this prompt to generate
the final predicted labels.

4 EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
4.1 Task1
4.1.1 Data Augmentation Result. As shown in Table 3, we can
generate more than 5 million triple anchor-positive-negative for
training a transformer model.

4.1.2 Prediction Phase Result. As explicated in the Methodology
section, the quantity of candidate paragraphs procured through
Elasticsearch constitutes a crucial factor. Given that the quantity of
candidate paragraphs may vary in magnitude, it can substantially
impact the effectiveness of the contractive model in accurately iden-
tifying relevant cases. Through experimentation, it is discernible
that the optimal number of candidate paragraphs for each query
paragraph is either 3 or 5.

Based on the results presented in Table 4, our team was able
to secure the 4th position in Task 1 of the COLIEE competition
by utilizing the contrastive model and including three candidate
paragraphs for each query paragraph.

Table 4: Task1 COLIEE2023 competition result

Team F1 Precision Recall

THUIR 0.3001 0.2379 0.4063

IITDLI 0.2874 0.2447 0.3481

NOWJ 0.2757 0.2263 0.3527

JNLP (ours) 0.2604 0.2044 0.3586

4.2 Task2
For the ensemble phase, we use the following variant of the trans-
former model:

(1) Legal-BERT [9]
(2) XLM-RoBERTa [12]
(3) Longformer [4]
(4) DeBERTa [15]

The Legal-BERT model was trained using two distinct strategies,
namely, contrastive and cross-entropy. Conversely, for othermodels,
solely the cross-entropy strategy was employed, and two versions
of these models, namely, base and larger, were trained. Notably, the
larger version contains a higher number of parameters.

Based on the outcomes of our experiments, the performance of
transformer models can be impacted by the imbalanced distribution
of positive and negative data. Consequently, to address this issue, we
conducted an experiment in which the ratio of positive to negative
instances was set to 1:4.

Upon analyzing the results presented in Table 5, it can be inferred
that the performance of the contrastive model alone was quite poor
when evaluated on the Task2 test set. This highlights the limitations
of a single model in handling complex natural language processing
tasks. However, through the use of an ensemble approach, which
involves combining the predictions of multiple models, we were
able to significantly enhance our performance on this task. This
is exemplified by our achievement of 3rd place in the COLIEE
competition for Task 2, which is indicative of the effectiveness
of our ensemble approach. The success of this technique can be
attributed to its ability to harness the strengths of multiple models
and overcome the weaknesses of individual models.
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Table 5: Task2 COLIEE2023 competition result

Team F1 Precision Recall

CAPTAIN 0.7456 0.7870 0.7083

THUIR 0.7182 0.7900 0.6583

JNLP(CL_LPM)1 0.6818 0.7500 0.6250

JNLP(CL_PM)2 0.6545 0.7200 0.6000

JNLP(CL)3 0.5182 0.5700 0.4750
1 Using contrastive model and large-size pre-trained
models
2 Using contrastive model and medium-size pre-
trained models
3 Using only contrastive model

4.3 Task3
4.3.1 Experimental Setup. The experiments are conducted on the
COLIEE 2022 test set. The models used in the experiments are as
follows:

• BM25, Dense/Hybrid Retrieval: We use the implementa-
tion from Pyserini [18].

• Dense model: We use the model ColBERT [31] for dense
retrieval.

• Zero-shot model: We experiment with models MonoT5
[21], BART-NLI [37]

• Large Language Models: We experiment with models T0.
[30], mT0 [19].

4.3.2 Results. Table 6 shows the performance of various methods
on the COLIEE 2022 test set. The experiments indicate that the
application of the BM25 model is more effective in the Japanese
language as compared to English. In addition, the Hybrid retrieval
method exhibits slightly superior performance in contrast to the
Sparse and Dense retrieval methods. Furthermore, results obtained
from the Split corpus are markedly more effective than those ob-
tained from the original corpus. Regarding the Zero-shot models, it
is evident that the BART-NLI model yields unsatisfactory results,
whereas MonoT5 displays impressive performance, particularly the
version equipped with 3 billion parameters. In contrast, the T0pp
and mT0 models, despite having more parameters, demonstrate
poor results. Furthermore, the study shows that an ensemble of
BM25, utilizing different k1 and b parameters, produces certain
improvements. Finally, the most outstanding results are obtained
by the ensembles of MonoT5 in English and BM25 in Japanese.

4.4 Task 4
4.4.1 Experimental Setup. The experiments are conducted on vari-
ous LLMs, which are split into two groups based on their fine-tuning
dataset: Flan-based [11] and P3-based [19, 29]. The following are
brief descriptions of the LLMs used:

• Flan-based models: flan-t5-xxl and flan-alpaca-xxl were
initialized with t5-xxl [25] and ul2 [35] model checkpoints
respectively, and fine-tuned on the Flan dataset consisting of
1.8K NLP tasks focused on instructions and chain-of-thought
reasoning [11]. Flan-alpaca-xxl is an expanded version of

Figure 6: Effect of prompt on the performance.

flan-t5-xxl, which was further fine-tuned on the Stanford
Alpaca synthetic instruction [34].

• P3-based models: t0pp and bloomz-7b1 were instruction-
tuned versions of t5-xxl [25] and bloom-7b1 [32] respectively,
on the instruction P3 dataset which contains of 2073 prompts
for 177 datasets [29]. Additionally, mt0-xxl and mt0-xxl-mt
were two instruction-tuned versions of the mt5 model [38],
on the cross-lingual task mixture dataset xP3 [19].

Mt0-* models were used for performing the Japanese version of
Task 4, while the other models were used for the English version.

4.4.2 Main results. Table 7 displays the results of our experiments
on the COLIEE test sets for the years 2022 and 2023. Results on the
test set of 2022 show that zero-shot LLMs outperform non-LLMs
methods that are based on medium-sized PLMs in rows (1) and (2).
This demonstrates that the LLMs can perform reasonably well on
the textual entailment of legal domain if provided with appropriate
instructions. In addition, we observed that larger model parameter
sizes did not necessarily result in better performance, as shown
by the results in rows (5) and (6). This observation is consistent
with previous works [8, 28]. Moreover, by comparing the flan-t5-
xxl (7) and t0pp (8) models, which use the same base models but
different instruction fine-tuning data (Flan [11] and P3 [29]), we
can conclude that using appropriate instruction fine-tuning data
can significantly affect the performance of LLMs on downstream
tasks.

For the COLIEE 2023 competition, we submitted three runs using
different LLMs: a flan-t5-xxl (7), a flan-ul2 (6), and a flan-alpaca (5).
The flan-aplpaca-xxl model achieves the highest scores among all
submissions. This demonstrates the effectiveness of using LLMs on
the legal textual entailment task.

4.4.3 Impact of different prompts. The performance of all collected
prompts on the COLIEE 2022 test set with flan-t5-xxl-zero-shot
setting is presented in Figure 6. The results show a significant
gap of 23% in accuracy score between the best-performing prompt
and the worst-performing one. This highlights the importance of
selecting an appropriate prompt when using LLMs for the legal
textual entailment task.
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Table 6: Statue law retrieval performance of various methods measured on COLIEE 2022 Task 3 test set

Method Language Split Corpus F2 Precision Recall #Correct #Return

Sparse

BM25 (Top-1) English 74.53 79.82 73.93 87 109
BM25 (Top-1) English x 74.53 79.82 73.93 87 109
BM25 (Top-1) Japanese 75.66 81.65 75.03 89 109
BM25 (Top-1) Japanese x 76.99 82.57 76.41 90 109

Dense ColBERT (Top-1) English 57.38 60.55 57.03 66 109

Hybrid
Hybrid (Top-1) English 75.44 80.73 74.85 88 109
Hybrid (Top-10) English 35.21 10.46 92.39 114 1090

Zero-shot models and LLMs
(applied on candidates
retrieved by Hybrid)

BART_NLI English 46.96 38.53 51.61 60 114
MonoT5-Base English 69.84 74.31 69.34 81 109
MonoT5-Large English 75.19 79.82 74.69 87 109
MonoT5 (3 billions params) English 76.67 80.73 76.22 88 109
MonoT5 (3 billions params) English x 77.18 81.65 76.68 89 109
mT0-xxl English 37.67 37.39 39.53 47 71
T0pp English 33.17 18.45 55.66 69 467

Tuning BM25
BM25 (Top-1) (k1=0.99, b=0.4) Japanese x 77.91 83.49 77.32 91 109
BM25 (Top-1) (k1=0.99 b=0.75) Japanese x 78.42 84.40 77.78 92 109
BM25 Ensemble(k1, b) ∈ {(0.01, 0.4), (0.01, 0.75), (0.99, 0.4), (0.99, 0.75)} Japanese x 79.86 83.03 80.38 96 126

Ensemble
MonoT5-Ensemble (English) + BM25 (Japanese) English + Japanese x 82.69 82.26 84.20 101 136
MonoT5-Ensemble (English) + BM25-Ensemble (Japanese) English + Japanese x 82.61 81.04 84.97 103 150

Table 7: Accuracy scores on the test sets of the legal textual entailment task of COLIEE 2022, 2023. The best single model for
each year is highlighted in bold.

Description Submission Name Base model Params 2022 2023

(1) Best of 2022 [14] KIS2 BERT-based model < 1B 0.6789 _
(2) 2nd best of 2022 [40] HUKB-1 BERT-based model < 1B 0.6697 _
(3) 2nd best of 2023 KIS2 _ _ _ 0.6931

(4) flan-alpaca-xxl-zero-shot (ours) JNLP3 t5-xxl 11B 0.7889 0.7822

(5) flan-ul2-zero-shot (ours) JNLP2 ul2 20B 0.7889 0.7525
(6) flan-t5-xxl-zero-shot (ours) JNLP1 t5-xxl 11B 0.7889 0.7525
(7) t0pp-zero-shot (ours) _ t5-xxl 11B 0.7339 0.6732
(8) bloomz-7b1-zero-shot (ours) _ bloom-7b1 7B 0.6422 0.5940
(9) mt0-xxl-zero-shot (ours) _ mt5-xxl 13B 0.7155 0.7128
(10) mt0-xxl-mt-zero-shot (ours) _ mt5-xxl 13B 0.7247 0.6435

5 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the use of data augmentation and large language
models has shown promising results for improving the performance
of natural language processing models on the COLIEE legal dataset.
Data augmentation and data cleaning techniques have been suc-
cessful in generating additional training data and improving the
robustness of NLP models. Large language models, such as Flan or
T5, have shown impressive performance on COLIEE competition
tasks, including legal document retrieval and legal question an-
swering. By using these models on the COLIEE dataset, significant
improvements in accuracy and efficiency have been achieved.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the method developed by the UFAM team
in the 10th COLIEE for Task 1, the legal case retrieval task. In
a nutshell, we propose a topic-based approach composed of two
phases: filtering and ranking. In the filtering phase, a topic discovery
technique is applied to the entire dataset to select an initial set of
candidate cases for each query. Then, in the ranking phase, three
different ranking functions can be applied to each pair query and
candidate from the set producing a sorted list of relevant cases
per query. Finally, using a predefined 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 (cut-off value), we
select the most relevant documents for a given query. Based on this
two-phased approach, we implemented three different solutions
that achieved the two best precision values for this competition. Of
a total of 22 results, our best result was ranked number 12 in the
overall ranking.
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• Information systems → Rank aggregation; Similarity mea-
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1 INTRODUCTION
The fundamental characteristic of a Common Law System is that
it confers great importance on prior cases. That means that, if
similar cases have earlier been decided by a court of law, they
have to be studied, and their interpretation has to be taken into
consideration. Countries such as the United States of America,
Canada, and Australia follow the Common Law System. However,
even for countries with judiciary systems based on Civil Law, or
statutory law, precedents can influence decisions in court, as is
the case of Brazil, where precedents have become a fundamental
source of law with the goal of reaching a more fair and standardized
judiciary system.
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Considering the ever-growing number of new legal cases, the
task of finding comparable cases can be time-consuming and costly,
impacting the agility and fairness of legal systems worldwide. The
ongoing digital transformation of the legal domain has opened an
opportunity for the application of new technologies in law, includ-
ing artificial intelligence solutions for a variety of tasks such as
legal case retrieval and legal text entailment. Even though docu-
ment retrieval is a well-studied field, when proposing solutions
for the legal domain specifics challenges arise, as is the case of the
complexity and uniqueness of the legal language (legalese) and the
fact that legal documents are often long-length documents.

The problem of searching for legal decisions to support or dis-
prove a case is addressed by the Competition on Legal Information
Extraction and Entailment (COLIEE) through its Legal Case Re-
trieval task (Task 1). This paper presents the approach developed
by the UFAM team for Task 1 of the 10th COLIEE. Our approach
has two phases: filtering and ranking. For the filtering phase, a topic
discovery model is used to select an initial set of candidate cases
considerably reducing the number of documents to be analyzed in
the next phase. Then, in the ranking phase, three different ranking
function can be applied to further refine the selection and determine
the final candidates for each query. The first function measures the
cosine similarity between each query case and the candidate cases.
The second function relies solely on the probability of a query’s
dominant topic being assigned to a candidate document. Finally, the
third function combines the first and second functions considering
both the cosine similarity and the percentage of topic contribution.

Experiments conducted on the training set demonstrate that the
topic discovery method used during the filtering phase positively
impacts the final result by significantly reducing the size of the
candidate set. For the ranking phase, the function based on cosine
similarity produced the best results.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we discuss related work. The legal case retrieval task, Task
1 of the COLIEE competition, is described in Section 3. Section 4
introduces the topic-based approach proposed in this work. An
experimental evaluation of our method is presented in Section 5.
Finally, conclusions and future research directions are discussed in
Section 7.

2 RELATEDWORK
Retrieving similar legal cases is a crucial task in the legal domain and
has been extensively explored by researchers and practitioners. The
team from University of Alberta (UA) emerged as the Task 1 winner
of COLIEE 2022 by proposing an approach based on measuring the
similarity between paragraphs of legal cases and generating feature
vectors based on these similarities, followed by using a classifier to
determine whether the cases should be flagged or not [4]. The use
of topic discovery techniques in the task of legal document retrieval
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is not new in the COLIEE competition. In the 2017 edition, Nanda
et al. [3] utilized topic models to categorize documents into clusters
of topics as part of their efforts to measure the similarity between
queries and documents. This involved assigning a topic vector to
each document, which could then be compared to the query’s topic
vector, resulting in the selection of the initial top-n documents
that are most similar to the query. These top-n documents were
further processed using a semantic similarity model to identify the
most relevant documents for the given query. In the recent COLIEE
2022 edition, the TUWBR team approached this problem with the
assumption that there is a topical overlap between query and notice
cases. They converted the case documents to queries and used a
BM25 model for ranking the results [1]. Their results, however,
were not very expressive.

3 TASK DESCRIPTION
3.1 Task 1: Legal Case Retrieval
The legal case retrieval task involves reading a new case, denoted
as Query, and extracting relevant supporting cases, denoted as
𝑆1, 𝑆2, . . . 𝑆𝑛 from a comprehensive corpus of case law. Notice that,
differently from traditional information retrieval tools, in which
the most common type of queries are keyword-based queries, in
this task, a query is a text document (legal case).

3.2 Dataset
The 2023 dataset for this task primarily consists of cases from the
Federal Court of Canada provided by Compass Law. The training
set comprises 4400 documents in total. Among them, 959 query
cases and 4310 documents were used as queries and/or support-
ing relevant cases. 290 documents were not used as a query or as
a supporting case document. The maximum number of relevant
supporting cases per query was 34, and 1 was the minimum. On
average, there are approximately 4.7 relevant cases per query case
in the provided training set. In the test set, 1334 documents in total
were provided, being 319 queries with no relevant documents re-
vealed. For the legal case retrieval task, the goal is to find all the
relevant documents for each of the 319 queries from the given test
set.

3.3 Metrics
For this task, the evaluation measure was precision, recall and
F-measure, with F-measure calculated by:

F-measure = (2 × 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)/(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙) (1)

where Precision is the number of correctly retrieved cases for
all queries divided by the number of retrieved cases for all queries,
and Recall is the number of correctly retrieved cases for all queries
divided by the number of relevant cases for all queries.

4 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce the topic-based approach proposed
in this work to address the legal case retrieval task (Task 1). The
approach has two phases: filtering and ranking. In Section 4.1 we
detail the filtering phase in which a topic discovery approach is used
to generate a reduced set of legal case candidates for each query.
Then, in Section 4.2 we present a ranking method responsible for

determining the final list of relevant legal cases per query (ranking
phase).

4.1 Filtering Phase: Topic Discovery
Inspired by the work presented in [5], as a first step to address the le-
gal case retrieval task, a topic discovery model, called BERTopic [2],
is trained using the entire training dataset presented in Section 3.2,
which also includes all queries. BERTopic finds dense clusters of
documents by leveraging embeddings and a class-based TF-IDF
(c-TF-IDF) procedure. Precisely, BERTopic has three distinct steps:
generation of document embeddings using a pre-trained language
model; dimensionality reduction of document embeddings to opti-
mize the clustering phase; then, extraction of topic representations
using c-TF-IDF. The assumption is that semantically similar doc-
uments are a strong indicator of an existing topic, so by applying
BERTopic to the training set we aim to find a reduced set of can-
didates for a query given the fact that those documents belong
to topics that are somehow relevant to this query. Note that in
addition to finding the most relevant topic for a document (dom-
inant topic), BERTopic can also return a list with the top 𝑘 topics
that could be assigned to a document with different probabilities.
With that, a document may belong to multiple topics with different
levels of relevance (probabilities). This allows us to experiment
with different values of 𝑘 when defining whether a document is a
candidate for a query. If a query’s dominant topic appears in the top
𝑘 topics assigned to a document, then this document is considered
a candidate for this query. Finding the ideal value of 𝑘 is important
to reduce the number of candidates to be considered in the next
phase (ranking phase) without discarding any relevant document
in the filtering phase.

BERTopic is very versatile. It supports several embedding tech-
niques to perform the embedding step. Since legal cases are often
long-length documents, we opted to use Doc2Vec in combination
with BERTopic to generate a vector representation of each docu-
ment in our collection. The Doc2Vec model is trained using the
same training data as BERTopic. (Section 3.2).

4.2 Ranking phase
After the filtering phase, different ranking functions can be applied
to the reduced set of candidates finding the most relevant docu-
ments to a query. This phase is called the ranking phase. In this
work, we have explored three different approaches:

(1) The first approach uses the Doc2Vec model trained in the
previous phase, filtering phase (Section 4.1), to generate vec-
tor representations (embeddings) for queries and candidates.
Then, a cosine similarity function is applied to each pair
query embedding and document embedding, generating for
each query a sorted list of candidate documents.

(2) The second approach takes into consideration the probability
of the query’s dominant topic to be assigned to a candidate
document. With that, we try to measure the contribution
of the query’s dominant topic to the candidate document.
Those probabilities are generated by BERTopic during the
clustering step and indicate the probability of a document
to be assigned to a topic (or cluster).
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(3) The third approach is a combination of the two previous
approaches: it adds the score obtained from both, cosine
similarity and topic contribution.

After the sorted list of candidates per query is generated using
one of the three ranking approaches explained above, a final cut,
based on a pre-defined 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 , can be applied to this list resulting
in the final list of relevant document (supporting cases) per query.
The ideal values of 𝑘 and 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 are experimentally defined and
will be detailed in Section 5.

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Preprocessing
We carried out a preprocessing stage on the competition data, in
which we employed several techniques to clean and normalize
the text. Firstly, we removed all punctuation marks to avoid any
interference they may cause. Secondly, we removed all stopwords,
which are commonly occurring words that do not carry significant
meaning andmay skew our analysis. Finally, we converted all text to
lowercase to ensure consistency in word representation and avoid
the creation of multiple representations of the same word due to
different capitalizations. These procedures were applied to ensure
a cleaner and more accurate representation of the text data, which
ultimately improved the performance of our proposed approach. It
is important to note that this preprocessing step was applied before
training the Doc2Vec and the BERTopic models.

5.2 Filtering
Following the completion of the topic discovery phase on the train-
ing dataset of 2023 (Section 3.2), a total of 119 distinct topics were
identified from the corpus of 4400 documents that underwent anal-
ysis. With the topic contribution percentages computed for each
document, we were able to discern the dominant topic(s) for every
document. To assess the effectiveness of these topics as indicators
of relevance, we measured the presence of the dominant topic of a
query among the 𝑘 top topics of the candidates. We call this metric
Topification Recall. Then, we compute the average of Topification
Recall for all queries. This metric is calledAverage Topification Recall.
We presented the results for Average Topification Recall in Figure 1
varying the value of 𝑘 .

We observed a strong correlation between the topics of a query
and the topics of its relevant decisions. By searching for the dom-
inant topic of the query in the first five dominant topics of the
candidates (𝑘 = 5), we can already find more than 62% of the rele-
vant cases for each query on average. This result shows the efficacy
of the topic modeling approach in reducing the size of the candidate
set during the filtering phase.

Additionally, we conducted experiments to explore the possibil-
ity of incorporating a minimum threshold based on the percentage
of contribution of a query’s dominant topic to the candidate docu-
ment. That is, if the query’s dominant topic appears in the top 𝑘

topics of a document but with a percentage below a given threshold,
we remove this document from the list of candidates. However, the
results obtained using such a threshold did not meet our expecta-
tions. As a result, this parameter was not considered in our final
proposed approach.

Figure 1: Average topification recall for different values of 𝑘 .

Up to this point, we have trained aDoc2Vecmodel and a BERTopic
model using the training set from the 2023 dataset during the filter-
ing phase. Now, we can apply these models to the 1334 documents
in the test set to find the relevant documents for each of the 319
queries in the test set. The first step is to generate an embedding
for each document using the Doc2Vec model and then use the
BERTopic model to find the dominant topics for each query and
the top 𝑘 topics for the remaining documents.

5.3 Ranking
Subsequent to the initial filtering phase, the ranking phase is ap-
plied to the list of candidates sorting all documents based on some
similarity measure (ranking function) between documents and the
query. As introduced in Section 4.2, three different ranking func-
tions were explored in this work. The first one is based on the
cosine similarity between the embeddings of queries and candidate
documents. The second function is based on the percentage of con-
tribution of a query’s dominant topic to the candidate document.
Finally, the third function, a hybrid function, combines both cosine
similarity and percentage contributions of topics. After the ranking
function is applied, producing a sorted list of candidate documents,
a 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 (cut-off value) is applied to select the final list of can-
didates per query. To find the optimal values of 𝑘 (cut-off value
for the filtering phase) and 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 (cut-off value for the ranking
phase) we conduct a set of experiments varying the values of 𝑘 , the
ranking function, and finally the values of 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 .

Table 1 shows the F-measure results obtained by varying 𝑘 from
5 to 65 during the filtering phase, then during the ranking phase
applying the ranking function based on cosine similarity and vary-
ing the values of 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 from 0.32 to 0.41. Initially, values of
𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 varying from 0.05 to 1.00 were considered. However,
since we noticed that the best results were achieved in the interval
between 0.32 and 0.41, we chose to display only those results in the
table. We observed that for the cosine similarity ranking function,
the four best F-measure values were obtained using 𝑘 = 50 and
𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 values of 0.39, 0.38, 0.37, and 0.36. A 𝑘 = 50 means that
if a query’s dominant topic appears in the top 50 topics assigned to
a document, then this document is a candidate to be a relevant case
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K \Threshold 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.38 0.39 0.40 0.41
65 0.1459 0.1503 0.1546 0.1549 0.1569 0.1577 0.1578 0.1579 0.1553 0.1512
60 0.1460 0.1504 0.1546 0.1550 0.1570 0.1577 0.1579 0.1579 0.1553 0.1512
55 0.1460 0.1503 0.1546 0.1549 0.1569 0.1576 0.1579 0.1579 0.1553 0.1512
50 0.1460 0.1503 0.1547 0.1550 0.1570 0.1577 0.1579 0.1579 0.1553 0.1512
45 0.1459 0.1503 0.1546 0.1548 0.1568 0.1574 0.1577 0.1576 0.1552 0.1512
40 0.1452 0.1494 0.1536 0.1537 0.1557 0.1565 0.1570 0.1574 0.1552 0.1513
35 0.1452 0.1497 0.1537 0.1538 0.1557 0.1564 0.1568 0.1571 0.1549 0.1509
30 0.1451 0.1496 0.1536 0.1536 0.1554 0.1560 0.1564 0.1566 0.1546 0.1506
25 0.1453 0.1499 0.1538 0.1539 0.1557 0.1563 0.1565 0.1567 0.1547 0.1506
20 0.1451 0.1495 0.1534 0.1534 0.1553 0.1558 0.1560 0.1560 0.1539 0.1497
15 0.1444 0.1488 0.1527 0.1525 0.1545 0.1548 0.1547 0.1553 0.1532 0.1489
10 0.1441 0.1487 0.1529 0.1524 0.1541 0.1542 0.1542 0.1545 0.1527 0.1483
5 0.1461 0.1503 0.1542 0.1535 0.1548 0.1544 0.1542 0.1542 0.1522 0.1479

Table 1: F-measures for different values of 𝑘 , values of 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠, and ranking function cosine similarity.

to this query, and so, it should be in the final list of candidates gen-
erated during the filtering phase. Values of 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 between 0.36
and 0.39 mean that after computing the cosine similarity between
each pair of query and candidate documents, only documents with
similarity greater than the threshold will be considered relevant to
a given query.

Table 2 presents a comparison between the F-measures obtained
with the three different ranking functions – cosine similarity, topic
contribution, and hybrid (cosine similarity + topic contribution) –,
fixing 𝑘 = 50 and varying the 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 values from 0.32 to 0.41.
The values of 𝑘 and 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 were selected based on the previous
experiments with ranking function cosine similarity (Table 1). The
values of F-measure presented in Table 2 confirm that our best
approach relies on the ranking function cosine similarity, with
𝑘 = 50 and 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 values of 0.36, 0.37, 0.38, and 0.39. In the future,
new experiments varying 𝑘 and 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 should be performed to
evaluate both ranking functions, topic contribution and hybrid, in
different scenarios.

Analyzing the results presented in Table 2 and considering that
three different solutions could be submitted to the COLIEE com-
petition, we initially selected the following parameters: 𝑘 = 50,
ranking function cosine similarity, and thresholds 0.39, 0.38, 0.37.
To confirm our choice of threshold, given the fact that 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
0.36 achieved a F-measure close to the one obtained by 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
0.37, we execute a different set of experiments to evaluate their
performance with different sets of data. The experiments are similar
to the ones presented so far, but instead of using the entire training
data to chose the optimal value of 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 , we divide the training
data in two sets, train (70%) and test (30%), evaluating the impact of
𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 values in both sets. This experiment is repeated five times,
each time building different train and test sets. The conclusion was
that a 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 of 0.36 were more consistent than 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 0.37
for the majority of the experiments. In summary, three different
solutions were submitted, all of them with 𝑘 = 50, ranking function
cosine similarity, and 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 values of 0.36, 0.38, and 0.39.

6 OVERALL RESULTS
As this was our inaugural participation in the competition, we are
pleased to report that our team achieved a notable performance,

securing a 12th place out of 22 finishes (Table 3). Our best result was
achieved using 𝑘 = 50, cosine similarity, and 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 0.36. Fol-
lowed by the solutions with 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 0.38 and 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 0.39,
respectively. Notably, our submissions stood out in terms of pre-
cision, with rankings of 1st, 2nd, and 4th. This encouraging result
bolsters our belief in the effectiveness of topic-based approach
for the filtering phase. However, it is worth mentioning that af-
ter receiving the labels, we discovered that by selecting different
parameters, we could have achieved an even better result, with
an F1 score of 0.2685. This insight highlights the importance of
continuous refinement and optimization in our ranking phase as
we strive to improve our performance in future competitions.

We observed that for some queries our solutions do not generate
a final list of candidates. This is because even with our best ranking
function, cosine similarity, the 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 ends up eliminating all
possible candidates due to low similarity between query and can-
didates. Even though applying the 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 led to empty sets for
some queries, it is still better to use the threshold than returning the
𝑛 best-ranked candidates bellow the threshold, since it negatively
impacts precision.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this work, we presented a topic-based approach to address the
legal case retrieval task, Task 1 of the COLIEE competition. The
proposed approach has two phases: filtering and ranking. In the
filtering phase a topic discovery method is applied to select an
initial set of candidates to a given query. Then, in the ranking
phase, similarity measures (ranking function) are applied to the
initial candidate set, followed by a cut-off using an experimentally
defined threshold, generating the final list of relevant documents to
a given query. A variety of experiments were performed using the
training dataset to define the optimal parameters for the proposed
approach.

The results demonstrated the effectiveness of the topic-based
approach used during the filtering phase, resulting in an smaller
initial candidate set without compromising the recall. However, it
also highlighted that there is room for improvement in the ranking
phase, which can leads to more expressive results in the future.
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Ranking Function 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.38 0.39 0.40 0.41
Cosine Similarity 0.1460 0.1503 0.1547 0.1550 0.1570 0.1577 0.1579 0.1579 0.1553 0.1512
Topic Contribution 0.0839 0.0839 0.0845 0.0841 0.0843 0.0841 0.0840 0.0843 0.0843 0.0845
Hybrid 0.0961 0.0956 0.0946 0.0945 0.0938 0.0930 0.0933 0.0925 0.0928 0.0930

Table 2: F-measure 𝑘 = 50, different values of 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠, and ranking function cosine similarity, topic contribution, and hybrid.

Team File F1 Precision Recall
THUIR thuirrun2.txt 0.3001 0.2379 0.4063
THUIR thuirrun3.txt 0.2907 0.2173 0.4389
IITDLI iitdli_task1_run3.txt 0.2874 0.2447 0.3481
THUIR thuirrun1.txt 0.2771 0.2186 0.3783
NOWJ nowj.d-ensemble.json 0.2757 0.2263 0.3527
NOWJ nowj.ensemble.json 0.2756 0.2272 0.3504
IITDLI iitdli_task1_run1.txt 0.2738 0.2107 0.3912
IITDLI iitdli_task1_run2.txt 0.2681 0.2063 0.3830
JNLP jnlp_cl_3_dates.json 0.2604 0.2044 0.3586
NOWJ nowj.bestsingle.json 0.2573 0.2032 0.3504
UA pp_0.8_10_3.csv 0.2555 0.2847 0.2317
UFAM task1_2023_k50t036_3.json 0.2545 0.2975 0.2224
JNLP jnlp_sb_3_dates.json 0.2511 0.1971 0.3458
JNLP jnlp_cl_5_dates.json 0.2493 0.1931 0.3516
UA pp_0.7_9_2.csv 0.2390 0.3045 0.1967
UA pp_0.65_10_3.csv 0.2345 0.2400 0.2293
UFAM task1_2023_k50t038_2.json 0.2345 0.3199 0.1851
UFAM task1_2023_k50t039_1.json 0.2156 0.3182 0.1630
YR task1_yr_run1.txt 0.1377 0.1060 0.1967
YR task1_yr_run2.txt 0.1051 0.0809 0.1502
LLNTU task1_llntucliiss_2023.json 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LLNTU task1_llntu3q4clii_2023.json 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Total teams: 8
Total submissions: 22

Table 3: COLIEE 2023 Results for Task 1

Based on the experiments, three solutions were submitted to be
applied to the test set, with our best solution obtaining the 12nd
position in the competition leader board. In terms of precision, our
solutions were placed on 1st, 2nd, and 4th.

Given the results obtained during the competition, as a next
step, we plan to investigate different ranking functions to be used
during the ranking phase.We also plan to explore different language
models to be applied both in the filtering phase and the ranking
phase. The Doc2Vec model used to generate vector representations
for the documents were trained using only the training set from
the 2023 dataset. Another possibility would be to train a more
robust Doc2Vec model using legal documents from a variety of
other sources.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the NOWJ team’s approach to the COLIEE 2023
Competition, which focuses on advancing legal information pro-
cessing techniques and applying them to real-world legal scenarios.
Our team tackles the four tasks in the competition, which involve
legal case retrieval, legal case entailment, statute law retrieval, and
legal textual entailment. We employ state-of-the-art machine learn-
ing models and innovative approaches, such as BERT, Longformer,
BM25-ranking algorithm, andmulti-task learningmodels. Although
our team did not achieve state-of-the-art results, our findings pro-
vide valuable insights and pave the way for future improvements
in legal information processing.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→ Neural networks; • Applied
computing → Law.

KEYWORDS
Legal information processing, COLIEE, NOWJ, Multi-task, Ensem-
ble

1 INTRODUCTION
COLIEE (Competition on Legal Information Extraction/Entailment)
is an annual event focusing on advancing legal information process-
ing techniques and applying them to real-world legal scenarios. The
competition consists of four tasks, divided into two main categories:
case law and statute law competitions. The tasks involve various
challenges, such as legal case retrieval, legal case entailment, statute
law retrieval, and legal textual entailment. Fortunately, these chal-
lenges can be identified and addressed by referring to previous
research in the field.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or
classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation
on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored.
For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s).
COLIEE 2023, June 19, 2023, Braga, Portugal
© 2023 Copyright held by the owner/author(s).

Chalkidis Ilias and Kampas Dimitrios [2] conducted a survey on
the early adaptation of Deep Learning in legal analytics, focusing
on three main fields: text classification, information extraction, and
information retrieval. Their study emphasized the importance of se-
mantic feature representations, which are crucial for the successful
application of deep learning in natural language processing tasks.
In addition to their analysis, they provided pre-trained legal word
embeddings using the WORD2VEC model, which were trained
on large corpora containing legislations from various countries,
including the UK, EU, Canada, Australia, USA, and Japan.

Nguyen et al. [6] addressed the challenge of representing legal
documents for statute law document retrieval. They proposed a
general approach using deep neural networks with attention mech-
anisms and developed two hierarchical architectures with sparse
attention, named Attentive CNN and Paraformer. These methods
were evaluated on datasets in English, Japanese, and Vietnamese.
The results showed that attentive neural methods significantly out-
performed non-neural methods in retrieval performance across
datasets and languages. Pretrained transformer-based models [12]
achieved better accuracy on small datasets but with high com-
putational complexity, while the lighter weight Attentive CNN
performed better on large datasets. The proposed Paraformer out-
performed state-of-the-art methods on the 2021 COLIEE dataset,
achieving the highest recall and F2 scores in the top-N retrieval
task 3.

Vuong et al.’s [13] addressed the challenges of case law retrieval,
a complex task involving legal case retrieval and legal case en-
tailment. The difficulties stem from the long length of query and
candidate cases, the need to identify legal relations beyond lex-
ical or topical relevance, and the effort required to build large
and accurate legal case datasets. To tackle these challenges, they
proposed a novel approach called the supporting model, which is
based on the case-case supporting relation, paragraph-paragraph
matching, and decision-paragraph matching strategies. Further-
more, they introduced a method to automatically create a large
weak-labeling dataset to overcome the lack of data for training
deep retrieval models. Experimental results demonstrated that their
solution achieved state-of-the-art results for both case retrieval and
case entailment phases.
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As the first time participating COLIEE, the NOWJ team aims to
tackle the 2023 competition by utilizing state-of-the-art machine
learning models and innovative approaches. For Tasks 1 and 2, we
rely on BERT and Longformer pre-training models without using
any external data. Additionally, Task 2 employs an internal data
generation method based on Vuong et al [13] method to overcome
the lack of data and enhance the legal case retrieval process. For
Task 3, our team utilizes a two-phase retrieval system that em-
ploys the BM25-ranking algorithm and a BERT-based model for
re-ranking, along with additional techniques to handle relations
between articles and exploit information from the Legal Textual En-
tailment Data Corpus tasks. Lastly, for Task 4, we use a multi-task
model with a pre-trained Multilingual BERT as the backbone.

Although we did not achieve state-of-the-art results, our findings
in this competition provide good insights and pave the way for
further improvements in legal information processing.

2 TASK INTRODUCTION
The competition consists of four tasks focusing on case law and
statute law. Tasks 1 and 2 address the case law challenges, while
tasks 3 and 4 target the statute law problems. Task 1, the legal case
retrieval task, requires participating systems to read a new case and
extract supporting cases from a case law corpus. Task 2, the legal
case entailment task, involves the systems identifying a paragraph
from existing cases that entails the decision of a new case. Task 3,
part of the statute law competition, requires systems to retrieve
relevant Japanese civil code statutes. Finally, Task 4 involves the
systems confirming the entailment of a yes/no answer from the
retrieved civil code statutes. The competition aims to advance legal
information processing techniques and apply them to real-world
legal scenarios through the development of innovative and efficient
systems.

2.1 Task 1&2: The Legal Case Retrieval and
Entailment Task

In the legal case retrieval task, participating systems are required to
examine a new legal case𝑄 and extract supporting cases 𝑆1, 𝑆2, ...𝑆𝑛
from a case law corpus to provide backing for the decision of 𝑄 . In
real-world legal scenarios, lawyers and legal professionals often
need to discover pertinent case laws to substantiate their arguments
in court. This task emulates the process of identifying precedents
and offering legal arguments based on previous cases’ analysis. Au-
tomating this procedure with an efficient system allows saving time
and resources while ensuring accuracy and relevance in supporting
cases.

The UA team [7] developed a successful approach for this task
in the COLIEE 2022 competition. Their method combined seman-
tic similarity representation at the sentence level and a Gradient
Boosting binary classifier trained on 10-bin histograms containing
similarity scores between sentences of the query and candidate
cases. Additionally, they applied simple pre- and post-processing
heuristics to generate the final results. As a result, they achieved
the highest ranking among all competitors, outperforming 9 teams
with a total of 26 submissions.

For the legal case entailment task, participating systems must
pinpoint a specific paragraph from existing cases that involves the

decision of a new legal case 𝑄 . Given a decision 𝑄 for a new case
and its relevant counterpart 𝑅, the systems must identify which
paragraph supports Q’s decision. In actual practice, it is crucial
for lawyers and other professionals in law to locate precise argu-
ments or reasoning within existing situations while building strong
foundations for their cases. Utilizing an efficient system can help
save time, guarantee accuracy when automating this procedure,
strengthen their arguments by detecting relevant paragraphs from
existing ones.

The NM team [9] conducted experiments with zero-shot models
in the legal case entailment task. Utilizing large language models,
such as GPT-3, they found that scaling the number of parameters in
a language model improved the F1 score by more than 6 points com-
pared to their previous zero-shot result. This suggests that larger
models may possess stronger zero-shot capabilities, at least for this
specific task. Their 3B-parameter zero-shot model outperformed
all other models, including ensembles, in the COLIEE 2021 test set
and achieved the best performance of a single model in the COLIEE
2022 competition, ranking second only to an ensemble consisting
of the 3B model and a smaller version of the same model. Despite
the challenges posed by large language models, particularly latency
constraints in real-time applications, the NM team demonstrated
the practical use of their zero-shot monoT5-3b model in a search
engine for legal documents.

2.2 Task 3&4: The Statute Law Retrieval and
Entailment Task

For statute law retrieval tasks involving answering yes/no ques-
tions about Japanese Civil Code statutes (𝑆1, 𝑆2, ..., 𝑆𝑛) participating
systems will read a question (𝑄) then retrieve relevant data from
databases accordingly. This simulates locating specific provisions
needed when determining if certain laws apply given various situa-
tions encountered during actual practice sessions among lawyers
working with clients. This work seeks advice regarding potential
outcomes resulting from particular instances requiring clarification
between parties involved within disputes occurring throughout
professional settings worldwide today where many people interact
daily exchanging ideas concerning different aspects life experience
overall. In actual practice, lawyers and legal professionals must
quickly identify the relevant statutes governing specific situations.
Automating this process with an efficient system can save time and
ensure accuracy when interpreting and applying laws to various
cases.

The HUKB team [14] proposed a method that utilized three dif-
ferent Information Retrieval (IR) systems. Their new IR system
was designed to measure the similarity of descriptions of judicial
decisions between questions and articles. In addition to this new
system, they also employed an ordinal keyword-based IR system
(BM25) and a BERT-based IR system that was proposed in COLIEE
2020. Due to the diverse characteristics of these systems, ensembled
results provided better recall without sacrificing much precision.
The HUKB group’s ensemble, which combined their newly pro-
posed IR system and the keyword-based IR system, achieved the
best performance for COLIEE 2022 Task 3.

For the statute law entailment task, participating systems are
responsible for confirming whether Japanese Civil Code provisions
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entail a yes/no answer to question 𝑄 . Given 𝑄 along with relevant
statutes (𝑆1, 𝑆2, ..., 𝑆𝑛), systems must determine if they support a
"YES" ("Q") or "NO" ("not Q") response.

In real-world legal scenarios, it is essential for lawyers and le-
gal professionals to assess the implications of legal provisions on
specific cases accurately. Automating this process with an efficient
system can help save time, ensure accuracy, and enhance decision-
making by effectively evaluating the relevance and implications of
these provisions.

The KIS team [4] developed a successful approach for COLIEE
2022 Task 4, which aimed to solve the textual entailment part of
the Japanese legal bar examination problems. By employing an
ensemble of a rule-based method and a BERT-based method, and
utilizing data augmentation and modular ensembling techniques,
they improved the correct answer ratio. Their approach integrated
additional proposed methods, such as Sentence-BERT for data selec-
tion and person name inference for replacing anonymized symbols.
As a result, the KIS team achieved the best score among the Task 4
submissions with a correct answer ratio of 0.6789 in accuracy on
the formal run test dataset.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Task 1-2: The Legal Case Retrieval and

Entailment Task
The relationship between base case - case in the legal case retrieval
task and decision - paragraph in the legal case entailment task
is relatively similar, the candidate case supports the base case or
the paragraph supports the decision. The length of the legal case,
paragraphs, and decision makes a significant distinction between
these two tasks. Due to the extremely extensive texts in both the
query and candidate instances, the work of legal case retrieval is
quite difficult. To tackle these challenges, Vuong et al. proposed a
novel approach called the supporting model, which is based on the
case-case supporting relation, paragraph-paragraph matching, and
decision-paragraph matching strategies [13].

On the other hand, the relationship between the paragraphs in
the legal case will be lost if only matching at the paragraph/decision
- paragraph level. Therefore, we build a case-level matching model
to evaluate the support relationship of the base case and candidate
cases. By incorporating both local and global attention mechanisms,
Longformer is proposed to effectively encode long texts with thou-
sands of tokens, overcome inability to process long documents
limitations that other pre-trained language models have [1]. Long-
former could capture effectively the legal case documents with the
characteristic of long length.

In this study, we build twomatching phases to solve the legal case
retrieval and entailment task: mono tatching (paragraph/decision
level) and panorama matching (case level).

3.1.1 Pre-processing. Firstly, we implemented some simple pre-
processing steps:

• Due to the majority of queries being in English, we have
chosen to eliminate all French content from the data, even if
the legal case that involves or includes French translations.

• Segment case into paragraphs based on common struture of
the legal case.

• Extraction of case’s year through a rule-based method. Our
assumption is that noticed cases could not be more recent
than the base case. Thus, these years are used to filter out
candidate cases that include dates more recent than the most
recent date mentioned in a base case.

• Removal of redundant characters using regex. We removed
duplicate endline, space characters and punctuations (ex-
clude period, commas, question marks, etc.).

• Detect important passages by using heuristic. The placement
of a paragraph in the legal case document also reveals its
importance level such as whether paragraph is in "I. Intro-
duction" or "II. Background", and so on. Beside, some of the
paragraphs in base case quote other cases, in where place-
holders like "SUPPRESSED" are used of the cited cases, these
paragraphs also contain important content and words in
comparison with other case law.

3.1.2 Mono Matching - Paragraph/Fragment level. This phase is a
combination of two models which perform lexical and semantic
matching, respectively:

• Lexical matching: using BM25 calculates the relevance score
betwent paragraph/decision - paragraph based on the fre-
quency of query terms in the query and their frequency in
the entire collection of documents, as well as other factors
such as document length and average query length.

• Semantic matching: to extract the semantic relationship we
built a supporting model [13]. Is is fine-tuned with the weak
label dataset and the legal case entailment dataset.

Particularly for the legal case retrieval task, the search space
is huge with 4400 candidates case in the train set and 1300 can-
didates cases in the test set. To ensure the model’s performance,
we initially narrow down the search space by utilizing a lexical
model to select potential candidates. For each paragraph of a base
case, we retrieved the top 200 candidate paragraphs. We identify
candidate cases through the returned candidate paragraphs. If a
candidate case appears more than twice, we will retain the highest
score. Ultimately, we will retain the cases with the best scores, up
to a maximum of 𝑘 cases.

3.1.3 Panorama Matching - Case level. In this stage, a Longformer
model was implemented to compare a base case with candidate
cases based on their similarities and relatedness in the panorama. In
consideration of the typical average length of legal cases, which is
approximately 3000 tokens, it was observed that a (base, candidate)
case pair would exceed the token limitation of the Longformer
model. To overcome this limitation, it was deemed necessary to
curate the input by retaining only the most important paragraphs of
the base case. This allowed us to mitigate the input length while still
preserving the salient information necessary for effective matching
with relevant candidate cases. This curation approach ensured that
the Longformer model could successfully process the input data,
thereby achieving superior matching results while also enhancing
the efficiency of the matching process.

In the process of constructing the training dataset, we initially
selected cases that were labeled as noticed to the query and assigned
them as positive samples. We then proceeded to identify negative
samples by considering cases that were labeled as not noticed for
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each query case, but were retrieved by the mono matching phase.
As a result, the resulting dataset consisted of pairs of cases (base,
candidate) with a label ratio of 1:2 for positive and negative samples,
respectively.

3.2 Task 3-4: The Statue Law Retrieval and The
Legal Textual Entailment Data Corpus

Due to the good performance on the recall score of the BM25 model
on the retrieval task, which is proven on previous works [5] [10]
[11], the retrieval problem of task 3 is tackled using two-stage
ranking including BM25 ranking model as first stage and BERT-
base ranking model as the second stage. The BERT-based ranking
model utilizes multi-task learning, which combines the goal of the
retrieval (task 3) and textual entailment (task 4) problems.

3.2.1 First-stage BM25 ranking. The BM25 model [8] is a proba-
bilistic relevance-based model that is widely used in the retrieval
field. As it primarily operates on statistical processes and computes
the relevance score through a single mathematical formula, it has a
fast retrieval time in large corpora. The BM25 model is employed
in this work to narrow down the candidate articles for the training
phase. Additionally, its relevance score is utilized to improve the
recall score during the testing phase by ensembling it with the
ranking-BERT’s relevance score.

According to the experiment, limiting the negative samples by
BM25 ranking significantly reduces the training time but still re-
mains the training efficency. Since the BM25 ranking selects the
articles that are relevant to the given query in the lexical level, re-
stricting the candidate documents by the top result of BM25 could
make the re-ranking model has ability of distinguishing lexical-
related and semantic-related candidates. To conclude, employing
the pre-ranking BM25 model can make the ranking model more
effectively in both training and inference phase.

3.2.2 Multi-task model with BERT. Although BM25 model can
achieve a good recall score with a sufficient number of top candi-
dates, its precision score is still very low. Therefore, a re-ranking
BERT-based model is utilized for filtering the BM25’s candidates
and improving the precision score while keeping the recall score
consistent. In this work, the re-ranking models’architecture is de-
termined based on the fact that whether a query is considered as yes
or no highly depends on the perspective of the legal experts. This
means that when a query is labeled as yes (or no) by the legal experts,
they tend to find the relevant articles that support their perspective.
In other words, the relevant candidates are highly correlated with
the yes/no result. Arcording the above observation, a multi-task
model which has two output heads, including the retrieval head
and textual entailment head, is employed as the re-ranking model.
The model utilized the BERT architecture as the backbone and two
output heads were added on top of it.

For conveniently comparing the performance of model when
working with the different languages, the bert-base-multilingual-
uncased pre-train parameters are used as the initialization for the
model’s back-bone.

3.3 Ensemble Model
Integratingmultiplemodels can lead to amore efficient and effective
solution, as it enables us to leverage the individual strengths of
each model. Consequently, we establish emsemble methods which
handle the intricacies and complexities that may not be addressed
by a single model, while also enhancing the overall performance
and precision of the system.

3.3.1 Boosting Ensemble. Boosting ensembles can be utilized in
the retrieval process to filter out negative samples step-by-step. In
each boosting step, a subset of candidates will be eliminated by a
ranking model. This approach could combine the advantages of
multiple models, which leads to an improvement in the accuracy
and efficiency of the retrieval system. For example, with each input
query, the retrieval system has to consider 𝑛 legal documents in the
database denoted as a set 𝑆 = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, ..., 𝑠𝑛}. After first boosting step,
a subset of 𝑆 will be removed from the potential candidate set by a
ranking model, which forms a new candidate set with𝑚 elements
denoted as 𝑆1 = {𝑠𝑖1 , 𝑠𝑖2 , ..., 𝑠𝑖𝑚 } where 𝑖 𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., 𝑛} and𝑚 < 𝑛.
The process is performed similarly in the remaining boosting step.
In this investigation, ranking models from the lexical level to the
semantic level are used in the ranking phases, respectively.

3.3.2 Weighted Ensemble. According to our experiments, the Lexi-
cal Matching Models often gain a relatively good recall score, while
the Semantic Matching Models improve the precision score. So,
combining the results of these two models could help to raise the
overall F2 score. The relevance score of the semantic matching
model is ensembled with the lexical matching model using the
equation 1.

𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝛼 ∗ 𝑏𝑚25_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝛽 ∗ 𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (1)

The 𝑏𝑚25_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 is the relevance score given by the BM25 model (or
Lexical Matching Model), 𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 is the relevance score given by
the re-ranking BERT-based model (or Semantic Matching Model).
The min-max normalization is performed with both 𝑏𝑚25_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ,
𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 , and the 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 . The min-max normalization is
computed as in Equation 2.

𝑥 ′ =
𝑥 −𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑥)

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑥) −𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑥) (2)

where 𝑥 is an original value, 𝑥 ′ is the normalized value. The trail-
threshold inference strategy which determines the relevant articles
based on the highest relevance score is used. A candidate is consid-
ered as relevant article if its relevance score satisfies the Equation
3.

ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 − 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

<= 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 (3)

The ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 is the highest relevance score among all can-
didates of the given query and the 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 is the relvant
score of the considering candidate. All the relevance scores here
are the score after the combination and normalization process. For
tuning optimal 𝛼 , 𝛽 and 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 , a grid-search process is
conducted on the development set.

3.3.3 Voting ensemble. In many cases, the voting ensemble method,
which uses the predicted results of several models and determines
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the final label based on the majority, could be an effective error-
correcting process [3]. This approach could significantly improve
the overall results by considering the perspectives of multiple mod-
els. In this study, the voting ensemble method was employed for
one of the submissions, which turned out to be the best run among
all runs.

4 EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
4.1 Measuring
The evaluation metrics of Tasks 1 and 2 are precision, recall, and
F-measure. All the metrics are micro-average, which means the
evaluation measure is calculated using the results of all queries.
The definition of these measures is as follows:

Precision =
# correctly retrieved cases (paragraphs) for all queries

# retrieved cases (paragraphs) for all queries
(4)

Recall =
# correctly retrieved cases (paragraphs) for all queries

# relevant cases (paragraphs) for all queries
(5)

F-measure =
2 × Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

(6)

For Task 3, evaluation measures are precision, recall and F2-
measure. All the metrics are macro-average (evaluation measure
is calculated for each query and their average is used as the final
evaluation measure) instead of micro-average (evaluation measure
is calculated using results of all queries). The definition of these
measures is as follows:

Precision = average of
# correctly retrieved articles for each query

# retrieved articles for each query
(7)

Recall = average of
# correctly retrieved articles for each query

# relevant articles for each query
(8)

F-measure = average of
5 × Precision × Recall
4 × Precision + Recall

(9)

For Task 4, the evaluation measure will be accuracy, with respect
to whether the yes/no question was correctly confirmed:

Accuracy =
# queries which were correctly confirmed as true or false

# all queries
(10)

4.2 Task 1
An official corpus has been provided for the evaluation of legal
case retrieval models in COLIEE-2023 Task 1. The corpus relates
to a database of mainly Federal Court of Canada case laws from
Compass Law. Table 1 outlines the dataset statistics for Task 1,
which includes 959 query cases against 4400 candidate cases in the
training set and 319 query cases against 1335 candidate cases in
the test dataset. The average number of paragraphs per case in the
training dataset is 42.29, while the testing dataset has an average
of 37.51 paragraphs per case. Further analysis revealed an average
of 4.47 noticed cases in the training dataset and 2.69 noticed cases
in the testing dataset.

We implement the lexical matching based on BM25method using
Elasticsearch 1. We experimented five options of top-𝑘 candidate
1https://www.elastic.co/

Table 1: Statistics of the dataset for Task 1

Train Test
# queries 959 319
# candidate cases 4400 1335
# noticed cases per query
Min 1 1
Max 34 17
Average 4.67 2.69
# paragraphs per case
Min 2 3
Max 1117 617
Average 42.29 37.51

cases: 𝑁 = 10, 𝑁 = 20, 𝑁 = 50, 𝑁 = 100, 𝑁 = 200 with differ-
ent features. 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙@𝑘 measure is used for evaluating the list of
returned candidates. Recall@k is (Number of correctly predicted
articles in the 𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝑘 results) / (Total number of gold articles). Ta-
ble 2 presents experimental results of the lexical matching method.
In 𝑘 = 10 and 𝑘 = 20, using only important paragraphs instead
of a whole case improved Elasticsearch performance significantly.
Specifically, there is a 77% increase in Recall@𝑘 for 𝑘 = 10 and a
32% increase for 𝑘 = 20. Additionally, including Year into queries
also showed an improvement in Elasticsearch performance. Based
on this evaluation, we chose top 200 candidates from Elasticsearch
method.

Table 2: Top-𝑘 recall score of the lexical matching method

Top 𝑘 10 20 50 100 200
All paragraphs 0.1783 0.2961 0.4803 0.5997 0.7190
Important para-
graphs

0.3076 0.3921 0.5176 0.6161 0.7257

All paragraphs
+ Year

0.1877 0.3110 0.5026 0.6100 0.7152

Important para-
graphs + Year

0.3334 0.4211 0.5319 0.6275 0.7290

Our team has submited 3 runs for the private test. The first run
named NOWJ.bestsingle employed the mono matching model,
which used the boosting ensemble method to eliminate candi-
dates judged as non-potential and retained at most only one candi-
date for each paragraph in the base case. The second one named
NOWJ.ensemble used the panorama matching model. The final
run isNOWJ.d-ensemble used the voting ensemble of results from
the two previous runs.

Table 3 illustrates the leaderboard of Task 1, NOWJ is our team.
We submitted three official runs and ranked third among all teams.
THUIR achieves the best performance in terms of F1 and Recall
scores, while UFAM has the highest Precision score. The search
space is large, which is 1335 candidate cases against 319 query
cases in the testing dataset. Furthermore, the average case length
in the training set is 3712.71 words, which prevents models from
effectively aggregating information. Further analysis on our results
revealed that combining themono and panoramamatchingmethods
improved model’s performance.
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Table 3: Results on the test set of Task 1

# Team Run F1 P R
Other team’s best results
1 THUIR thuirrun2 0.3001 0.2379 0.4063
2 IITDLI iitdli_task1_run3 0.2874 0.2447 0.3481
4 JNLP jnlp_cl_3_dates 0.2604 0.2044 0.3586
5 UA pp_0.8_10_3 0.2555 0.2847 0.2317
6 UFAM task1_2023_k50t036_3 0.2545 0.2975 0.2224
7 YR task1_yr_run1 0.1377 0.1060 0.1967
8 LLNTU task1_llntucliiss_2023 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Our results
3 NOWJ nowj.d-ensemble 0.2757 0.2263 0.3527
3 NOWJ nowj.ensemble 0.2756 0.2272 0.3504
3 NOWJ nowj.bestsingle 0.2573 0.2032 0.3504

4.3 Task 2
Table 4 shows the dataset statistics for Task 2, which includes
625 queries in the training dataset and 100 queries in the testing
dataset. The average number of paragraphs per query in the training
dataset is 35, while the testing dataset has an average of 37.65
paragraphs per query. There is an average of 1.17 entailed fragments
in the training dataset and 1.20 entailed fragments in the testing
dataset. The average length of a entailed fragment in both dataset
is approximately 34 words.

Table 4: Statistics of the dataset for Task 2

Train Test
# query case 625 100
# paragraphs per query
Min 3 3
Max 283 170
Avg 35 37.65
# entailed fragments per query
Min 1 1
Max 5 4
Avg 1.17 1.20
# words per fragments
Min 4 8
Max 115 111
Avg 34 33.18

The problem raised on task 2 is the textual entailment of the
relevant cases. In this task, we submitted three runs for the pri-
vate test. The first run, named NOWJ.non-empty, employed the
mono matching model using the weighted ensemble method. The
second one named NOWJ.hp and the final run (NOWJ.hr) used
the boosting ensemble method to eliminate candidates judged as
non-potential and then applied the weighted ensemble method to
get the final result with different hyperparams setting.

Table 5 illustrates the leaderboard of Task 2. We submitted three
official runs and ranked third among all teams. CAPTAIN achieves
the best performance in terms of F1 and Recall scores while THUIR

has the highest Precision score. Our team utilized BERT-based mod-
els to tackle Task 1 and 2 in COLIEE 2023. Since the introduction of
BERT in 2018, newer pre trained language models with improved
performance have been developed, as GPT-3, T5. These largemodels
have more parameters and are trained on larger datasets. However,
deploying large language models could be a challenge due to in-
frastructure and training cost requirements.

Table 5: Results on the test set of Task 2

# Team Run F1 P R
Other team’s best results
1 CAPTAIN mt5l-ed 0.7456 0.7870 0.7083
2 THUIR thuir-monot5 0.7182 0.7900 0.6583
3 JNLP jnlp_bm_cl_1_pr_1 0.6818 0.7500 0.6250
4 IITDLI iitdli_task2_run2 0.6727 0.7400 0.6167
5 UONLP task2_test_no_labels_2023 0.6387 0.6441 0.6333
7 LLNTU task2_llntukwnic_2023 0.1818 0.2000 0.1667
Our results
6 NOWJ nowj.d-ensemble 0.2757 0.2263 0.3527
6 NOWJ nowj.ensemble 0.2756 0.2272 0.3504
6 NOWJ nowj.bestsingle 0.2573 0.2032 0.3504

4.4 Task 3
Firstly, a simple statistical analysis has been conducted for deter-
mining the top-k candidates which could be gained from the BM25
model. The table 6 shows the top-k candidates and the correspond-
ing recall score. Based on that result, the top 30 candidates are used
for the training phase for reducing the training time but still re-
maining a good recall score and the top 500 is used for the inference
phase.

In the re-ranking phase, the pre-train bert-base-multilingual-
uncased 2 is employed as the back-bone and two heads correspond-
ing to two learning tasks are added on top. In this investigation, two
models are trained with different languages: English and Japanese
in 10 epochs. The first model uses the Japanese data for the training
phase and the second model mainly uses the English data.

The relevance score of re-ranking BERT is combined with the
BM25 score for determining the final relevance score arcording to
the equation.

For making the final submission, an ensemble process based on
voting is conducted to combine the BM25-score, Multi-Task JP and
Multi-Task EN model’s relevance score, which achieves the third
rank among all teams. The results of the ensemble method, along
with the best results from other teams, on the 2023 private test are
described in the Table 7. According to the results, our ensemble
model achieves better Precision than the best run of the second
team (JNLP3) but has lower Recall.

4.5 Task 4
The problem raised on task 4 is tackled by utilizing the textual
entailment head of the multi-task model trained on previous task.

2https://huggingface.co/bert-base-multilingual-uncased
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Table 6: Recall score of corresponding top-𝑘

Top-𝑘 candidates Recall score
30 0.7784
100 0.8513
200 0.8926
500 0.9487

Table 7: Results on the private test of Task 3

# Team Best Run F2 P R
Other team’s result
1 CAPTAIN allEnssMissq 0.7569 0.7261 0.7921
2 JNLP JNLP3 0.7451 0.6452 0.8218
4 HUKB HUKB1 0.6725 0.6279 0.7079
5 LLNTU LLNTUgigo 0.6535 0.7327 0.6436
6 UA TFIDF_threshold2 0.5642 0.6205 0.5644
Our results
3 NOWJ nowj.d-ensemble 0.7273 0.6823 0.7673

Although a multi-task approach can significantly raise the perfor-
mance on the retrieval task, it does not improve the result of task 4
yet. Further research could be conducted on the utilization of this
model for the textual entailment problem. Our team has submited 3
runs for the private test including the first run namedNOWJ.multi-
v1-en employed the English data for the training phase, the second
one namedMulti-Task EN (NOWJ.multi-v1-en) used Japanese
data for the training phase and the final run (NOWJ.multijp) also
utilizes Japanese data with a different inference strategy. The accu-
racy of our runs and other team’s best results is shown at the Table
8.

Table 8: Results on the private test of Task 4

# Team Best Run Accuracy
Other team’s result
1 JNLP JNLP3 0.7822
2 TRLABS TRLABS_D 0.7822
3 KIS KIS2 0.6931
4 UA UA_V2 0.6634
5 AMHR AMHR01 0.6535
6 LLNTU LLNTUdulcsL 0.6238
7 CAPTAIN CAPTAIN.gen 0.5842
8 HUKB HUKB1 0.5545
Our results
9 NOWJ multi-v1-jp 0.5446
9 NOWJ multijp 0.5248
9 NOWJ multi-v1-en 0.4851

5 DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we discuss the overall performance of our approaches
across all tasks in the COLIEE 2023 Competition and the lessons
learned from our participation.

5.1 Task 1 and 2: Legal Case Retrieval and
Entailment

Our approach for Tasks 1 and 2, which relied on BERT and Long-
former pre-training models, demonstrated promising results in
legal case retrieval and entailment. The use of lexical matching for
candidate case retrieval provided a good balance between compu-
tational cost and recall performance. However, there is room for
improvement in the precision of our results. The use of BERT and
Longformer in the matching phase aimed to address this issue by
considering important paragraphs of base cases in a pairwise com-
parison with candidate cases. Although our team ranked third in
both tasks, this suggests that further optimization of the models or
the incorporation of additional features could improve our system’s
performance.

5.2 Task 3: Statute Law Retrieval
Our two-phase retrieval system for Task 3, which employed the
BM25-ranking algorithm and a BERT-based model for re-ranking,
proved effective at narrowing down candidate articles while main-
taining a high recall score. The multi-task learning approach com-
bined retrieval and textual entailment tasks to improve the precision
of our results. Our ensemble method, based on voting, achieved
the third rank among all teams. However, there is still room for
improvement in terms of precision and recall balance. Future work
could explore other ensemble techniques or refine the multi-task
learning model to boost performance.

5.3 Task 4: Legal Textual Entailment
In Task 4, we utilized the textual entailment head of the multi-
task model trained from Task 3. While this approach did not lead
to significant improvements in performance compared to other
teams’ best results, it demonstrated the potential applicability of
multi-task learning models in legal textual entailment problems.
Further research is needed to better understand the limitations of
our current model and to identify opportunities for improvement,
such as refining the model architecture or incorporating additional
features.

5.4 Overall Lessons Learned
Our participation in the COLIEE 2023 Competition has provided
valuable insights into the challenges and opportunities in legal infor-
mation processing. We have gained experience working with state-
of-the-art machine learning models and innovative approaches,
while also identifying areas for future research and improvement.
Some key lessons learned include:

• Understanding the importance of pre-processing and feature
engineering in preparing data for legal information process-
ing tasks.

• Recognizing the potential of pre-trained models like BERT
and Longformer in addressing various legal information
extraction and entailment challenges.

• Appreciating the effectiveness of multi-task learning models
in combining different tasks to achieve better performance.
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• Realizing the need for further research on domain-specific
knowledge incorporation andmodel optimization to enhance
our systems’ performance in real-world legal scenarios.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, our participation in the COLIEE 2023 Competition
has allowed us to explore various state-of-the-art machine learning
models and innovative approaches in the field of legal information
processing. Although our team did not achieve the best results in all
tasks, our performance in Tasks 1 and 2 with BERT and Longformer,
as well as our two-phase retrieval system for Task 3 and the multi-
task learning model for Task 4, demonstrated the potential of these
methods in addressing real-world legal scenarios.

Our experience in this competition has provided valuable in-
sights into the challenges and opportunities in legal information
extraction and entailment. We believe that the methods and tech-
niques we have employed can serve as a foundation for further
research and improvements in this area. Future work could focus
on refining the multi-task learning models, exploring other pre-
training models, and incorporating domain-specific knowledge to
enhance the performance of our systems.

Overall, our participation in the COLIEE 2023 Competition has
been a fruitful learning experience, and we look forward to continu-
ing our research on legal information processing and its applications
in real-world scenarios.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes in detail the methods used by IITDLI as a part
of its submission to Competition of Legal Information Extraction
and Entailment (COLIEE) 2023 for Task 1 (Legal Case Retrieval)
and Task 2 (Legal Case Entailment). For Task 1, a retrieval pipeline
consisting of term extraction, ranking using lexical model (BM25),
year filter and post-processing of results produced excellent results.
For Task 2, it was observed that zero shot Mono-T5 trained out
of domain still outperforms other traditional and neural retrieval
models. For Task 1, we have also explored how the different compo-
nents of the pipeline incrementally contribute to the performance
of the model. It is observed that year filter and term extraction are
extremely crucial components of the pipeline sans which the Micro
F1 dropped by more than 3 % in validation set. Our submission
ranked 2nd among all teams for Task 1 and 4th among all teams
for Task 2.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the legal sector, the amount of data being generated is increasing
day by day. Management and analysis of such an overwhelming
amount of data manually becomes tedious. With the increase in the
volume of legal documents, the demand for automated and semi-
automated systems to help the legal professionals has also increased.
In order to facilitate research in this field, the Competition of Legal
Information Extraction and Entailment (COLIEE) was established.
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This competition focuses on four different aspects :- Case Law
Retrieval, Case Law Entailment, Statute Law Retrieval and Legal
Textual Entailment Data Corpus. In this paper, we provide insights
and details regarding our approach to two of those problems, the
Case Law Retrieval (Task 1) and the Case Law Entailment (Task 2)
tasks.

In this case, the use of text retrieval systems in the field of legal
domain becomes important. In both tasks, lawyers would only look
at the top few(say, 20) cases that are retrieved by these systems.
Hence, our approach to both these tasks is based on increasing the
precision of retrieval. Our method for the case law retrieval task
shows the effectiveness of query reformulation along with using
a retrieval model like BM25, followed by post processing of the
retrieved results using year filtering and answer selection method.
In the case of the Case Law Entailment task, we have explored
sparse retrieval models like BM25, as well as dense retrieval models
like zero-shot T5 and GPT3.5 based reranker.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 contains
the description of the two tasks explored in this paper. Section 3
focuses on the related work that has been done in this field. Section
4 presents our methods and results for the Case Law Retrieval task,
which is then followed by Section 5 which focuses on our methods
and results for the Case Law Entailment task. Section 6 concludes
our work and comments on the future work that could be explored
in this field.

2 TASK DESCRIPTION
2.1 Task 1:- The Case Law Retrieval Task
The Case Law Retrieval task consists of identifying the supporting
cases of a given query case from a corpus of previous cases which
can then be used to strengthen the decision for the given query
case. Formally, we can say that given a query case 𝑄 and a set of
cases 𝑠1, 𝑠2, 𝑠3 .... the task is to identify the previous cases 𝑆1, 𝑆2, 𝑆3 ...
which are relevant to the to the given query case 𝑄 .

2.2 Task 2:- The Case Law Entailment Task
In the Case Law Entailment Task, given a query paragraph from
a base case along with another case, the task is to identify the
paragraph from the second case which entails the query paragraph.
Formally, given a paragraph 𝑞 from the base case, and another case
𝑐 which contains a set of paragraphs 𝑝1, 𝑝2, 𝑝3 ...., the task is to
identify the paragraphs 𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3 ... which entails the decision of
the paragraph 𝑞.
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Table 1: COLIEE 2023 Dataset Statistics

Task 1 Train Test

# Query Case 959 319
# Candidate Case 4400 1335

Avg. # Noticed Case / Query 4.68 2.69
Task 2 Train Test

# Query Case 625 319
# Candidate Para 734 120

Avg. # Entailed Para / Query 1.17 1.20

2.3 Dataset Description
The corpus for both Task 1 and Task 2 is drawn from judgements
from Federal Court of Canada. Task 1 contains 959 queries in the
training set and 319 queries in the test set. Task 2 contains 625
queries in training set and 100 queries in the test set. In the case of
Task 1, all the query cases are part of the total collection of 4400
cases from which relevant cases are also to be retrieved

2.3.1 Dataset Statistics. Table 1 presents the details about the
training and test dataset.

2.3.2 Evaluation Metrics. For Task 1 and Task 2, Micro-average
of Precision, Recall and F1 score is used as an evaluation metric.
The formula to calculate this metrics are as follows:

Precision =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃

Recall =
𝑇 .𝑃 .

𝑇 .𝑃 . + 𝐹 .𝑁 .
F1 =

2 × Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

where TP (True Positives) refers to the number of correctly retrieved
cases for all queries, FP (False Positives) refers to the number of
cases which are retrieved but are non-relevant and FN (False Nega-
tives) refers to the cases which have not been retrieved but are part
of the relevant set.

3 RELATEDWORK
A lot of the previous work done in the field of legal case retrieval
and entailment is based on the classical IR methods as well as some
machine learning and deep learning based approaches. Some of the
methods used in the previous iterations of COLIEE for Task 1 and
Task 2 are described below:

UA [15] makes use of a transformer based model in order to gen-
erate paragraph level embeddings, which are then used to create
feature vectors (using a 10-bin histogram) using similarity between
the embeddings. It is then passed through a gradient-boosting clas-
sifier in order to classify the case as relevant or non-relevant.

LeiBi [2] uses query reformulation to shorten the query cases
using methods like KLI, PLM and IDF-r. This reformulated query is
then used to obtain an initial set of possible relevant cases. These
cases are then reranked using different lexical and semantic models.
In order to improve the effectiveness of the retrieval, the team
aggregates the relevance scores obtained in the first stage and the
reranking models.

nigam [11] combined the classical IR and transformer-based
models. They first select a set of possible relevant cases using the
BM25model. This is then followed by creating sentence embeddings
using sentence-BERT and sent2Vec. A score is then calculated using
the cosine similarity between the query and the candidate case.

NeuralMind [18] uses the monoT5 model for Task2. They use
monot5-base and monoT5-3B models and fine tune them for 10k
steps. They then explore merging the results of the two models
using their own answer selection method to select the final result
from the two models.

Schilder et al. [22] generates an initial candidate set, trying to
include most of the relevant cases. This is then followed by applying
a classifier which classifies a particular case as being relevant to
the given query case.

Rosa et al. [20] splits the query and the candidate cases into
segments of 10 sentences. This is followed by the use of BM25 to
retrieve candidate segments for each query segment. The relevance
score of a candidate case is taken to be maximum of all the scores
of the query case segment and candidate case segment pairs.

Althammer et al. [1] made use of neural IR models like BERT.
In order to handle the 512 token limitation of BERT, the authors
first applied the classical and dense retrieval methods at the para-
graph level. This was then followed by summarizing the cases and
applying a fine-tuned BERT re-ranker to these summaries.

4 TASK 1
4.1 Methodology
For the purpose of Task 1 (Case Law Retrieval), where the query
case and the cases in the candidate corpus are of similar length
and can be broadly categorised as long document retrieval since
the average case document length is around 5000, our method
mainly uses the sparse, traditional method of retrieval using bag of
word features. In the previous editions of the COLIEE competition,
various submissions [2, 11, 20] have shown the effectiveness of
methods using similar kinds of methods using BM25 , DFR, etc in
terms of good quality retrieval for this task.

Our retrieval pipeline mainly comprises of the following main
steps:

(1) Extraction of unigram terms from the query using standard
query reformulation techniques effectively shortening the
query representations in the form of keywords.

(2) Retrieval using BM25 as a ranking model to retrieve the
top-n results from the corpus

(3) Filtering of the results obtained based on a year filtering
method

(4) Answer Selection Method based on [18] to dynamically re-
trieve different cited cases per query case to improve the
overall micro-F1 score.

4.1.1 Text Pre-processing. For the purpose of the experiments,
the training collection consisting of 989 queries was divided into
a training and validation set on a 70-30 split, which resulted in
671 query cases in the training set and 288 query cases in the
validation set. For the purposes of tuning the models in our pipeline,
the validation set consisting of 288 queries was used. The main
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steps performed in data pre-processing steps are mentioned in the
following headings.

Removal of French words Since Canadian Case documents
are often bilingual, containing both French and English, the French
portion in the documents were identified and removed. It has pre-
viously shown to improve the performance of the traditional bag
of words retrieval models as well as neural models in [1, 15]

The removal of French from the corpus was done with a py-
cld2 library which detects the probability of words belonging to a
particular language. [13]

Year Extraction It is clear from the definition of a cited case
that it must have been judged prior to the query case. It implies the
most recent year mentioned in the cited case must be less than or
equal to the most recent year mentioned in the query case. With
this assumption or claim, the retrieved candidate cases were filtered
out.

The years were extracted from the case documents using a regex
pattern that detects all years between 1800 and 2023. The most
recent year for each case in the corpus was initially assumed to be
the year in which the case was judged and published. However, it
was found during experiments on the validation set that instead
of keeping the most recent year found through the regex pattern
as the case year, it gave slightly better results if we kept (the most
recent year found + 1) th year as the case year.

Feature Extraction For this task, only unigram/word features
were used. The case documents were tokenized using the Word
Tokenizer from nltk library. The <FRAGMENT_SUPPRESSED> tags
present in the case which supposedly refer to various hidden cita-
tions were removed from the document. Various text normalization
techniques such as stemming, lemmatization as well as stopword
removal were experimented with for text cleanup purposes.

It was observed that only stopword removal had a positive impact
on retrieval quality. Lemmatization and stemming had a slightly
negative impact on the results. Hence, during tokenization, only
stopword and punctuation removal were performed.

4.1.2 Term Extraction. In [2], the authors show the effectiveness
of lexical based term extraction methods for this task. This is also
consistent with the observation in [10] that keyword queries that
are shorter in length as compared to the candidate corpus result in
better quality retrieval.

For the purpose of query reformulation, the following two stan-
dard term scoring methods were experimented with: Kullback-
Leibler Divergence for Informativeness (KLI) [2, 23] and Term Fre-
quency and Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF).

KLI The KLI score for each term in a query case document was
calculated using the formula used in [5].

𝐾𝐿𝐼 (𝑡) = 𝑃 (𝑡 |𝑄) × log
𝑃 (𝑡 |𝑄)
𝑃 (𝑡 |𝐶)

In this equation, P(t|Q) stands for the probability of a term t in the
query document and P(t|C) stands for the probability of a term t in
the whole candidate corpus. The probabilities of each individual
term are calculated using their term frequencies in a case document.

TF-IDF The TF-IDF [21] score of each term is calculated using
the above formula.

tf-idf(𝑡, 𝑑) = tf(𝑡, 𝑑) × idf(𝑡)

where
(1) 𝑡 is a term in a document.
(2) 𝑑 is a document.
(3) tf(𝑡, 𝑑) is the term frequency of term 𝑡 in document 𝑑 , which

is the number of times 𝑡 appears in 𝑑
(4) idf(t) is computed by the following formula:

idf(𝑡) = log𝑒

[
(1 + 𝑁 )

(1 + df(𝑡)) + 1
]

where
(a) 𝑁 is the total number of documents in the corpus.
(b) 𝑑 𝑓 (𝑡) is the number of documents in the corpus that con-

tain term 𝑡 .

4.1.3 Retrieval using BM25. The BM25 algorithm developed in
the 1990s [17], based on a probabilistic term scoring model for bag
of words style ad-hoc retrieval, has produced competitive results in
various previous editions of COLIEE [2, 20]. The total BM25 score
of a document is the sum of the contributions of each query term,
which is also present in the candidate document. The equation to
score each document using BM25 is as follows:

BM25(𝑞, 𝑑) =
∑︁

𝑡 ∈𝑞∩𝑑

[
idf(𝑡) · 𝑡 𝑓 (𝑡, 𝑑) · (𝑘1 + 1)

𝑡 𝑓 (𝑡, 𝑑) + 𝑘1 ·
(
1 − 𝑏 + 𝑏 · 𝐿𝑑

𝐿𝑎𝑣𝑔

) ]
where

(1) 𝑞 is the query.
(2) 𝑑 is a candidate document.
(3) 𝑡 is a term in both the query and the candidate document.
(4) idf(t) is computed using the following equation

idf(𝑡) = log
𝑁 − 𝑑 𝑓 (𝑡) + 0.5
𝑑 𝑓 (𝑡) + 0.5

where
(a) 𝑁 is the total number of documents in the corpus.
(b) 𝑑 𝑓 (𝑡) is the number of documents in the corpus that con-

tain term 𝑡 .
(5) 𝑡 𝑓 (𝑡, 𝑑) is the frequency of term 𝑡 in document 𝑑 .
(6) 𝑘1 and 𝑏 are tuning parameters.
(7) 𝐿𝑑 is the length of document 𝑑 .
(8) 𝐿𝑎𝑣𝑔 is the average document length in the corpus.
In this retrieval model, k1 and b are parameters that can be

optimized according to the corpus. [2, 11] has shown that BM25
optimized for k1 and b produces significantly better results as com-
pared to default parameters. Accordingly, the above parameters
are tuned using the validation set to obtain the optimized k1 and b
values.

For the BM25 implementation, we have used rank_bm25 library
[4] which provides an implementation of the above formula. All
the documents in the corpus are first indexed and then ranked for
each query.

4.1.4 Year Filter. The cases obtained after initial retrieval from
BM25 are then passed through a year filter such that all candidate
cases with a higher value for the most recent year than the query
case are removed.

Since on average there are 4.68 candidate cases per query in the
training collection, it is assumed that similar statistics will hold
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true for the test collection. So, for each query case, 5 candidate
cases were extracted for two of the runs (run 1 and run 2). In the
case of run3, an answer selection method based on score based
thresholding was used to improve the overall F1 score.

4.1.5 Other Filters experimented with. In addition to the year
filter, some other filters such as an Act based Filter as well as a
Topical Model Identification based Filter were also experimented
with. However, they produce slightly inferior results as compared
to the runs submitted and are not a part of the submission made.
They could be a direction to look into for future works with slight
modifications.

Act based Filter Since the judgements are extracted from those
of the Federal Court of Canada, all the Canadian Federal Acts were
extracted. The corpus was then scanned using a regex pattern to
extract those acts case-wise. The retrieved cases were then filtered
out based on the presence of these acts assuming that both query
and candidate cases must have at least one common act, provided
the query case mentions at least one act.

Topic based Filter For this filter, a Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [3] based topical model was created for the training corpus,
and the dominant topic(s) were identified for each case and noted
down as metadata. Similar to the previous filter, the retrieved cases
were filtered out on the assumption that the dominant topic would
be the same in both the query and relevant case. The topic model
implementation was done through the gensim library’s LDA model
[16].

For both of these filters, they were experimented with as both
pre-processing (before retrieval using BM25) and post-processing
(after fixing the top-5 cases per query) methods.

4.1.6 Post-processing of retrieved cases. Since 5 cases were
being retrieved for each query case, it resulted in a high recall but
low precision. To improve the precision and thereby the micro-F1,
it was necessary to implement a thresholding scheme that produces
different number of retrieved cases per query. This method was
submitted as the run 3 for this task.

An answer selection method based on [18] was used to select
the final set of candidate relevant cases for each query. The method
involved the following three steps.

(1) Firstly, pick all cases having a BM25 score greater than x
(2) Secondly, pick top-y cases among them.
(3) Thirdly, pick all cases whose score is top- z percent of the

score of the highest scoring case.

This answer selection method used by [18] had shown promising
results for Task 2 in COLIEE 2022. In the context of this task (Task
1), we found that this method improved the F1 score on the valida-
tion set through a precision-recall tradeoff. It resulted in a higher
precision but a lower recall value as compared to run 1 and 2 , but
measured overall, it contributed to a higher F1 score.

4.2 Experiments
For the purpose of Task 1, the validation set consisting of 288 queries
was used to tune the model hyper-parameters. For any retrieval
task, the model parameters often play a crucial role in improving the
overall results, as shown in previous COLIEE edition submissions

such as [1, 2, 15],. The following main classes of hyper-parameters
were optimized.

4.2.1 Term Portion. For the term extraction method, the percent-
age of top-n unigrams selected as a query representation or the
term portion is a crucial parameter that affects retrieval quality.
Combined with the lexical ranker (BM25), Figures 1 and 2 represent
the variation in F1 score with term portion.

Figure 1: Results with BM25 opt for the validation set varying
term portion in KLI scoring of terms.

Figure 2: Results with BM25 opt for the validation set varying
term portion in TF-IDF scoring of terms.

As we can see from Figures 1 and 2, BM25 is sensitive to the
term portion values, and the peak value of F1 score occurs at 40
% term portion for KLI term scorer and 50 % term portion for TF-
IDF term scorer. It points to the fact that moderately large query
representations are perhaps the most effective queries for sparse
models with bag of words corpora and query representations.

4.2.2 Parameters in BM25. By default, the parameters in BM25
are k1 = 1.5, b = 0.75. Grid Search was performed over the validation
set with k1 = { 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5 } and b = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1} A quick grid search on the k1 and b
parameters revealed that the optimized value of b was 1 for this
task. Figure 3 represents the variation of k1 keeping b as 1.
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Table 2: Results of Task 1 Ablation Study on validation set

Method F1 Precision Recall

Best Performing Method 0.1975 0.2174 0.1809
Without FR 0.1974 0.2173 0.1809
Without YF 0.1607 0.1711 0.1514
Without TE 0.1652 0.1625 0.1678
Without PP 0.1913 0.1881 0.1945

It is clear from Figure 3 that for a corpus such as this one with a
high average document length and more variation in term frequen-
cies, higher values of k1 are preferred, which is consistent from the
findings and observations in [6, 24]

Figure 3: Results with BM25 for the validation set varying
parameter k1 keeping b = 1.

4.3 Parameters in the Answer Selection Method
The paramters x, y, z in the answer selection method were tuned
with the following values x = { 0, 100, 200, 300, ... , 1000 }, y =
{1,2,3,... 25}, z = {0, 10, 20, 30, ...90, 91, 92, ... 99, 100}

Based on the grid search, the best parameters obtained were : x
= 250, y = 5, z = 90

4.3.1 Ablation Study. In this section, we analyze the incremental
impact of the various steps in the pipeline. For this analysis, we
remove the components mentioned in the headers and keep all
other components intact. The differences in results will signify
to some extent, the partial contribution of that component to the
overall pipeline. The following different components are studied in
the ablation study:

The results of the ablation study are compiled in Table 2.
French Removal (FR) We can clearly see that French removal

had an almost negligible but very small positive impact on the best
performing method.

Year Filter (YF) It is clear that the year filter is a crucial compo-
nent of the pipeline since it filters out many cases which may be
similar in content to the query case but published after the query
case. The Micro-F1 falls by 3 .7% as a result of removing the year
filter, indicating its importance.

Table 3: Task 1 Test Results

Team F1 Precision Recall

THUIR 0.3001 0.2379 0.4063
THUIR 0.2907 0.2173 0.4389
IITDLI 0.2874 0.2447 0.3481
THUIR 0.2771 0.2186 0.3783
NOWJ 0.2757 0.2263 0.3527
NOWJ 0.2756 0.2272 0.3504
IITDLI 0.2738 0.2107 0.3912
IITDLI 0.2681 0.2063 0.3830
JNLP 0.2604 0.2044 0.3586
NOWJ 0.2573 0.2032 0.3504
UA 0.2555 0.2847 0.2317

UFAM 0.2545 0.2975 0.2224
JNLP 0.2511 0.1971 0.3458
JNLP 0.2493 0.1931 0.3516
UA 0.2390 0.3045 0.1967
UA 0.2345 0.2400 0.2293

UFAM 0.2345 0.3199 0.1851
UFAM 0.2156 0.3182 0.1630
YR 0.1377 0.1060 0.1967
YR 0.1051 0.0809 0.1502

LLNTU 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LLNTU 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Table 4: Important Results obtained on the validation set in
various experiments

Method F1 Precision Recall

KLI opt + BM25 default 0.1737 0.1708 0.1766
KLI opt + BM25 opt 0.1913 0.1881 0.1945

TF-IDF opt + BM25 default 0.1652 0.1625 0.1680
TF-IDF opt + BM25 opt 0.1857 0.1826 0.1889

KLI opt + BM25 opt + Post-processing 0.1975 0.2174 0.1809

Term Extraction (TE) Removing the Term Extraction method
is equivalent to only retrieving results using BM25, which uses all
the tokens in the query case as query. It reduced the Micro-F1 by
3.2 % pointing to the fact that having term extraction component
which shortens the queries helps in situations where the queries
are extremely long.

Post-Processing of results (PP) The answer selection method
or the post-processing improves the Micro-F1 significantly from
0.1913 to 0.1974.

4.4 Results
This section outlines the results obtained in different experiments
on the validation set as well as the overall results of all submissions
made in COLIEE’23 Task 1. Table 3 presents the results of all sub-
missions made in COLIEE’23 Task 2. Table 4 presents some of the
important results obtained on the validation set in our experiments.
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4.4.1 Discussion of Results. IITDLI ranked 2nd in COLIEE’23
Task 1 with a Micro-F1 score of 0.2874. Our best performing method
was a traditional lexical retrieval model with additional components
such as year filter, term extraction and post-processing. This clearly
shows the effectiveness of properly tuned lexical models such as
BM25 in producing results that are close to state-of-the-art for Legal
Case Retrieval which are characterized by long case queries. This
has also been observed in previous versions of COLIEE for Task 1.

Among the term extraction methods, it was observed that KLI
scoring was more robust to term portion variation and produced
the best results when tuned. From the ablation study, it is quite clear
that year extraction is also a crucial part of the retrieval pipeline
since it improved the Micro-F1 score by 3 % for the validation set.

5 TASK 2
5.1 Methodology
For the purpose of Task 2 (Case Law Entailment), where both the
query paragraphs or the entailed fragment for each case and the
candidate case paragraphs are significantly shorter in length as
compared to Task 1 queries, our method for Task 1 which involved
term extraction. didn’t produce good results since the queries are
already very short. Therefore, the following three distinct methods
were explored and experimented with in this task:

(1) BM25 based retrieval method where a separate corpus is
created for each query case with distinct paragraphs serving
as individual documents to index

(2) Zero Shot T5 model which produces para-para relevance
scores. These zero shot T5 models have shown effectiveness
in producing excellent results for this task [18].

(3) GPT3.5 based reranker which reranks the top-10 retrieved
paragraphs from BM25

5.1.1 Text Preprocessing. The text pre-processing and cleanup
steps were the same for both Task 1 and Task 2 except for the year
extraction part. Since the query and candidate paragraphs belong
to the same case, the year extraction component to filter by recent
year had no relevance.

5.2 Retrieval using BM25
The details of the BM25 algorithm have already been discussed in
detail in previous sections.

For this task, separate BM25 models were created for each query.
In other words, the background collection for each of the models is
: the paragraphs in that query case only. The parameters k1 and b
were tuned using the validation queries.

5.2.1 Zero Shot MonoT5 retrieval. MonoT5 which is an adapta-
tion of the T5 model [12] and fine-tuned on the MS Marco passage
dataset to generate "true" or "false" tokens based on the relevance
of a passage pair is used to estimate the relevance of the query and
candidate paragraphs in this task. This has been explored previously
in COLIEE competitions in [18] and has shown promising results.
The authors in [19] had shown that with an increasing number of
model parameters, the results improved, which is consistent with
our observations.

During inference, this model uses the following template :

query : q doc : d relevant:
Here, q is entailed paragraph and d is one of the candidate para-
graphs. The model predicts a score, which is the probability of the
token "true" being assigned to this template. All the candidate para-
graphs are then ranked according to the score in decreasing order
of relevance score.

As one of the runs, this method was explored and the variation of
F1 score with different model sizes was also experimented with. To
implement the zero shot mono-T5 model with different parameters,
the pygaggle library built upon pyserini [9] was used.

5.2.2 GPT3.5 based reranker. Recently, large language models
such as GPT have shown great promise in many zero-shot and
few-shot retrieval cases [7, 14]. As a part of the 3rd run, a reranker
based on the GPT3.5 turbo API from OpenAI is used to rerank
the top-10 results retrieved by BM25. Since the Recall@10 from
BM25 method for the validation set was more than 90 %, it made
sense to develop a 2 stage retrieval pipeline : BM25 retrieval, which
optimizes for recall, followed by a GPT3.5 based reranker based on
prompt engineering.

As a part of the implementation, a prompt was fed to the GPT3.5-
turbo model which consisted of the text from all the top-10 para-
graphs along with a instruction to return a ranked list of paragraphs
with a confidence score signifying the relevance of the entailed
query fragment to the candidate paragraph.

However, one of the challenges of this method based on GPT3.5
is reproducibility. Since the output is in the form of text tokens, it is
also necessary to develop a parser that can handle slight variations
in the output formats from the reranker.

5.3 Experiments
In the case of Task 2, where three distinct methods were used in
separate runs, the hyper-parameters varied in each method were
different. Some of those experiments are described here.

In this task, since the average number of relevant paragraphs
per query is 1.17, only the top-ranked paragraph among all the
paragraphs was retrieved as the result set for each query.

5.3.1 Parameters in BM25. The parameters k1 and b in BM25
are tuned with the following values. k1 = { 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, .... 4.7, 4.8,
4.9, 5.0 }, b = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1}

Based on this grid search, the best parameters obtained were for
k1 = 1.5 and b = 0.7.

5.3.2 Number of Model Parameters in Mono-T5. In this sec-
tion, the Mono-T5 models described in [12] with different number
of model parameters are evaluated on Task 2. Table 5 compiles all
the results regarding the T5 models with different parameters.

From the results, we can clearly observe that having a higher
number of parameters improves the zero shot retrieval quality of
T5 consistent with the observations in [19].

5.4 Results
This section outlines the results obtained in different runs on the
validation set as well as the overall results. Table 6 presents the re-
sults of all submissions made in COLIEE’23 Task 2. Table 7 presents
the results obtained for different runs on the validation set in our
experiments.
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Table 5: Variation in evaluation metrics with the number of
model parameters in zero shot Mono-T5

Model # Params F1 Precision Recall

MonoT5-base 220M 0.6816 0.5804 0.6269
MonoT5-large 770M 0.6896 0.5872 0.6343
MonoT5-3b 3000M 0.7088 0.6035 0.6519

Table 6: Task 2 Test Results

Team F1 Precision Recall

CAPTAIN 0.7456 0.7870 0.7083
CAPTAIN 0.7265 0.7864 0.6750
THUIR 0.7182 0.7900 0.6583

CAPTAIN 0.7054 0.7596 0.6583
THUIR 0.6930 0.7315 0.6583
JNLP 0.6818 0.7500 0.6250
IITDLI 0.6727 0.7400 0.6167
JNLP 0.6545 0.7200 0.6000

UONLP 0.6387 0.6441 0.6333
THUIR 0.6091 0.6700 0.5583
NOWJ 0.6079 0.6449 0.5750
NOWJ 0.6036 0.6569 0.5583
NOWJ 0.5982 0.6442 0.5583
IITDLI 0.5304 0.5545 0.5083
JNLP 0.5182 0.5700 0.4750
IITDLI 0.5091 0.5600 0.4667
LLNTU 0.1818 0.2000 0.1667
LLNTU 0.1000 0.1100 0.0917

Table 7: Important Results obtained on the validation set in
various experiments for Task 2

Method F1 Precision Recall

BM25 opt 0.6528 0.5558 0.6004
MonoT5-3b 0.7088 0.6035 0.6519

GPT3.5 Reranker 0.5529 0.5157 0.5336

5.4.1 Discussion of Results. For Task 2, our team ranked 4th
among all the teams with a best Micro-F1 score of 0.6727. Our best
performing run used zero shotMono-T5whichwas also the best per-
forming method in COLIEE’22 Task 2 [8]. Our 2nd best performing
method was a GPT3.5 based reranker that showed promise in terms
of retrieving some correct relevant cases in which T5 fails. However,
compared overall, it performs significantly worse than that of T5
based method. For entailment tasks such as Task 2 where queries
are paragraphs (shorter in length than Task 1 queries by quite a few
orders of magnitude), it can be opined that large language models
with billions of parameters that has been trained out-of-domain,
such as Mono-T5 with 3b parameters have performed significantly
well as compared to traditional lexical models like BM25.

6 CONCLUSION
In this work, we have described a retrieval pipeline combining
components such as year filter, term extraction, and post-processing
along with a lexical retrieval model (BM25) for Legal Case Retrieval.
We have also discussed in detail the incremental impact of each
of these components and how they combine to produce close to
state-of-the-art results for Task 1. The result also shows that BM25
is a good baseline for this task. At the same time, this task also
presents a novel challenge of tackling extremely long queries and
candidate cases, which negatively affects the effectiveness of both
neural and lexical models.

For the Legal Entailment Task (Task 2), we compared the results
of 3 different methods. Consistent with COLIEE’22 [8] edition, our
method that produced the highest F1 score was a zero shot Mono-
T5 model trained on billions of parameters. Another run of ours,
GPT3.5 based reranker showed some promise in retrieving a few
relevant paragraphs in which MonoT5 failed. However, compared
overall, the results for the reranker are significantly worse.

In the future, we would like to explore whether second stage
retrieval using neural rankers and post-processing would be useful
for Tasks 1 and 2.
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ABSTRACT
The challenge of information overload in the legal domain increases
every day. The COLIEE competition has created four challenge tasks
which are intended to encourage the development of systems and
methods to alleviate some of that pressure: a case law retrieval
(Task 1) and entailment (Task 2), and a statute law retrieval (Task
3) and entailment (Task 4). In this paper, we describe our methods
for Task 1 and Task 4. In Task 1 we used a sentence-transformer
model to create a numeric representation for each case paragraph,
then create a histogram of the similarities between a query case
and a candidate case. The histogram is then submitted to a binary
classifier which decides whether that candidate case should be
noticed or not. Some postprocessing heuristics are also applied.
Our method for Task 4 was ranked third among eight participating
teams in the COLIEE 2023 competition. Our approach relies on
fine-tuning a pre-trained DeBERTa large language model trained
on SNLI and MultiNLI datasets.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Every day, large volumes of legal data are produced by law firms,
law courts, independent attorneys, legislators, regulators and many
others. Within that context, the disciplined management of legal
information becomes manually intractable, and requires the de-
velopment of tools which automatically or semi-automatically aid
legal professionals to address the information overload. The COL-
IEE competition1 addresses four facets of that challenge: case law
retrieval, case law entailment, statute law retrieval and statute law
entailment. Here we summarize the details of our approach to the
case law retrieval and statute law entailment, evaluate the results
achieved and comment on future work to further improve our mod-
els.

The case law retrieval task (Task 1) involves identifying legal
cases that should be ”noticed“ with respect to a given query case
from amongst a given set of candidate cases. Our approach to this
challenging task relies on a transformer-based model that creates a
multidimensional numeric representation of each paragraph within
an individual case. We calculate cosine distances between each
paragraph of a query case and a candidate case, create a histogram
from the results, and use those distances to train a binary classifier
to determine whether an input case should be noticed. Additionally,
in the context of the COLIEE datasets, we perform some simple
pre-processing and post-processing steps, such as removing French
fragments and applying a minimum confidence score for the classi-
fier outputs, to generate the final results.

The goal of the statute law entailment (Task 4) is to construct
yes/no question answering systems for legal queries, by confirm-
ing entailment of a query from relevant articles. The answer to
a question is typically determined by measuring some kind of se-
mantic similarity between question and answer. Because the legal
bar exam query and relevant articles are complex and varied, we
need to carefully determine what kind of information is needed for
confirming textual entailment. Here we exploit the idea of natural
language inference and fine-tune a DeBERTa-large language model
to construct a yes/no question answering system for legal queries.

Our approach for Task 4 relies on a transformer (DeBERTa)-based
model to construct a classifier for yes/no questions. The DeBERTa
model was initially trained for NLI using two dataset namely SNLI
[2] and MultiNLI [16]. In addition, to standardize all the inputs

1https://sites.ualberta.ca/ rabelo/COLIEE2023/
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to the model, we provide all lowercase sentences to the model to
generate the final results. This approach achieved an accuracy of
0.6634 in the official test dataset, which was ranked third amongst
eight competitors in Task 4 of the COLIEE 2023 competition.

Our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief
state-of-the-art analysis; Sections 3 and 4 describe our method in
more detail; Section 5 analyzes the results; and Section 6 provides
some final remarks and proposes some future work.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Most current approaches to legal information retrieval rely on
traditional information retrieval (IR) methods, and more recently,
transformer-based techniques. We will briefly summarize below
some of the most successful approaches proposed in recent editions
of COLIEE.

TR. [15] uses a two-phase approach to legal case document in-
formation retrieval. In the first phase, they generate a candidate set
optimized for recall, aiming to include all true noticed cases while
removing some false candidates. In the second phase, they train a bi-
nary classifier to predict whether a given (𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒, 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒)
pair represents a true noticed relationship. In this step, these authors
experimented with logistic regression, naive Bayes, and tree-based
classifiers.

NeuralMind. [14] applied “vanilla” BM25 to the case law retrieval
problem. The authors first indexed all base and candidate cases in
the dataset. Prior to indexing, each document was split into seg-
ments of text using a context window of 10 sentences with overlap-
ping strides of 5 sentences (the “candidate case segments”). BM25
was then used to retrieve candidate case segments for each base
case segment. The relevance score for a (𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒, 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒)
pair was the maximum score among all the base case and candi-
date case segment pairs. The candidates were then ranked using
empirically determined threshold heuristics.

TUWBR. This team [5] starts from two assumptions: first, that
there is a topical overlap between query and notice cases, but that
not all parts of a query case are equally important. Secondly, they
assume that traditional IR methods, such as BM25, provide com-
petitive results in Task 1. They perform both document level and
text passage level retrieval, and also augment the system by adding
external domain knowledge by extracting statute fragments and
explicitly adding those fragments to the documents.

JNLP. [3] applies an approach that first splits the documents
into paragraphs, then calculates the similarities between cases by
combining term-level matching and semantic relationships at the
paragraph level. An attention model is applied to encode the whole
query in the context of candidate paragraphs, which is then used
to infer the relationship between cases.

DoSSIER. [1] combined traditional and neural network-based
techniques in Task 1. The authors investigate lexical and dense
first stage retrieval methods aiming for a high recall in the initial
retrieval and then compare shallow neural-network re-ranking
between the MTFT-BERT model and the BERT-PLI model. They
then investigate which part of the text of a legal case should be taken
into account for re-ranking. Their results show that BM25 shows a

consistently high effectiveness across different test collections in
comparison to the neural network re-ranking models.

Task 1 has been recently adjusted in COLIEE. The new con-
figuration increased the difficulty so that the heretofore typical
Information Retrieval methods, even augmented with transformers-
based approaches, did not show great results [10]. Given that most
of the current approaches work at the document level, we intended
to experiment with the documents at the sentence level to try and
capture more localized information. More details of the approach
are presented in section 3.

Textual entailment, which is also called Natural Language Infer-
ence (NLI), is a logic task in which the goal is to determine whether
one sentence can be inferred from another (more generally, whether
one text segment can be inferred from another).

In the sentential case, the task consists of classifying an ordered
pair of sentences into one of three categories: “positive entailment”
occurs when one can use the first sentence to prove that a second
sentence is true. Conversely, “negative entailment” occurs when
the first sentence can be used to disprove the second sentence.
Finally, if the two sentences have no correlation, as determined by
failure of the first two tests, they are considered to have a “neutral
entailment.”

The statute law entailment task (Task 4) in COLIEE is similarly
designed: the participants are required to decide if a query is en-
tailed from the relevant civil law statutes.

This NLI task of identifying whether a hypothesis can be inferred
from, contradicted by, or not related to a premise, has become one
of the standard benchmark tasks for natural language understand-
ing. NLI datasets are typically built by asking annotators to com-
pose sentences based on premises extracted from corpora, so that
the composed sentences stand in entailment/contradiction/neutral
relationship to the premise [9]. In COLIEE 2023, we have two rela-
tionships that need to be verified: entailment and non-entailment.

For this problem, we rely on the base DeBERTa model [7] which
is an extension of the original BERT model. The DeBERTa-based
model was trained on large volumes of raw text corpora using the
idea of self-supervised learning. As compared to the original BERT
model, DeBERTa captures more fine-grained contextual informa-
tion and relationships between tokens, resulting in a significant
performance gain on a wide range of Natural Language Under-
standing (NLU) tasks. Deep learning methods have enabled the
construction of complex and accurate models for the NLI task [13].
Most current approaches are formulated as a 3-way classification
(entailment, contradiction, and neutral) of the entailment relation
between a pair of sentences. When approached with logical prin-
ciples, this task requires a sophisticated semantic framework to
understand the context for the two sentences (premise, hypothesis).

3 OUR METHOD-TASK 1
3.1 Dataset Analysis
In Task 1, the training dataset consists of 4,400 files, with 959 of
those identified as query cases. There are a total of 4,488 noticed
cases, an average of 4.67 noticed cases per query case. In the pro-
vided test dataset there were 319 query cases and a total of 1,335
files.
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3.2 Details of our Approach
Our approach to the case law retrieval task relied on the use of a
sentence-transformer model to generate a multidimensional nu-
meric representation of text. This model is applied to each para-
graph from both the query case and every candidate case. We then
use a cosine measure to determine the distances between the 768-
dimension vectors from the query paragraphs and the candidate
paragraphs. A 10-bin histogram of those distances is generated and
a Gradient Boosting [6] binary classification model is trained on
those inputs.

Given the formulation of the problem, we had to make some
choices to produce a manageable training dataset: since the test set
contains a total of approximately 1,300 of which 319 are query cases,
we assumedwe should generate a training dataset with around 1,000
negative samples per query case. So we needed to down-sample
the negative samples in the training dataset to 1,000. At the same
time, the positive class is significantly underrepresented (less than
5 samples per query case in average), so we over-sampled those
examples by simple replication.

We also implemented some simple pre-processing steps:

Removal of French contents. through a language identification
model based on a naive Bayesian filter [11];

Splitting of input text into paragraphs. based on simple pattern
matching which relies on the common format used in cases. This
method relies on finding a sequence of numbered paragraphs (spec-
ified as digits between brackets) as the first characters in the line
starting at “[1]” and looking for the next natural number;

Extraction of dates mentioned in the cases. is done with by the
application of a named entity recognition model [8]. These dates
are later used to remove candidate cases which mention dates more
recent than the most recent date mentioned in a query case, under
the assumption those candidates cannot be a true noticed case be-
cause they are more recent than the query case. So, we basically
extract all date entities in both the query and the candidate case
and if the query case contains a date which is more recent than the
most recent date in the candidate case, that candidate case will be
removed from the list.

At inference time we used the following steps:

Date filtering: we apply the same date pre-processing steps men-
tioned above;

Histograms. : we generate histograms for every pair of query
document and each candidate which does not contain dates more
recent than the query document dates;

Apply model: we use those histograms as inputs to our trained
classification model.

Based on our analysis of the training dataset, we also apply some
simple post-processing steps:

Number of noticed cases per query case: the average number of
noticed cases per query case in the training dataset is 4.67, so we
establish a range of 3 to 10 maximum noticed cases per query case;

Confidence score: we establish a minimum confidence score for
the classifier, disregarding outputs which are below a given thresh-
old;

Repeating noticed cases: if the same case is noticed across many
different query cases, we also remove that noticed case from our
final answer as it is observed in the training dataset that this is an
uncommon situation.

We experimented with a range of parameters for each one of
those post-processing criteria and selected the 3 combinations
which produced the best output in a validation set containing 50
query cases2.

3.2.1 Sentence-Transformer Model. The model used to produce
the 768-dimensional representations for the case paragraphs was
the HuggingFace sentence-transformers/all-mpnet-base-v2 model3.
That model was trained on very large sentence level datasets using
a self-supervised contrastive learning objective, which used the
pretrained Microsoft/mpnet-base model4 as the base model and
fine-tuning it on a 1B sentence pairs dataset. The authors use a
contrastive learning objective: given a sentence from the pair, the
model should predict which of a set of randomly sampled other
sentences was actually paired with it in the dataset.

3.2.2 Binary Classification Model. The method used for training
was a Gradient Boosting model [6] which was trained on the calcu-
lated similarity histograms as described above. Since the training
dataset is significantly unbalanced, we oversample the positive
class by simple duplication, and undersample the negative class by
establishing a target maximum number (which was chosen as 1,000
samples). The only hyper-parameter we varied in the classifier itself
was the number of estimators, which was set to 1,000, 3,000 and
5,000.

3.2.3 Hyper-parameter Setting. We performed a grid search for 3
hyper-parameters:

• Maximum number of noticed cases per query case: based on
the dataset analysis performed, given the average number of
noticed cases per query case in the training set is around 5,
we experimented with establishing a limit which varied from
3 to 10 (step 1) in an attempt to reduce the false positives;

• Minimum confidence score: we trained a binary classifier to
determine if a given case should be noticed with respect to
a given query case. With this hyper-parameter we can filter
candidate cases for which the classifier confidence score is
below a given threshold. We experimented with values from
0.55 to 0.80 (step 0.05);

• Maximum duplicate noticed cases: we noticed in our valida-
tion results that the same case was classified as noticed with
respect to more than one query case, which is not common
in the training dataset, so we establish the maximum number
of times the same case can be present in the output. This
parameter was varied from 1 to 5 (step 1).

2The validation set was randomly drawn from the provided dataset and has no overlap
with the cases used for training.
3https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/all-mpnet-base-v2
4https://huggingface.co/microsoft/mpnet-base?text=The+goal+of+life+is+%3Cmask
%3E.
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Team F1 Precision Recall
THUIR 0.3001 0.2379 0.4063
THUIR 0.2907 0.2173 0.4389
IITDLI 0.2874 0.2447 0.3481
THUIR 0.2771 0.2186 0.3783
NOWJ 0.2757 0.2263 0.3527
NOWJ 0.2756 0.2272 0.3504
IITDLI 0.2738 0.2107 0.3912
IITDLI 0.2681 0.2063 0.3830
JNLP 0.2604 0.2044 0.3586
NOWJ 0.2573 0.2032 0.3504
UA 0.2555 0.2847 0.2317
UFAM 0.2545 0.2975 0.2224
JNLP 0.2511 0.1971 0.3458
JNLP 0.2493 0.1931 0.3516
UA 0.2390 0.3045 0.1967
UA 0.2345 0.2400 0.2293
UFAM 0.2345 0.3199 0.1851
UFAM 0.2156 0.3182 0.1630
YR 0.1377 0.1060 0.1967
YR 0.1051 0.0809 0.1502
LLNTU 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
LLNTU 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Table 1: Official results for the Case Law Retrieval task.

The 3 best performing hyper-parameter combinations were used
in our submission. You can see that the best (max noticed cases =
10, min score = 0.8, max dups = 3) achieved good precision but poor
recall. The second best combination (9, 0.7, 2) had an even higher
precision, but a very poor recall. We attribute this to the effect of the
minimum confidence score, which was higher in this case, whereas
the other parameters were pretty much the same. Even though the
difference in the final f1-score wasn’t material, having the ability
to tweak parameters and influence precision and recall would be
a good feature of the method in real-world applications, where
users could adopt parameters according to their requirements with
respect to precision and recall.

4 OUR METHOD-TASK 4
In Task 4, the problem of answering a legal yes/no question can be
viewed as a binary classification problem. We assume that a set of
questions𝑄 , where each question 𝑞𝑖 ∈ 𝑄 is associated with a list of
corresponding article sentences 𝑎𝑖1, 𝑎𝑖2, . . . , 𝑎𝑖𝑚 , where𝑦𝑖 = 1 if the
answer is ‘yes’ and 𝑦𝑖 = 0 otherwise. We choose the most relevant
sentence 𝑎𝑖 𝑗 . Therefore, our task is to learn a classifier over these
triples so that it can predict the answers of any additional question-
article pairs. BERT [4] has shown good historical performance in
both COLIEE and in general on the natural language inference
tasks. However, Jiang and Marnaffe [9] insisted that despite high F1
scores, BERTmodels have systematic error patterns, suggesting that
they still do not capture the full complexity of human pragmatic
reasoning.

We reformulate the problem as a natural language inference
task, where the objective of the model is to determine the logical
relationship between a premise and a hypothesis (e.g., whether

Table 2: NLI (Task 4) results on test data.

Team sid Correct Accuracy
BaseLine No 52/All 101 0.5149

JNLP JNLP3 79 0.7822
JNLP JNLP1 76 0.7525
JNLP JNLP2 76 0.7525
KIS KIS2 70 0.6931
KIS KIS1 68 0.6733
UA UA_V2 67 0.6634
AMHR AMHR01 66 0.6535
KIS KIS3 66 0.6535
AMHR AMHR03 65 0.6436
LLNTU LLNTUdulcsL 63 0.6238
UA UA 63 0.6238
HUKB HUKB2 60 0.5941
CAPTAIN CAPTAIN.gen 59 0.5842
CAPTAIN CAPTAIN.run1 58 0.5743
LLNTU LLNTUdulcsS 57 0.5644
HUKB HUKB1 56 0.5545
HUKB HUKB3 56 0.5545
LLNTU LLNTUdulcsO 56 0.5545
NOWJ NOWJ.multi-v1-jp 55 0.5446
CAPTAIN CAPTAIN.run2 53 0.5248
NOWJ NOWJ.multijp 53 0.5248
NOWJ NOWJ.multi-v1-en 49 0.4851

the hypothesis entails, contradicts or is neutral with respect to the
given premise). In the case of answering a legal yes/no question,
if the NLI model predicts the relationship as entailment, we then
consider the prediction as ’yes’ otherwise ’no.’

To construct the training data from theNLImodel fine-tuning, we
modify the ground-truth labels. For questions with a ground-truth
label of ’yes,’ we change them to ’entailment,’ and for questions with
a label of ’no,’ we change them to ’contradiction.’ Because we have
two inputs, before making a prediction we follow the procedure
proposed by [12], i.e., we concatenate the sentence embedding 𝑢
and 𝑣 from input 1 and 2 respectively, and then use the element-
wise difference |𝑢 − 𝑣 | and multiply it with the trainable weight
𝑊 .

We then fine-tune the model by minimizing the cross-entropy
loss over the labeled training data to penalize incorrect classification.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Task 1 Results
The results on the official COLIEE evaluation set are shown in Table
1:

Our best result was achieved with the following post-processing
parameters: minimum confidence score = 0.80, maximum noticed
cases = 10, maximum number of repeated noticed cases = 35. Our
second best score had similar parameters (0.7, 9 and 2 respectively).
In the third submission we used 0.65, 10 and 3 respectively). This

5We simply remove noticed cases which appear in more than the maximum allowed
query cases. An obvious improvement is to keep just the highest scoring noticed cases.
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Table 3: NLI (Task 4) results on test data considering only the
best system in each team

Team sid Correct Accuracy
BaseLine No 52/All 101 0.5149

JNLP JNLP3 79 0.7822
KIS KIS2 70 0.6931
UA UA_V2 67 0.6634
AMHR AMHR01 66 0.6535
LLNTU LLNTUdulcsL 63 0.6238
HUK HUKB2 60 0.5941
CAPTAIN CAPTAIN.gen 59 0.5842
NOWJ NOWJ.multi-v1-jp 55 0.5446

provided a more balanced trade-off between precision and recall,
as opposed to the first two which had a higher precision but a
lower recall. This is an interesting characteristic for real world
applications, as one could make an informed decision on how to
tweak parameters depending on which metric is more important
for their particular scenario.

5.2 Task 4 Results
Table 2 shows the Task 4 results on test data in COLIEE 2023. We
submitted two results, 𝑈𝐴_𝑉 1 fine-tuned on DeBERTa-small [7]
and𝑈𝐴_𝑉 2 fine-tuned on DeBERTa-large model[12]. In the table,
we report the performance of the best model i.e., 𝑈𝐴_𝑉 2.

The test results considering only one best system in each team
are in Table 3:

We found that the current model struggles in predicting the
correct class "yes" which requires a deep understanding of the
semantics in the input.

6 CONCLUSION
We explained our models for legal entailment and question answer-
ing in COLIEE 2023. For the case law retrieval task (Task 1), we used
a sentence-transformer model to generate a multidimensional nu-
meric representation of text, with some heuristic pre-processing and
post-processing methods. For the statute law tasks, our transformer-
based NLI system was ranked 3rd in Task 4. As future research, we
will investigate the potential improvements to obtain deeper seman-
tic representation from paragraphs and perform natural language
inference between paragraphs. We also need to further investigate
how to improve the discrimination power of the learned represen-
tations.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the approach of the THUIR team at the COL-
IEE 2023 Legal Case Entailment task. This task requires the partici-
pant to identify a specific paragraph from a given supporting case
that entails the decision for the query case. We try traditional lex-
ical matching methods and pre-trained language models with dif-
ferent sizes. Furthermore, learning-to-rank methods are employed
to further improve performance. However, learning-to-rank is not
very robust on this task. which suggests that answer passages can-
not simply be determined with information retrieval techniques.
Experimental results show that more parameters and legal knowl-
edge contribute to the legal case entailment task. Finally, we get the
third place in COLIEE 2023.The implementation of ourmethod can
be found at https://github.com/CSHaitao/THUIR-COLIEE2023.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In countries with Case Law system, like the United States, Canada,
etc, past precedent is an essential reference for making judicial
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judgments [15, 26]. However, with the rapid growth of digital le-
gal cases, legal practitioners need to expend significant effort to re-
trieve relevant documents and identify entailment parts. Recently,
more and more researchers focus on intelligent legal systems to
ease the heavy manual work [1, 2, 11, 17, 25, 29].

As a well-known competition in the legal field, the Competi-
tion on Legal Information Extraction/Entailment (COLIEE) aims
to achieve state-of-the-art methods to help the realization of in-
telligent legal systems [20]. COLIEE contains two types of tasks:
retrieval and entailment. The retrieval task is to identify the cases
that support the query case from the large corpus [12, 16, 18]. The
entailment task identifies a specific paragraph from a given sup-
porting case that entails the decision for the query case [22, 23].

In this paper, we introduce the solution of the THUIR team for
Legal Case Entailment task, which achieves third place and fifth
place in the competition. To be specific, we formalize the entail-
ment task as the paragraph ranking task. Then, we implemented
several lexical matching models, such as BM25, QLD. Furthermore,
contrastive learning loss is employed to fine-tune pre-trained mod-
els of different sizes. Finally, we utilize the above features to en-
semble the final score. However, due to the sparse training data,
the leaning to rank method does not achieve satisfactory perfor-
mance, which may also indicate that the answer paragraphs can-
not be simply confirmed by information retrieval techniques. As a
result, THUIR teams placed third and fifth in 18 submissions from
seven teams. Extensive experimental results show that more pa-
rameters and more legal knowledge contribute to better legal text
understanding. The implementation of our method can be found
at https://github.com/CSHaitao/THUIR-COLIEE2023.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the re-
lated work. In Section 3, details of the legal case entailment task
are elaborated. Section 4 shows our detailed methodology. Then,
the experimental setting and results are introduced in Section 5.
Finally, we conclude our work and discuss the future direction in
Section 6.

2 RELATEDWORK
Legal Case Entailment is an essential task in the legal field which
aims to determine whether some specific paragraphs entail the
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Entailed fragment: It is well established that ministerial guidelines are permissible so long as 
they are not meant to bind administrative officers or to fetter their discretion……

Candidate 1:  [1] This case is about a visa officer's refusal to issue student authorizations to 
young students wishing to attend primary and secondary schooling in Canada.
Candidate 2:  [2] Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) has published  Processing Student 
Authorizations. Foreign students have the burden of proving to the satisfaction of officers that 
they are bona fide visitors……
Candidate 3:  [3] The applicants, brothers who are now 14 and 12, are citizens of India and live 
in New Delhi with their parents......

Target paragraph: [2] Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) has published  Processing 
Student Authorizations. Foreign students have the burden of proving to the satisfaction of 
officers that they are bona fide visitors…… 

Figure 1: An example of legal case entailment task.

decision of the query case. In past COLIEE competitions, various
teams have achieved excellent results with traditional methods and
deep learning methods, or a combination of both. For instance, the
JNLP team [3] employs LEGAL-BERT and BM25 and try to capture
keywords with “Abstract Meaning Representation”. NM team [18]
explores the zero-sample learning potential of language models us-
ing monoT5, which wins the championship in COLIEE 2022. Fur-
thermore, the TR group [24] employs hand-crafted similarity fea-
tures and trains with random forest classifiers. The UA team [10],
on the other hand, utilizes methods such as fine-tuned language
models and text summaries to accomplish the task. In this paper,
we focus on the impact of more parameters and legal knowledge
on legal case entailment task.

3 TASK OVERVIEW
3.1 Task Description
The Legal case entailment task refers to identifying specific para-
graphs from existing cases that entail the decision for the query
case. Formally, given a query case 𝑄 and a supporting case 𝑅 con-
sisting of paragraphs 𝑃 = 𝑃1, 𝑃2, ..., 𝑃𝑛 , this task is to determine the
paragraph 𝑃𝑖 ∈ 𝑃 that entails the decision for query case 𝑄 .

3.2 Data Corpus
The legal case entailment task is based on the existing collection
of predominantly Federal Court of Canada case law. The training
data includes the query case 𝑄 , a set of candidate paragraphs 𝑃
and the corresponding labels. Test data includes only query case
𝑄 , and candidate paragraphs 𝑃 . Figure 1 illustrates an example of
legal case entailment task.

The COLIEE 2023 dataset contains 625 query cases for train-
ing and 100 query cases for testing. Table 1 shows the statistics of
datasets for the last three years. The dataset has an average of 35
candidate paragraphs for each query case, of which only one is rel-
evant on average. We randomly selected 100 query cases as the val-
idation set and the rest for training. Details of the validation set can

be found on GitHub https://github.com/lihaitao18375278/THUIR-
COLIEE2023.

3.3 Metrics
The evaluation metrics of legal case entailment task are precision,
recall and F1 score. Definition of these measures is as follows:

Precision =
#𝑇𝑃

#𝑇𝑃 + #𝐹𝑃
(1)

Recall =
#𝑇𝑃

#𝑇𝑃 + #𝐹𝑁
(2)

𝐹 − measure =
2 · Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall (3)

where #𝑇𝑃 is the number of correctly retrieved candidate para-
graphs for all query cases, #𝐹𝑃 is the number of falsely retrieved
candidate paragraphs for all query cases, and #𝐹𝑁 is the number
of missing noticed candidate paragraphs for all query cases.

4 METHOD
4.1 Traditional Lexical Matching Model
Traditional lexical matching models, i.e. BM25 and QLD, rank the
candidate documents by a statistical probability model based on
bag-of-words representation. In COLIEE 2023 task 2, we imple-
ment the following two lexical matching methods as baselines:
• BM25 [21] is a classical lexical matching model with robust per-

formance. The calculation formula of BM25 is shown in Eq 4.

𝐵𝑀25(𝑑, 𝑞) =
𝑀∑
𝑖=1

𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑡𝑖 ) ·𝑇𝐹 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑) · (𝑘1 + 1)

𝑇𝐹 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑) + 𝑘1 ·
(
1 − 𝑏 + 𝑏 · 𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑑)

𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑑𝑙

) (4)

where 𝑘1, 𝑏 are hyperparameters, TF represents term frequency
and IDF represents inverse document frequency.

• QLD [30] is another representative traditional retrieval model
based on Dirichlet smoothing. The equation for QLD is shown
in Eq 5.
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Table 1: Statistics of COLIEE Task 2.

2021 2022 2023
Train Test Train Test Train Test

# of query cases 425 100 525 100 625 100
Avg. # of candidates per query 35.80 35.24 35.69 32.78 35.22 37.65
Avg. # positive candidates per query 1.17 1.17 1.14 1.18 1.17 1.2
Avg. query length 37.51 32.97 36.64 32.21 35.36 36.57
Avg. candidate length 103.14 100.83 102.71 104.61 102.32 104.71

Table 2: Features that we used for learning to rank.

Feature ID Feature Name Description
1 query_length Length of the query
2 candidate_length Length of the candidate paragraph
3 BM25 Query-candidate scores with BM25
4 QLD Query-candidate scores with QLD
5 BERT-large Query-candidate scores with BERT-large
6 RoBERTa-large Query-candidate scores with RoBERTa-large
7 LEGAL-BERT-base Query-candidate scores with LEGAL-BERT-base
8 DeBERTa-v3-large Query-candidate scores with DeBERTa-v3-large
9 monoT5-3B Query-candidate scores with monoT5-3B

log 𝑝 (𝑞 |𝑑) =
∑

𝑖:𝑐 (𝑞𝑖 ;𝑑 )>0
log

𝑝𝑠 (𝑞𝑖 |𝑑)
𝛼𝑑𝑝 (𝑞𝑖 |C)

+ 𝑛 log𝛼𝑑 +
∑
𝑖

log𝑝 (𝑞𝑖 |C)

(5)
For better performance, we remove all placeholders in the para-

graph, e.g. “FRAGMANT_SUPPRESSED”, “REFERENCE_SUPPRESSED”
etc. Pyserini toolkit 1 is employed to implement BM25 and QLD
with default parameters.

4.2 Pre-trained Language Model
4.2.1 Cross Encoder. As pre-trained language models have shown
great potential in legal case entailment task [8, 27], we experimented
with several pre-trained models of different sizes. More specifi-
cally, we employ the cross-encoder architecture.The scores of queries
and candidates are defined as follows:

𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 = [𝐶𝐿𝑆]𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 [𝑆𝐸𝑃]𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 [𝑆𝐸𝑃] (6)

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦, 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒) = 𝑀𝐿𝑃 (𝐶𝐿𝑆 [𝑃𝐿𝑀 (𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡)]) (7)

where CLS is the [CLS] token vector and MLP is a Multilayer Per-
ceptron that projects the CLS vector to a score. PLM represents
pre-trained language models. The purpose of training is to make
the query case closer to related paragraphs in the vector space
compared to the irrelevant ones. Thus, given a query case 𝑞, let
𝑑+ and 𝑑− be relevant and negative paragraphs, the loss function
𝐿 is formulated as follows:

1https://github.com/castorini/pyserini

𝐿(𝑞, 𝑑+, 𝑑−1 , ..., 𝑑
−
𝑛 ) = − log

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑠 (𝑞,𝑑+))
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑠 (𝑞,𝑑+)) +∑𝑛

𝑗=1 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑠 (𝑞,𝑑−𝑗 ))
(8)

We use the following model as the backbone for training:
• BERT [7] is a multi-layer bidirectional Transformer encoder ar-

chitecture that utilizes the Masked Language Model(MLM) and
Next Sentence Prediction(NSP) as pre-training tasks.

• RoBERTa [14] is an enhanced version of BERT with a more
extensive dataset, which is pre-trained only with the Masked
Language Model(MLM) task.

• LEGAL-BERT [4] is pre-trained with extensive English legal
database and has achieved state-of-the-art performance on mul-
tiple legal tasks

• DeBERTa [9] proposes a disentangled attentionmechanism and
an enhanced mask decoder to improve the original BERT archi-
tecture, achieving state-of-the-art performance in COLIEE task2
in previous years.

4.2.2 Sequence-to-SequenceModel. Applying cross encoder to the
legal case entailment task can be seen as a classification-based ap-
proach. Correspondingly, sequence-to-sequence models have been
widely explored in this task [22, 23]. In general, sequence-to-sequence
models perform better than cross encoders in data-poor settings
due to capturing the underlying semantic relationships. In this sec-
tion, we implement the following sequence-to-sequence models:
• monoT5 [19] is an encoder-decoder architecture. It generates
“true” or “false” token based on the relevance of queries and can-
didates, and regards the probability of generating ”true” as the
final relevance score. To be specific, the input to monoT5 has the
following form:

𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 : [𝑄]𝐷𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 : [𝑃]𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡 : (9)
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Table 3: Overall experimental results of different methods
on COLIEE2023 validation set.

Method Params P@1 R@1 F1 score
Lexical Matching Model

BM25 - 0.670 0.563 0.612
QLD - 0.632 0.529 0.575

Cross Encoder
BERT-base 110M 0.750 0.630 0.685
BERT-large 340M 0.780 0.655 0.712
RoBERTa-base 110M 0.770 0.648 0.704
RoBERTa-large 340M 0.810 0.681 0.739
LEGAL-BERT-base 110M 0.830 0.697 0.758
DeBERTa-v3-base 110M 0.790 0.666 0.721
DeBERTa-v3-large 340M 0.830 0.697 0.758

Sequence-to-Sequence Model
monoT5-base 250M 0.800 0.672 0.731
monoT5-3B 3000M 0.850 0.714 0.776
FLAN-T5-base 250M 0.700 0.588 0.639
FLAN-T5-3B 3000M 0.730 0.613 0.666
Ensemble - 0.930 0.782 0.849

where [Q] and [P] are replaced with the query case and candi-
date paragraph texts, respectively. During the fine-tune process,
“true” and “false” are the generated target token. At inference
time, we calculate the probability of generating “true” token to
determine the final paragraphs ranking.

• FLAN-T5 [6] significantly improves zero-shot and few-shot abil-
itieswith instrution tuning and chain-of-thougt technology. FLAN-
T5 is fine-tuned on 1836 tasks from 473 datasets with different in-
struction and improves zero-shot reasoning capability by a step-
wise thinking approach.

4.3 Learning to Rank
Learning-to-rank, a popular machine learning method, is widely
applied in various information retrieval competitions [5, 13, 28].
To further improve the performance, we employ learning-to-rank
techniques in legal case entailment task, trying to mine the intrin-
sic qualities of different features with the gradient boosting frame-
work.

More specifically, we extract all the feature scores listed in Ta-
ble 2 and apply LightGBM to estimate the final scores of all query-
candidate pairs. By fitting on the training set, we can learn the
weights of different features. Finally, we choose the model that
achieves the best NDCG@1 on the validation set for testing.

5 EXPERIMENT RESULT
The performance comparisons of different methods on the valida-
tion set are shown in Table 3. Since the average number of relevant
paragraphs is about one for each query, we evaluate the precision,
recall, and f1-score at the cut-off value of 1. From the experimental
results, we have the following observations:
• As simple lexical matching cannot accurately capture the im-

plication relationship between paragraphs, traditional methods
such as BM25 and QLD have a more average performance.

Table 4: Final top-5 of COLIEE 2023 Task 2 on the test set.

Team Submission Precision Recall F1
CAPTAIN mt5l-ed 0.7870 0.7083 0.7456
CAPTAIN mt5l-ed4 0.7864 0.6750 0.7265
THUIR thuir-monot5 0.7900 0.6583 0.7182

CAPTAIN mt5l-e2 0.7596 0.6583 0.7054
THUIR thuir-ensemble_2 0.7315 0.6583 0.6930
THUIR new ensemble 0.8000 0.6667 0.7273

• Benefit from supervised data, pre-trained language model fur-
ther improves performance. The model with more parameters
usually has a better performance. The monoT5-3B achieves the
best results among all single models. This indicates that more
parameters facilitate the understanding of the legal case entail-
ment.

• Surprisingly, LEGAL-BERT-base with 110m parameters outper-
forms BERT-large and RoBERTa-large, which indicates that legal-
oriented pre-training tasks allow the language model to have
more legal knowledge and thus achieve better performance.

• Unexpectedly, the performance of FLAN-T5 drops dramatically.
We assume that this is due to the inconsistency between the in-
struction fine-tuning process and the downstream tasks. In the
future, we will explore more prompt formats to exploit the po-
tential of large language models for legal case entailment task.

• Learning to rank techniques significantly improves the perfor-
mance on the validation set. However, in the final leaderboard,
the performance decreases after learning to rank on the contrary.
We think this is due to overfitting due to a few training data.
Also, it may indicate that the answer paragraphs cannot be sim-
ply confirmed by information retrieval techniques.
Overall, more parameters and more legal knowledge can help

language models perform better on legal case entailment tasks. In
the future, we will explore the application of large legal language
models to legal case entailment task.

The final top5 results of COLIEE2023 task 2 are shown in Table
4. The run with monoT5 has the third placement and the run with
ensemble placed fifth. When we get the test set labels, we retrain
the learning-to-rank model and choose a smaller early stop step.
The results on the test set are reported in the last row of Table 4.
We can find that learning to rank techniques can slightly improve
performance by avoiding overfitting.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper shows our solution for the COLIEE2023 legal entailment
task. We experiments with lexical matching model, cross encoder
and sequence to sequencemodel. Learning to sort techniques is em-
ployed to get the final score. We finally achieve third place in this
competition. Results show that more parameters and legal knowl-
edge contribute to legal case entailment. In the future, we will de-
sign larger models with legal-oriented pre-training tasks.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the performance of an agreement-
based ensemble approach in Task 2 of the COLIEE 2023
competition, which aims to assess entailment relationships
between queries and candidate paragraphs in legal language.
The experiments utilized agreement-based RoBERTa ensem-
bles that combined differently pretrained RoBERTa models,
which had the goal of improving overall performance by
evaluating their agreement on entailment decisions. This
method was designed based on its success on the previous
year’s competition dataset. The findings show that while
the RoBERTa agreement-based ensembles achieved a higher
score compared to individual models on the COLIEE 2022
dataset, it failed to outperform the individual models on
the 2023 competition data, indicating that the ensemble ap-
proach in its current state may not be the most effective
for this task. These results emphasize the necessity for fur-
ther investigation of the suggested ensemble methodology,
while concurrently identifying specific components within
the ensembles that warrant enhancement.
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1 Introduction
Natural language processing (NLP) has made remarkable
strides in recent years, with applications extending to com-
plex domains such as legal text analysis. The ability to mea-
sure entailment relationships between queries and candidate
paragraphs in legal documents can significantly enhance
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the automation of legal reasoning and decision-making pro-
cesses. The COLIEE [4] competition serves as an ideal plat-
form for assessing and advancing NLP techniques in the
context of legal information extraction and entailment.
In this paper, we concentrate on Task 2 of the COLIEE

2023 competition, which was about determining the entail-
ment relationships between paragraphs from court cases. We
examine the potential of an agreement-based ensemble ap-
proach that incorporates differently pretrained RoBERTa [5]
models by assessing their agreement on entailment decisions
in order to improve overall performance. The first RoBERTa
model was pretrained on a large corpus of Canadian court
cases, the second model was pre-finetuned on a corpus of an-
notated entailment text pairs, and the third model combined
the pretraining and pre-finetuning data from the previous
two models into one model. Since all models had a differ-
ent focus in their training data, the goal of the ensemble
approach was to leverage both the strengths of the different
models by prioritizing candidate cases that all models would
agree upon. This strategy showed itself to be extremely ef-
fective on data from the previous year’s competition. It also
showed itself to be convenient from the point of view of the
resources used, given that the base RoBERTa model has only
123 million parameters. However, this year proved that this
strategy does not necessarily guarantee its effectiveness on
the current data, landing it in 9th place in the competition
and with a lower score than the individual models from the
ensemble trained and tested on the same data.

2 Task Overview
Task 2 at COLIEE 2023 competition consists of finding tex-
tual entailment, also known as natural language inference,
between a query and candidate paragraphs predominantly
extracted from court case documents from the Federal Court
of Canada. Given a query Q, we are given 𝑛 number of candi-
date paragraphs 𝑃 = {𝑃1, 𝑃2, ..., 𝑃𝑛} where we must classify
the ones that entail or contradict the query Q.

2.1 Data Corpus
For the COLIEE 2023 task 2, the training set consists of 625
queries and the test set consists of 100 queries. As for the
validation set, 20% of the training queries were used in our
work.
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Type Train Test
Number of Queries 625 100
Total Number of Paragraphs 22,018 3,765
Average Number of Entailment
Paragraphs per Query 1.174 1.2
Average Number of Contradicting
Paragraphs per Query 34.054 36.45
Average Number of Candidate
Paragraphs per Query 35.229 37.65

Table 1. Analysis of the COLIEE 2023 data

Analysis of the dataset shown in Table 1 reveals that, on
average, there are 1.174 entailment paragraphs per query
in the training set and 1.2 in the test set. For the number of
contradicting paragraphs per query, there is an average of
34.054 in the training set and 36.45 in the test set. Further-
more, the number of candidate paragraphs per query, which
encompasses both entailment and contradicting paragraphs,
amounts to an average of 35.229 in the training set and 37.65
in the test set. This shows that there are significantly more
contradicting paragraphs than there are entailment para-
graphs in the candidate set for each query.
There is also a much larger number of total paragraphs

for training in comparison to last year’s dataset, with 22,018
in total, amounting to 3,278 more training examples.

Type Train Test
Number of Queries 525 100
Total Number of Paragraphs 18,740 3,278
Average Number of Entailment
Paragraphs per Query 1.116 1.18
Average Number of Contradicting
Paragraphs per Query 34.579 31.6
Average Number of Candidate
Paragraphs per Query 35.695 32.78

Table 2. Analysis of the COLIEE 2022 data

As indicated in Table 2, the averages derived from the
2022 dataset are not significantly different from those of the
2023 dataset. However, we can observe in the 2023 dataset
that there is a small increase in the number of paragraphs
per query within the test set, and a small increase in the
occurrence of contradictory paragraphs per query for the
test set also. It is also worth noting that the data from the
training and test set of the 2022 competition is present in
training set of the 2023 dataset.

2.2 Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation metrics used were recall, precision and F1
score.

Recall =
True Positives

True Positives + False Negatives
(1)

Precision =
True Positives

True Positives + False Positives
(2)

F1 Score = 2 × Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

(3)

3 Methods
This sectionwill discuss the baselinemodel BM25 [8] andwill
discuss the RoBERTa agreement-based ensembles alongside
the individual models themselves.

3.1 BM25
BM25 is an information retrieval function that ranks docu-
ments based on their relevance to a given query. It is built
upon the classic Term Frequency-Inverse Document Fre-
quency (TF-IDF) [10] function and calculates the relevance
score for a document by taking into account term frequency,
document length, and the inverse document frequency of
query terms.
While BM25 is primarily used for ranking documents

based on their relevance to a query, it can also be adapted for
text entailment tasks where the highest-ranking candidate
documents for the query are classified as entailment. While
it may not fully capture the nuances and complexities of
natural language inference due to its bag-of-words nature
and focus on term frequency statistics, it can still serve as a
good baseline for the overall performance of neural network
models for legal text retrieval [9].
For this task, all text was turned into unigram tokens,

with the stopwords and punctuation marks removed. The
tokens were also lemmatized using the NLTK [6] library and
lowercased. During classification, the first top-ranked candi-
date paragraph for each query was classified as entailment
and the rest of the candidate paragraphs were classified as a
contradiction.

3.2 Court Case RoBERTa
In recent years, self-supervised learning techniques employed
by language models based on the transformer architecture
[11], such as BERT [2] and GPT [7], have demonstrated
remarkable effectiveness in addressing various NLP tasks.
Given the success of these models, the RoBERTa model
was utilized for the task, as it has been shown to match
or even surpass BERT’s performance while maintaining a
lightweight architecture suitable for training on most local
GPUs.
Research has shown that a second phase of pretraining

with domain-specific data can benefit the performance of
language models [3], which is why the RoBERTa model was
chosen to be further pretrained on Canadian court case text.
The dataset used to further pretrained the model consisted
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COLIEE 2022 COLIEE 2023
Model Recall Precision F1 Score Recall Precision F1 Score
BM25 0.483 0.570 0.523 0.467 0.560 0.509
Court Case RoBERTa 0.619 0.730 0.670 0.592 0.710 0.645
SNLI RoBERTa 0.568 0.670 0.615 0.608 0.730 0.664
General and Legal Entailment RoBERTa 0.551 0.650 0.596 0.608 0.730 0.664
Agreement-Based Ensemble v1 0.720 0.669 0.694 0.633 0.644 0.639
Agreement-Based Ensemble v2 0.729 0.623 0.672 0.633 0.613 0.623

Table 3. Recall, Precision, and F1 Scores for Different Models

of 34,459 Canadian court cases. This corpus was provided by
the Department of Justice Canada and the individual court
case documents can be found open source on the CanLII
website. The pretraining process spanned 20 epochs and
employed dynamic masking to optimize the learning of rele-
vant patterns in the legal domain. It was then subsequently
fine-tuned on the task 2 entailment data and included in the
ensemble.

In order to fine-tune the pretrained model to the dataset of
Task 2, each query was concatenated with its corresponding
candidate paragraphs. For every query-paragraph pair, the
[SEP] token was employed as a separator for the model
to distinguish the query from the paragraph. Subsequently,
these concatenated query-paragraph pairs were passed into
the model, which underwent training to classify the pairs as
either entailment or contradiction.

3.3 SNLI RoBERTa
The Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) [1] dataset
is a widely used and publicly available resource consisting of
pairs of text that are annotated for entailment, contradiction,
or neutrality. The dataset comprises a substantial number
of examples, with 550,000 training, 10,000 validation, and
10,000 test examples. It is worth noting that the neutral class
is absent from the COLIEE task 2 annotations, which resulted
in the exclusion of those examples from the SNLI dataset
for this task specifically. Although the SNLI dataset is not
tailored to a specific legal domain, its size and diversity make
it a valuable resource for training models to perform textual
inference, especially when taking into account that the task
2 legal entailment training corpus is of much smaller size
than the SNLI dataset. To this end, the RoBERTa model was
pre-finetuned on the SNLI dataset and further fine-tuned on
the task 2 data, with the goal of leveraging the strengths of
both datasets to enhance the model’s performance.

3.4 General and Legal Entailment Roberta
Building on the idea of the models presented previously, we
decided to test whether a model could benefit from expo-
sure to all three datasets. Initially, the model was further
pretrained on the corpus of Canadian court cases, then pre-
finetuned on the SNLI dataset and finally, further finetuned

on the Task 2 entailment dataset. This approach was predi-
cated on the hypothesis that combining these diverse sources
of knowledge could potentially lead to a more versatile and
effective model.

3.5 Agreement-Based Ensemble
In order to create an ensemble approach, the outputs of
the different RoBERTa models were combined. For each
query, the models generated individual predictions concern-
ing which candidate paragraphs could be classified as entail-
ment. An agreement-based criterion was established for the
ensemble’s final prediction: if the models concurred on a set
of the predictions of which candidates entailed the query,
those candidates were selected as the final prediction.

In cases where the models did not reach an agreement on
any candidate paragraph, a confidence-based criterion was
resorted to. In that case, the paragraph exhibiting the highest
confidence level for entailment, as determined by taking the
softmax of the model’s output, was then passed as the final
prediction. This ensemble strategy aimed to capitalize on the
strengths of the different RoBERTa models while mitigating
the potential weaknesses of each individual model.
Two kinds of ensembles were created from the models.

The first version of the ensemble used the outputs from
the SNLI RoBERTa and the Court Case RoBERTa, while the
second version also included the outputs from General and
Legal Entailment RoBERTa alongside the two other models.

4 Results
The following presents the results of the ensembles and
individual models on the dataset from this year’s competition
and the 2022 dataset.
Based on the results from Table 3, when looking at the

results from the COLIEE 2022 data, the first version of the en-
semble gave extremely good results with an F1 score of 0.69,
which is even higher than the winning team of the competi-
tion that year who used a 3 Billion parameter model. These
results are extremely favourable when also considering that
we are using the base model of RoBERTa, which in relation is
much less computationally expensive with only 123 million
parameters. The models were also evaluated individually by
extracting for each query the top paragraph with the highest
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COLIEE 2022 COLIEE 2023
Number of Agreements 67 62
Recall for Agreement Set 0.80 0.797
Precision for Agreement Set 0.680 0.688
F1-score for Agreement Set 0.736 0.738
Recall for Disagreement Set 0.553 0.412
Precision for Disagreement Set 0.636 0.553
F1-score for Disagreement Set 0.591 0.471

Table 4. Analysis of the Agreement and Disagreement Set of the Ensemble

confidence for entailment as the final prediction. We can
see that for the 2022 data, both ensembles performed better
than the individual models, with the Court Case RoBERTa
performing better individually than the SNLI RoBERTa and
the General and Legal Entailment RoBERTa. We can also see
that all models were able to perform better than the BM25
baseline.
But contrary to the findings from the data of the previ-

ous year, this year’s competition results indicate that the
ensemble approach does not consistently outperform the
individual models. A comparison of F1 scores reveals that
the individual models exhibit superior performance when
assessed independently rather than as part of the ensembles.

Interestingly, the SNLI RoBERTa and the General and Le-
gal Entailment RoBERTa model, which were the least effec-
tive of the individual RoBERTa models on the 2022 dataset,
emerged as the better performing model on this year’s data,
both achieving an F1 score of 0.664 which surpasses both
the Court Case RoBERTa and the ensembles. In contrast,
the performance of the ensembles were inferior to that of
the individual models, as the first version only achieved an
F1 score of 0.639 and the second version a lower f1 score
of 0.623. Despite this, it is important to note that both the
language models and the ensembles still managed to outper-
form the BM25 baseline, demonstrating an overall level of
effectiveness.
When looking at the performance of the General and Le-

gal Entailment RoBERTa model, it doesn’t present significant
benefits over the SNLI RoBERTa model. At best, Its perfor-
mance matched that of SNLI RoBERTa on the 2023, while on
the 2022 data, it got the lowest f1 score of all RoBERTa mod-
els. When considering its impact on the ensemble, it resulted
in a decrease in the F1 score for both years relative to the
ensemble excluding it. In terms of recall, a slight increase of
0.009 was noted on the 2022 data compared to the initial ver-
sion of the ensemble, while it equaled the recall on the 2023
data. This observation suggests that pre-finetuning on the
SNLI dataset and additional finetuning on the Task 2 dataset
potentially negates most of the gains obtained during the
pre-training on Court Case dataset step, thereby questioning
the necessity of this step when the model is also finetuned
on the SNLI and Task 2 dataset.

It is worth noting that when looking at the results of the
ensembles for both years, one consistent outcome is that in
both cases the recall of the ensembles increased above all
of the individually evaluated models, and the precision of
the ensembles dropped under those of the individual models
comprising the ensemble. However, on the 2022 data, the
gain in recall from using the ensembles was greater than 0.1
in comparison to the individual models, hence while the en-
sembles were penalised in terms of precision, this significant
leap in recall were able to make up for it when calculating
the F1 score. In contrast, when looking at the results on the
2023 test data, while the recall improved from using the en-
sembles, this gain was much smaller, with only a 0.041 gain
from the Court Case RoBERTa model, and only a 0.025 gain
from the SNLI RoBERTa model and General and Legal Entail-
ment RoBERTa model. As a result, the gain in recall was not
high enough to make up for the drop in precision that each
ensemble brought. Overall, these metrics signify that, while
the ensembles were adept at correctly identifying a large
proportion of text pairs as entailment, they also inaccurately
marked a substantial number of contradictory text pairs as
entailment.

Several factors could potentially explain the difference in
performance between the two datasets. One possible factor
could be a variation in the distribution for the test set this
year, which as we saw in the data corpus analysis, is not
outside the realm of possibilities, as there is in fact an small
increase in overall paragraphs and contradicting candidate
paragraphs for each query of the test set in comparison to
the data of last year. Another factor is that, when looking at
Agreement-Based Ensemble v1, it had fewer agreements on
this year’s dataset than on the previous year’s dataset, with
67 agreements on the 2022 data and 62 agreements on the
2023 data. This point is further supported by running the
F1 score evaluation on only the queries where the models
agreed on at least one candidate document. As we can see in
Table 4, there is no significant difference between both years,
hence the drop in performance on the 2023 data is most
likely stemming from its predictions on queries where no
agreement was reached. We can confirm this by evaluating
the performance on only the queries where the models had
no agreements, which as we can see from Table 4, is where
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a significant drop in performance is seen on the 2023 data.
Thus, the key to enhancing the performance of the ensembles
lies in finding an alternative to the current confidence-based
criterion when no agreement can be reached.

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, the findings of the experiments indicate that
the agreement-based ensemble method holds potential for
harnessing the strengths of multiple models, but it is not a
foolproof approach that consistently outperforms individual
models. The current limitations of this method underscore
the necessity for further exploration and refinement of the
ensemble method’s criteria to optimize the benefits derived
from each individual model, while minimizing any detri-
mental effects on overall performance. This calls for further
research that seeks to enhance the ensemble approach and
uncover innovative strategies to ensure its robustness and
reliability in diverse settings.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes our system for COLIEE 2023 Task 4, which
automatically answers Japanese legal bar exam problems. We pro-
pose an extension to our previous system in COLIEE 2022, which
achieved the highest accuracy among all submissions by using data
augmentation. In this paper, we present three main contributions.
First, we incorporate LUKE as our deep learning component, a
named entity recognition model trained on RoBERTa. Second, we
ensemble the given training datasets in a manner similar to cross-
validation, to utilize the training data to the fullest extent possible.
Third, we fine-tune the pretrained LUKE model in multiple ways,
comparing fine-tuning on training datasets that include alphabet-
ical person names and ensembling different fine-tuning models.
Our formal run results show that LUKE and our fine-tuning ap-
proach using alphabetical person names were effective, achieving
an accuracy of 0.69 in the COLIEE 2023 Task 4 formal run.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Content analysis and feature se-
lection; Similarity measures; Clustering and classification;
Document topic models; Information extraction; Specialized infor-
mation retrieval.
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1 INTRODUCTION
COLIEE (Competition for Legal Information Extraction) is an an-
nual international competition held in conjunction with the ICAIL
(International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Law) and
JURISIN (Juris-informatics) conferences [1] [8] [7] [6] [11] [14]
[12] [13] [5]. COLIEE 2023 consists of four tasks: Tasks 1 and 2 are
case law tasks that use datasets from the Canadian Federal Court,
while Tasks 3 and 4 are statute law tasks that use the Japanese Le-
gal Bar exam. In Task 3, a participant system is given a problem text
and asked to retrieve relevant articles from Japanese Civil Law to
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solve the problem. In Task 4, a participant system is given a prob-
lem text and its relevant articles, and asked to determine whether
the articles entail the problem text or not by answering Yes or No.
We participated in Task 4.

The analysis of problem types in previous COLIEE tasks [12]
showed that the COLIEE dataset includes diverse types of prob-
lems. Some are relatively easy to solve because the texts in the
pairs are very similar, while others are complex and difficult, re-
quiring parsing, semantics, anaphora, logic, etc. Previous Task 4
participant systems have included rule-based and deep learning-
based systems such as BERT [19], ELECTRA [10], and GNN [17].
However, previous systems have not performed well on problems
that require inferences about person roles.

In this paper, we focus on person name resolution, where person
names/roles are represented using alphabetical letters.We propose
a system that extends our previous system in COLIEE 2022, which
achieved the highest accuracy among all submissions by using data
augmentations. Our proposed system provides three main contri-
butions. First, while we use an ensemble of a rule-based compo-
nent and a deep learning-based component, we adopt LUKE as our
deep learning-based component, which is a named entity trained
model based on RoBERTa, instead of BERT. Second, we perform
an ensemble of the given training datasets using a cross-validation
method to make the most of the training dataset. Third, we fine-
tune the pretrained LUKEmodel in multiple ways, comparing fine-
tuned training datasets that include alphabetical person names and
an ensemble of different fine-tuned models. Our formal run results
show that LUKE and our fine-tuning approach for alphabetical per-
son names are effective.

2 RELATEDWORKS
LUKE [18] is a language model based on RoBERTa [9], which is
a derivative of BERT [2]. BERT is a deep learning model that is
commonly used in various NLP tasks, and it utilizes the encoder
part of the Transformer [16] architecture. LUKE, on the other hand,
uses a unique mechanism called Entity-aware Self-attention. At
the time of its development, LUKE achieved the highest accuracy in
several NLP tasks. In this paper, we fine-tune the pretrained LUKE
model.

Hoshino et al. [4] is our previous work presented in COLIEE
2019. They proposed a rule-based system that parses sentences into
clauses based on their original definition. The parsing results were
then used to extract the set of clauses, including subject, predicate,
and object for each clause, and compared these sets. They devel-
oped several modules, such as the Precise Match module, which
compared the relevant civil law clauses with the clause set of the
problem text and answered Yes if all the elements in the clause sets
matched.
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Fujita et al. [3] is another recent work of ours in COLIEE 2022,
which proposed an ensemble of the rule-based system developed
by Hoshino et al.’s rule-based system and a BERT-based system.
This system achieved the highest accuracy in the formal run of
COLIEE 2022 Task 4. In order to address the issue of limited train-
ing data, we performed data augmentation such as logical inver-
sion, replacement of person terms, and replacement of article num-
bers. In this paper, we extended our previous system by replacing
BERTwith LUKE andmodifying the ensemble method to build dif-
ferent fine-tuned models depending on the type of problem.

3 SYSTEM
3.1 System Overview
Our system comprises a rule-based component and a LUKE-based
component. The LUKE-based component utilizes a LUKE model,
which is fine-tuned on three different datasets: all training datasets
provided by COLIEE, and two types of training datasets extracted
fromdifferent problem types. The rule-based and LUKE-based com-
ponents are integrated through ensemble, which performs binary
classification, predicting either Yes orNo based on the higher prob-
ability value.

In the COLIEE Task 4 dataset, alphabetical characters are used
to represent persons in the problem text, as illustrated in Figure
1, which shows an example of a problem involving alphabetical
person characters. It is necessary to determine the relationship be-
tween each person indicated by an alphabetical character and the
person role described in the civil law text. In the example, A in the
problem text represents a personwho contracted as an agent of an-
other person, B represents a different person, and C corresponds to
a counterparty, as defined in the civil code text. Such problems are
considered to be among the most challenging to solve automati-
cally.

We focus on problems that involve alphabetical person names,
and create separate LUKE models trained on such problems and
trained on other problems. For the LUKE-based part, we prepare
three LUKE models for comparison: a LUKE model trained on all
data (LUKE-all), a LUKE model trained on problems with alpha-
betical person names (LUKE-person), and a LUKE model trained
on problemswithout alphabetical person names (LUKE-nonperson).
While our previous system [4] had different modules with differ-
ent matching methods for the clause sets, our previous study [3]
showed that the Precise Match module was the most effective, an-
swering Yes only when all pairs of subjects, objects, and predicates
match. Therefore, we adopt the Precise Match module as our rule-
based part.

We fine-tuned a publicly available LUKEmodel (studio-ousia/luke-
japanese-base-lite1) which was pre-trained on Wikipedia articles,
to output binary probabilities of Yes or No, given a problem text
and a relevant civil law article as input.

In this section, we describe the design of our system as fol-
lows. First, we create additional training data using civil law arti-
cles (3.2). Second, after preprocessing the data, we select the most
relevant civil law article for solving a given problem statement,
based on the similarity of their texts (3.3). Third, we expand the

1https://huggingface.co/studio-ousia/luke-japanese-base-lite

<id=”R02-4-I”, label=”Y">
<article>
A person who has contracted as an agent of another person
shall be liable to the other party for performance or damages at
the other party’s option, unless he has proved his own agency
or has obtained his own additional authorization.
<problem>
A, purporting to be B’s agent, entered into a purchase agree-
ment with C to sell land owned by B to C, but did not actually
have the agency to enter into the agreement; if B ratified the
purchase agreement, A is not liable to C as an unauthorized
agent.

<関連条文>
他人の代理人として契約をした者は、自己の代理権を証明
したとき、又は本人の追認を得たときを除き、相手方の選択
に従い、相手方に対して履行又は損害賠償の責任を負う。
<問題文>
Ａは，Ｂの代理人と称して，Ｃとの間でＢの所有する土
地をＣに売却する旨の売買契約を締結したが，実際にはそ
の契約を締結する代理権を有していなかった。Ｂが売買契
約を追認した場合，ＡはＣに対する無権代理人の責任を
負わない。

Figure 1: An example of a problem where alphabetical per-
son characters appears

training data by performing logical inversion and replacing per-
son terms (3.4). Fourth, we fine-tune the LUKE model using these
datasets. We split the datasets by year and create multiple models
for all possible combinations of the training and validation datasets
(3.5). Based on the methods above, we created three different sub-
mission models for our formal run results: KIS1, KIS2, and KIS3,
which were designed for different types of problems (3.6). Among
the three formal run submissions, KIS2 was our proposed system.
KIS1 was an ensemble of a LUKE-based model using all of the
training data and the rule-based system. KIS2 was an ensemble
of KIS1 and a model trained specifically for problems in which al-
phabetical person names appear.KIS3was an ensemble of a model
trained specifically for problems inwhich alphabetical person names
appear and a model trained specifically for problems in which they
do not appear. Figure 2 illustrates these relationships. We applied
our article selection preprocess (3.3) to the formal run test dataset.

3.2 Create Training Data from Article(s)
In order to increase the size of the official training dataset, we
created an additional training dataset using the civil code articles
without problem texts. In this subsection, we will refer to the rel-
evant articles in COLIEE as premise (t1) and the problem text in
COLIEE as hypothesis (t2) to avoid confusion since both are taken
from the articles.

First, we divided the distributed civil law articles into sections
and created pairs of identical civil code sections, setting their cor-
rect answer labels to Yes. For example, "A minor must obtain the
consent of his/her legal representative to perform a legal act. How-
ever, this shall not apply to acts merely to obtain rights or to be
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Figure 2: System Overview

relieved of obligations. (Civil Code Article 5)" and the same para-
graph are paired with the label Yes. If the text of the article contains
an exception sentence or proviso, such as "Provided, however, , this
shall not apply.", we divided the original article texts into a text be-
fore the sentence (a principle part) and after the sentence (a proviso
part). If "However, , this shall not apply." describes an act, person,
or right, we manually replace that act, person, or right in the prin-
ciple part with an act, person, or right in the proviso part. Then, we
invert the logic of the predicate as described in 3.4. In the example
in Figure 3, Article 5 of the Civil Code "However, this shall not ap-
ply to acts by which a minor merely acquires a right or is relieved
of a duty." was rewritten as "A minor need not obtain the consent
of his or her legal representative to commit an act merely to obtain
a right or to be relieved of a duty." The subject normally appears
in the principle part, but sometimes it appears in the proviso part.
When the subject appears in the proviso part, we revert the affir-
mative/negation of the principle part using the method described
later (3.4) and add it to the training dataset, sharing the same orig-
inal premise (t1). Figure 4 shows an example.

3.3 Preprocess and Article Selection
First, we apply the following preprocessing steps to the articles and
then select the relevant ones. A problem statement may have mul-
tiple related articles. If we concatenate the texts of all these articles
as input, the input to the model may become too long, exceeding
the upper limit (in our case, 512 tokens), and important parts may
be lost when we truncate the input. To address this issue, we split
the relevant articles into sections (each article consists of one or
more sections). Then, we create all possible combinations of the
divided sections (Figure 5). We discard any combination in which

<Article 5 of the Civil Code (Original)>
Aminor must obtain the consent of the minor’s legal represen-
tative to perform a juridical act. provided, however, that this
does not apply to a juridical act for merely acquiring a right or
being released from an obligation.
・Split by "however."
<principle part>
A minor must obtain in the consent of his/her legal represen-
tative to perform a legal act.
<exception part>
A minor need not obtain the consent of his or her legal rep-
resentative for a juridical act for merely acquiring a right or
being released from an obligation.

民法第五条
<民法第 5条 (原文)>
未成年者が法律行為をするには、その法定代理人の同意を
得なければならない。ただし、単に権利を得、又は義務を
免れる法律行為については、この限りでない。
・「ただし、」で分割する。
<原則部分>
未成年者が法律行為をするには、その法定代理人の同意を
得なければならない。
<例外部分>
未成年者が、単に権利を得、又は義務を免れる法律行為を
するには、その法定代理人の同意を得なくてもよい。

Figure 3: Divide into principle and exception
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Pair 1: <t1> and <t2> are identical, the original text of Ar-
ticle 5 of the Civil Code.
<t1>
Aminor must obtain the consent of the minor’s legal represen-
tative to perform a juridical act. provided, however, that this
does not apply to a juridical act for merely acquiring a right or
being released from an obligation.
未成年者が法律行為をするには、その法定代理人の同意を
得なければならない。ただし、単に権利を得、又は義務を
免れる法律行為については、この限りでない。
<t2>
Aminor must obtain the consent of the minor’s legal represen-
tative to perform a juridical act. provided, however, that this
does not apply to a juridical act for merely acquiring a right or
being released from an obligation.
未成年者が法律行為をするには、その法定代理人の同意を
得なければならない。ただし、単に権利を得、又は義務を
免れる法律行為については、この限りでない。

Pair 2: Proviso part is not needed to solve the problem.
<t1>
Same as pair 1 ’s <t1>
<t2>
A minor must obtain the consent of his/her legal representa-
tive to perform a legal act.
未成年者が法律行為をするには、その法定代理人の同意を
得なければならない。

Pair 3: Proviso part is needed to solve the problem.
<t1>
Same as pair 1 ’s <t1>
<t2>
A minor need not obtain the consent of his or her legal rep-
resentative for a juridical act for merely acquiring a right or
being released from an obligation.
未成年者が、単に権利を得、又は義務を免れる法律行為を
するには、その法定代理人の同意を得なくてもよい。

Figure 4: <t1><t2> pairs created using exceptions

the total number of tokens of the combined sections and the given
problem text exceeds the upper limit.

If the generated text contains reference notations such as "pre-
ceding paragraph" or "Article XX", we search the given relevant
articles for the referred article and replace the reference notations
with the text from the referred article (as shown in Figure 6). The
replaced version is then added to the training dataset. Notations
such as "listed below" are substituted with the specified items in
the article. Figure 7 provides an example of this process.

As shown in the figure 3, the proviso part of an article describes
an exceptional situation where the principle part does not apply.
To understand the meaning of the proviso part, we need to include
the principle part as well. Therefore, we concatenate the proviso
part with its principle part, inverting the affirmation/negation of
the latter. If the proviso part includes an act, person, or right, we

<id=”R01-3-E", label=”Y”>
<article>
1, Article 106 A sub agent shall represent the principal with re-
spect to acts within his/her authority.
2,(2) A sub agent shall have the same rights and assume the
same obligations as an agent with respect to the principal and
third parties within the scope o f his/her authority.
・Generate combinations for each divided term
1, A sub agent shall represent the principal with respect to acts
within his/her authority.
2, A sub agent shall have the same rights and assume the same
obligations as an agent with respect to the principal and third
parties within the scope of his/her authority.
1 + 2, A sub agent shall represent the principal with respect
to acts within his/her authority. A sub agent shall have the
same rights and assume the same obligations as an agent with
respect to the principal and third parties within the scope of
his/her authority.

<関連条文>
1,第百六条復代理人は、その権限内の行為について、本人
を代表する。
2,２復代理人は、本人及び第三者に対して、その権限の範
囲内において、代理人と同一の権利を有し、義務を負う。
・項ごとの組合せを生成する
1,復代理人は、その権限内の行為について、本人を代表す
る。
2,復代理人は、本人及び第三者に対して、その権限の範囲
内において、代理人と同一の権利を有し、義務を負う。
1+2,復代理人は、その権限内の行為について、本人を代表
する。復代理人は、本人及び第三者に対して、その権限の
範囲内において、代理人と同一の権利を有し、義務を負う。

Figure 5: An example of combinations reconstruction

replace the corresponding item in the principle part with the one
in the proviso part.

Among these preprocessed articles, we select most relevant ar-
ticle to solve the given problem by the similarity scores of the vec-
tors obtained by Sentence Luke (sonoisa/sentence-luke-japanese-
base-lite2)). Sentence LUKE is a tool for creating advanced sen-
tence vectors using the LUKEmodel (LUKE version of the Sentence
BERT [15] in other words), which was pretrained by the Japan-
ese Wikipedia and the Siamese network.We remove the suffixes
of predicates, which could contain negation expressions. This is
because we search for the most similar content regardless of affir-
mative/negative. Figure 8 shows an example.

3.4 Data Augmentation
Our previous COLIEE 2022 system [3] consisted of two expansions:
negation expansion and person term replacement, which we de-
scribe below. In this year’s formal run, we have added more nega-
tive words and person terms to our manual dictionary.

2https://huggingface.co/sonoisa/sentence-luke-japanese-base-lite
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<id=”R03-5-A”, label=”N”>
<article>
Article 150
When a demand is made, the prescription shall not be com-
pleted until six months have elapsed from that time.
(2) Another demandmadewhile the completion of prescription
is postponed by a demand shall not have the effect of postpon-
ing the completion of prescription under the preceding para-
graph.
・Substitute the first paragraph for "preceding paragraph" in
the second paragraph.
Another demand made while the completion of prescription is
postponed by a demand shall not have the effect of postponing
the completion of prescription under the paragraph that state:
"When a demand is made, the prescription shall not be com-
pleted until six months have elapsed from that time."

<関連条文>
第百五十条
催告があったときは、その時から六箇月を経過するまでの
間は、時効は、完成しない。
２催告によって時効の完成が猶予されている間にされた再
度の催告は、前項の規定による時効の完成猶予の効力を有
しない。
・"前項"を置き換える。
催告によって時効の完成が猶予されている間にされた再度
の催告は、「催告があったときは、その時から六箇月を経過
するまでの間は、時効は、完成しない。」の規定による時効
の完成猶予の効力を有しない。

Figure 6: An example of article reference

For negation expansion, we create a new sample by reversing
the logic at the end of a sentence, along with its Yes or No answers,
using a predefined list of affirmative and negation expression pairs.
We apply this expansion to both pairs created from the Civil Code
articles as described in the previous sections and the given problem
text. However, we do not apply this expansion to problems with a
gold standard answer of No since the negative form at the end of a
sentence does not always result in a Yes when the original answer
is No.

The COLIEE problems sometimes use alphabetical characters,
such as A or B, to represent person names. Our person term re-
placement expansion addresses this issue by creating a dataset from
the training data that replaces person nameswith alphabetical char-
acters. We assign the alphabetical letters in the order of appear-
ance, holding identical person names to be identical characters.

3.5 Combinatorial Split of Training and
Validation Dataset

In order to fully utilize the COLIEE official training dataset, we
created multiple models trained with different parts of the official
dataset. We split the official dataset using various patterns, such as

<pair id="H30 4 I", label="N">
<article>
Article 103 An agent without prescribed authority shall have
the authority to perform only the following acts
(i) acts of preservation
(ii) acts for the purpose of utilizing or improving the object or
right for which the agent is acting, to the extent that the nature
of such object or right is not changed
・Substitute each item for "the following acts".
(i) An agent with no defined authority is authorized only to
perform acts of preservation.
(ii) An agent without prescribed authority is authorized only to
perform acts for the purpose of using or improving the thing
or right that is the object of the representation, to the extent
that the nature of the thing or right is not changed.

<関連条文>
第百三条
権限の定めのない代理人は、次に掲げる行為のみをする権
限を有する。
一保存行為
二代理の目的である物又は権利の性質を変えない範囲内に
おいて、その利用又は改良を目的とする行為
・次に掲げるに各号を代入する。
(一)権限の定めのない代理人は、保存行為のみをする権限
を有する。
(二)権限の定めのない代理人は、代理の目的である物又は
権利の性質を変えない範囲内において、その利用又は改良
を目的とする行為のみをする権限を有する。

Figure 7: An example of substituting each item for "lited be-
low”

the cross-validation method, where we selected each two-year pe-
riod as a validation dataset and used the rest of the official dataset
as its training dataset. After fine-tuning for each pattern, we ap-
plied an ensemble of these multiple models. We chose two years
as our splitting unit because it would be too many combinations if
we split by year. Figure 9 illustrates this split method.

3.6 Fine Tune for Alphabetical Person Names
When alphabetical letters are used as person names in the given
problem text, a different approach is required to solve the problem,
as it becomes necessary to determine which person the alphabeti-
cal character corresponds to in the relevant civil law article. There-
fore, we fine-tune a model specifically for such problems.

Additionally, we fine-tune a model for problems in which al-
phabetical person names do not appear. Eachmodel internally per-
forms an ensemble of the combinatorial split fine-tunes described
in section 3.5, and thus, the preprocessing steps described in sec-
tions 3.1 to 3.4 are applied before the fine-tuning.

We regard a problem as an alphabetical person name type prob-
lem if it contains any single alphabetical character (as the original
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<id=”R02-5-U”, label=”Y”>
<article>
Article 724
The right to claim damages for a tort shall be extinguished by
prescription in the following cases
(i) When the victim or his/her legal representative has not ex-
ercised it for three years from the time when he/she became
aware of the damage and the perpetrator
(ii) When the right is not exercised for 20 years from the time
of the tortious act.
<problem>
The right to claim damages based on a tort shall be extin-
guished by prescription if not exercised for 20 years from the
time of the tortious act.

・Find the similarity between the problem statement and the
article paragraph by paragraph.
1, The right to claim damages in tort shall be extin-
guished by prescription if not exercised for twenty years
from the time of the tortious act. (The similarity of this
statement was the highest.)
2, The right to claim damages for a tort shall be extinguished
by prescription if the victim or his/her legal representative does
not exercise the right for three years from the timewhen he/she
learned of the damage and the perpetrator.

<関連条文>
第七百二十四条
不法行為による損害賠償の請求権は、次に掲げる場合には、
時効によって消滅する。
一被害者又はその法定代理人が損害及び加害者を知った時
から三年間行使しないとき。
二不法行為の時から二十年間行使しないとき。
<問題>
不法行為に基づく損害賠償請求権は，不法行為の時から２
０年間行使しない場合，時効によって消滅する。
・問題文と条文の組合せごとの類似度を求める。
1,不法行為による損害賠償の請求権は、不法行為の時から
二十年間行使しないときには、時効によって消滅する。(こ
の文の類似度が最も高くなった。)
2,不法行為による損害賠償の請求権は、被害者又はその法
定代理人が損害及び加害者を知った時から三年間行使しな
いときには、時効によって消滅する。

Figure 8: An example of article selection

text is in Japanese except for these characters). As mentioned ear-
lier, KIS2 and KIS3 use the model fine-tuned with problems con-
taining alphabetical characters, while KIS1 uses the model fine-
tuned without them.

During binary classification, a fully connected linear transfor-
mation is performed on the output of the last layer’s node corre-
sponding to the "<s>" token (or the "[CLS]" token in the case of
BERT) for both Yes and No answers. Then, the classification scores
are compared to determine whether the answer is "Yes or No. For
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Figure 9: A conceptual figure of training data split

fine-tuning, the classification scores are converted into probabili-
ties for each label using the Softmax function, and the loss is cal-
culated using cross-entropy.

3.7 Ensemble Prediction
Finally, we perform an ensemble of our rule-based part and our
LUKE-based part. The rule-based (precise match module) is the
same as in our previous work, which has high precision but a low
number of answerable problems. Therefore, we first apply the rule-
based part when applicable, and then apply the LUKE-based part
when the rule-based part is not applicable.

For the LUKE-based part, we have prepared threemodels:LUKE-
all (fine-tuned on all of our datasets), LUKE-person (fine-tuned
on problemswith alphabetical person names), andLUKE-nonperson
(fine-tuned on problemswithout alphabetical person names).KIS3
appliesLUKE-personwhen the problem includes alphabetical per-
son names and applies LUKE-nonpersonwhen the problem does
not include any alphabetical person names. Similarly,KIS2 applies
LUKE-person in the sameway but usesLUKE-allwhen the prob-
lem does not include any alphabetical person names. If the rule-
based part is not applicable, KIS always applies LUKE-all.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
4.1 Fine-tune Parameters
Weperformed our fine-tuningwith the following parameters: max-
imum string length of 512, batch size of 32, learning rate of 1e-5,
and a maximum number of epochs of 10 but terminates early due
to Early Stopping.

4.2 COLIEE 2023 Formal Run Results
Table 1 shows the results of all teams in the COLIEE 2023 Task 4’
s formal run, where KIS is our team name.

4.3 Previous COLIEEs ’formal run results
Table 2 shows the results of our experiments using previous formal
runs of COLIEE 2019, 2020, and 2021 (test datasets are H30, R01,
and R02, respectively) as required by the organizers.
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Table 1: COLIEE 2023 Task 4 ’s formal run results for each
participant ’s submission

Submission Correct Accuracy
BaseLine 52 / 101 0.5149
AMHR02 82 0.8119
JNLP3 79 0.7822
TRLABS_D 79 0.7822
TRLABS_I 79 0.7822
JNLP1 76 0.7525
JNLP2 76 0.7525
TRLABS_T 76 0.7525
KIS2 70 0.6931
KIS1 68 0.6733
UA_V2 67 0.6634
AMHR01 66 0.6535
KIS3 66 0.6535
AMHR03 65 0.6436
LLNTUdulcsL 63 0.6238
UA 63 0.6238
HUKB2 60 0.5941
CAPTAIN.gen 59 0.5842
CAPTAIN.run1 58 0.5743
LLNTUdulcsS 57 0.5644
HUKB1 56 0.5545
HUKB3 56 0.5545
LLNTUdulcsO 56 0.5545
NOWJ.multi-v1-jp 55 0.5446
CAPTAIN.run2 53 0.5248
NOWJ.multijp 53 0.5248
NOWJ.multi-v1-en 49 0.4851

Table 2: Results of previous formal run datasets

Model name H30 R01 R02
(Number of problems) 70 111 81
KIS1 44 (0.62) 75 (0.67) 56 (0.69)
KIS2 44 (0.62) 77 (0.69) 58 (0.71)
KIS3 43 (0.61) 73 (0.65) 52 (0.62)

4.4 Comparison of BERT and LUKE
Table 3table:Results of BERT and LUKE shows the results of the ex-
periments on the formal run and the past formal runs using BERT
and LUKE. Each cell shows numbers of correct answers with total
numbers of problems from H30 to R04; the all column shows the
total numbers, the person column shows the numbers for prob-
lems containing characters of the alphabetical person names, and
the nonperson column shows the numbers for problems without
the alphabetical person names. The results of this table shows that
the correct numbers of the LUKE model is larger than the BERT
model in H30 and R04. Especially in R04, LUKE improved the per-
formance of the alphabetical person names problems. On the other
hand, BERT had higher performance in R01 and similar perfor-
mance in R02.

Table 3: Results of BERT and LUKE

Model all person nonperson
H30 (BERT) 42/70 7/13 35/57
H30 (LUKE) 44/70 7/13 37/57
R01 (BERT) 73/111 20/34 53/77
R01 (LUKE) 72/111 20/34 52/77
R02 (BERT) 56/81 23/35 33/46
R02 (LUKE) 56/81 22/35 34/46
R04 (BERT) 61/101 27/41 34/60
R04 (LUKE) 66/101 29/41 37/60

Table 4: Results of problem types

LUKE-all LUKE-person LUKE-nonperson
H30

nonperson 37 / 57 35 / 57 35 / 57

H30
person 7 / 13 8 / 13 5 / 13

R01
nonperson 52 / 77 51 / 77 51 / 77

R01
person 20 / 34 23 / 34 18 / 34

R02
nonperson 34 / 46 32 / 46 31 / 46

R02
person 22 / 35 25 / 35 22 / 35

R04
nonperson 37 / 60 36 / 60 34 / 60

R04
person 29 / 41 31 / 41 27 / 47

4.5 Evaluation of Fine Tune Models without
Ensemble Using Previous Formal Runs

Table 4 shows the evaluation results of the individual fine-tuned
models on the formal run of COLIEE 2023 and the formal runs of
the past three years. Each fine-tuned model was evaluated inde-
pendently without any ensemble. We evaluated the models sepa-
rately for the problems with alphabetical person names (person)
and others (nonperson).

5 DISCUSSION
The individual results of the fine tuned models (Table 4) demon-
strate that the fine-tuning was effective for the corresponding type
of problems but not for the other types.

Our team’s formal run results (Table 1) and the results of our ex-
periments using past formal runs (Table 2) also showed that KIS2,
which is an ensemble using the fine tuned model for alphabetical
person names, achieved the highest score.

Table 3 shows that LUKE and BERT have different percentages
of correct answers.We analyzed the patterns in which either LUKE
or BERT answered problems correctly. As shown in Figure 10, R04-
08-A is an example of a person name problem where LUKE was
correct and BERT was incorrect. In this problem, the gold label is
"No" because "B consented to this" in the problem text is different
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<pair id="R04-08-A" label="N">
<article>
Article 178, An assignment of a real right over movables may
not be asserted against a third party without delivery of the
movables.
Article 184, In cases of possession by an agent, if the principal
has ordered the agent to take possession of the thing for a third
party thereafter and the third party has consented thereto, the
third party shall acquire the right of possession.
第百七十八条動産に関する物権の譲渡は、その動産の引渡
しがなければ、第三者に対抗することができない。
第百八十四条代理人によって占有をする場合において、本
人がその代理人に対して以後第三者のためにその物を占有
することを命じ、その第三者がこれを承諾したときは、そ
の第三者は、占有権を取得する。
<problem>
If A sells to C a painting A owned by A while leaving it with B,
and A orders B to take possession of A for C thereafter, and B
agrees to this, C may assert against the third party the acqui-
sition of the ownership of A.
Ａがその所有する絵画甲をＢに預けたままＣに売却した場
合において、ＡがＢに対して以後Ｃのために甲を占有すべ
きことを命じ、Ｂがこれを承諾したときは、Ｃは、甲の所
有権の取得を第三者に対抗することができる。

Figure 10: An example of a problem where LUKE provided
the correct answer

from "a third party consented to this" in the article, since B is an
agent and C is a third party. LUKEwas able to predict that the label
for this problem would be "No". This example suggests that LUKE
might be more proficient in understanding personal relationships
compared to BERT.

We analyzed the results of our article selection by Sentence LUKE
and found an unsuccessful example shown in Figure 11. In this ex-
ample, our system selected Article 5, "Aminor shall obtain the con-
sent of his/her legal representative in order to perform a legal act.
Any legal act contrary to the provisions of the preceding paragraph
may be revoked," while Article 124-2, item 2 was required to solve
the problem. The non-relevant article our system selected shares
similar tokens with the problem text, such as "minor" and "con-
sent," but the relevant article also shares these tokens. This may
be because abstract paraphrases like "Any legal act contrary to the
provisions of the preceding paragraph may be revoked" make the
cosine similarities larger. Pretraining and fine tuning on legal doc-
uments and paraphrase preprocessing into everyday languagemay
help improve this issue.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We extended our previous system from COLIEE 2022 by perform-
ing an ensemble of the rule-based part and the LUKE-based part
for COLIEE 2023 Task 4.We discriminated problems into two types
based on whether they included alphabetical person names or not,
and fine-tuned three different datasets on these two types of prob-
lems and all problems. We confirmed that our fine-tuned model
for alphabetical person names improved the overall accuracy for

<pair id="R04-01-E" label="Y">
<article>
Article 5, A minor shall obtain the consent of his/her statu-
tory representative before performing a legal act. However, this
shall not apply to legal acts merely to obtain rights or to be re-
lieved of obligations.
(2) Any legal act in violation of the provisions of the preceding
paragraph may be rescinded.
Article 124, A supplementary acknowledgment of a revocable
act shall not be effective unless it is made after the circum-
stances causing the revocation have ceased to exist and the res-
cuer becomes aware of his/her right to rescind.
(2) In any of the following cases, the ratification set forth
in the preceding paragraph shall not be required to be
made after the circumstances that were the cause of the
rescission have ceased to exist.
(ii) Where a person with limited capacity to act (exclud-
ing an adult ward) (iii) When a person with limited ca-
pacity to act (excluding an adult ward) makes a supple-
mentary acknowledgment with the consent of his/her
statutory representative, conservator or assistant.
<problem>
A minor who has entered into a contract without the consent
of a person with parental authority may not, until he or she
reaches the age of majority, follow up on the contract on his or
her own without the consent of the person with parental au-
thority.

・The bold text is the important part to solve the problem, our
article selection system by Sentence-luke selected below.
A minor shall obtain the consent of his/her statutory represen-
tative before performing a legal act. Any legal act in violation
of the provisions of the preceding paragraph may be rescinded.

<関連条文>
第五条未成年者が法律行為をするには、その法定代理人の
同意を得なければならない。ただし、単に権利を得、又は
義務を免れる法律行為については、この限りでない。
２前項の規定に反する法律行為は、取り消すことができる。
第百二十四条取り消すことができる行為の追認は、取消し
の原因となっていた状況が消滅し、かつ、取消権を有する
ことを知った後にしなければ、その効力を生じない。
２次に掲げる場合には、前項の追認は、取消しの原因となっ
ていた状況が消滅した後にすることを要しない。
二制限行為能力者（成年被後見人を除く。）が法定代理人、
保佐人又は補助人の同意を得て追認をするとき。
<問題文>
親権者の同意を得ずに契約を締結した未成年者は、成年に
達するまでは、親権者の同意を得なければ、自らその契約
の追認をすることができない。

・問題を解くためには、関連条文の太字部分が重要である
が、私達の条文選択システムは以下の条文を選択した。
未成年者が法律行為をするには、その法定代理人の同意を
得なければならない。前項の規定に反する法律行為は、取
り消すことができる。

Figure 11: Examples of article selection failures
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those types of problems, achieving 0.69 accuracy in the formal run
for COLIEE 2023 Task 4.

Our future work includes improving the data split method and
processing other types of problems, as well as working on improv-
ing the accuracy of article selection.
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ABSTRACT

We participated in the statute law task (task 3: information
retrieval and task 4: legal textual entailment) of the Com-
petition on Legal Information Extraction/Entailment (COL-
IEE). For task 3, we modify the system used for the COLIEE
2022, which uses three different IR systems; a BERT-based
IR system, an ordinal keyword-based IR system, and an or-
dinal keyword-based IR system that uses the similarity of
judicial decision descriptions between questions and articles.
For task 4, we try to include a module that selects the most
relevant part of the article for the entailment to make the
description of the article concise. We discuss the characteris-
tics of the system using evaluation results for COLIEE 2023
submissions.

CCS CONCEPTS

� Computing methodologies → Information extrac-
tion; Ensemble methods ; � Information systems → Struc-
tured text search .
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Competition on Legal Information Extraction/Entailment
(COLIEE) [3, 4] serves as a forum to discuss issues related
to legal information retrieval (IR) and entailment. There are
two types of tasks in COLIEE. One is a task using case
law (tasks 1 and 2), and the other is a task using Japanese
statute law using Japanese bar exam questions (tasks 3 and
4).
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HUKB participated in the Japanese statute law task, task
3: information retrieval task, and task 4: textual entailment
task. For task 3, we use an ensemble of three different IR sys-
tems proposed in the previous COLIEE[8]. This system uses
a combination of keyword-based IR system and BERT[1]-
based IR system to retrieve the relevant articles with differ-
ent characteristics. This year, we modify the setting of the
BERT training process to achieve better retrieval results.
For task 4, we use the IR system for task 3 to select a most
relevant part of each article as a pre-process and use it for
the BERT-based entailment system proposed in the previous
COLIEE[8].

In this paper, we introduce our methods for tasks 3 and 4
in detail and discuss the characteristics of the system using
the evaluation results of the submitted runs.

2 TOOLS AND SETTING

Our system for this year’s submission is an extension of the
system used for COLIEE 2022[8]. For task 3, we use an or-
dinal keyword-based IR system with different settings. In
addition, we tried to include a BERT-based IR system, but
it is not effective in COLIEE 2022. For Task 4, our system
uses a BERT-based system that classifies the given relevant
article pair including the question with data augmentation.
We describe the details of the system as follows.

2.1 System for Information Retrieval

There are two types of questions in the statute retrieval task
(task 3). One type of question is designed to test the candi-
date’s understanding of a particular article. These questions
have in common the terms used in the relevant articles. For
such questions, the keyword-based system using such terms
works well.

The other type discusses the appropriateness of applying
the article to the particular cases. In these questions, the
number of common terms is smaller than in the previous
type of questions. However, since the relevant article can
be used for entailment, the questions and relevant articles
may share the similar description about judicial decision.
Therefore, we extract the judicial decision part of articles
and questions to calculate the similarity between them.

In addition to the comparison of the decision part, it is
necessary to identify the correspondence between the ordinal
terms for explaining the cases and the technical terms of
the legal domain used in the article. Therefore, we use the
BERT-based system [7] to identify such relationships.
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Based on this understanding, we used three IR systems.

• Keyword-based IR system using BM25 scoring. (Elas-
ticsearch1)

• Keyword-based IR system that aggregates the BM25
scores of articles and judicial decisions.

• BERT-based IR system.

We use the following three article databases introduced in
[8].

• Original article database

Basic database that uses the original text of the article.
• Expanded article database

In order to calculate the similarity of judicial decisions,
we extract the judicial decision part of the article as
metadata of each article. In addition, there are several
articles that refer to the other articles and are difficult
to understand the meaning by themselves. For exam-
ple, the articles that explain mutatis mutandis. These
articles refer to the multiple articles and describe a
new similar concept that is used to replace the tar-
get concept in the original articles. For example, arti-
cle 350 explains mutatis mutandis for 質件 (“right of
pledges”) and refers to 296 to 300 which discuss 留置
権 (“right of retention”). In such a case, we generate
combined articles that replace 留置 (“retention”) to 質
(“pledges”) for 296 to 300 as combined articles. These
items are represented as “350+296”.

• sub-article database

In many cases, the articles have two or more sentences
and discuss the multiple court decisions. In order to
compare the exact case law, we split the text of the
expanded articles into sub-articles by considering the
item, the sentence, and the existence of the case law.

At the time of making a query from the question, the
system extracts judicial decision parts based on the results
of dependency structure analysis using CaboCha [2] as we
described in [8].

We use Elasticsearch2 with basic BM25 [6] settings with
kuromoji tokenizer3 as IR engine. Elasticsearch can use a
structured query that can use multiple indexes to compute
similarity. We use this feature to use two indexes; one is for
all text and the other is for judicial decision part.

For the IR task, BERT model is fine-tuned for a binary
classification task that classifies the pair of query and article
are relevant or not [7]. In this paper, we use BERT Japanese
4 as a pre-trained language model. For the training process,
in addition to pairs of question and relevant articles, we use
pairs of same articles (one is used for question part and the

1https://www.elastic.co/
2https://www.elastic.co/
3https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/plugins/current/analysis-
kuromoji-tokenizer.html
4https://github.com/cl-tohoku/bert-japanese-whole-word-ma with
model https://huggingface.co/cl-tohoku/bert-base-japanese-whole-
word-masking

other is used for relevant article part) as positive examples.
For each positive example, the system randomly selects 10
articles from non-relevant articles as negative examples. Af-
ter the fine tuning process, the confidence value to classify
the relevant articles or not is used for the score for each
article.

Finally, the following three IR systems are used to gen-
erate the results and we merged the results to generate the
final answers.

• Keyword-based IR system with original article data-
base (Original)
Elasticsearch system that uses questions as queries
against the original article database.

• Keyword-based IR system with expanded article data-
base (Expand)
Elasticsearch system that uses structured queries against
the expanded article database. Structured queries con-
sist of queries for the text part and queries for the de-
cision part. If the retrieved article is a combined article
(e.g. “350+296”), the system splits the article into two
articles (e.g. “350” and “296”) and we use the score of
the combined article for the one for the splitted arti-
cle. If there are two or more scores for an item, we use
the highest score among them.

• BERT-based IR system with expanded article data-
base and sub articles. (BERT)
For the BERT-based IR system, pairs of the question
with one of the expanded articles and sub-articles are
used to calculate the score. Scores for the sub-articles
are treated as scores for the original article. Scores for
the combined articles are also treated as scores for the
split articles. If there are two or more scores for an
article, we use the highest score among them.

Each system returns the article(s) with the highest score
as candidates for the respective article(s). In most cases, the
system returns one article, but if the combined article is the
highest ranked one, the system returns two or more split
articles.

The final submitted system simply merges the results as
the final output. If all systems return the same item, the
system returns one item. In other cases, the system returns
two or more items as combined results.

2.2 System for Entailment

For task 4, we use a BERT-based entailment system with
data augmentation [8]. In this system, the BERT model
is refined as a binary classification task that classifies the
question-article pair to check whether the articles entail the
question or not. In this system, we use the sub-article data-
base of information retrieval as a set of statement of data
augmentation. The pair of the same statement is used as a
positive example, and the pair of the original statement with
the inverted statement is used as a negative example.

The original training data is divided into two types: train-
ing data, validation data, and validation data for ensemble.
BERT used training data and extended data for fine-tuning
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the BERTmodel by using validation data to find out the best
model in the training process. To construct the data set, we
first select validation data for ensemble and randomly di-
vide the rest of the original training data into training data
(90%) and validation data (10%). We construct 10 models
with different random seeds.

After constructing 10 models, we use the validation data
for ensemble to check the best set of models for ensemble.
Our ensemble models use the output of the entailment sys-
tem, which is a probability value for the “yes” case. The
original BERT system returns “yes” if the value is greater
than 0.5. We use the average of this probability value to gen-
erate ensemble results instead of a majority vote, because we
want to emphasize the result with higher confidence, a larger
value for “yes” or a smaller value for “no”. We generate re-
sults using all possible combinations of these 10 models (two
or more) and select the best performing set.

If there are two or more sets with the same highest score,
we select the smallest set for the candidate set.

3 SUBMITTED SYSTEMS

3.1 Task3

Our submitted system is based on the system used for COL-
IEE 2022 explained in section 2.1 with the following modifi-
cation.

• Construction of training data by selecting similar ar-
ticles using SentenceTransformer5 [5].

• The result of the BERT-based IR system is used when
the keyword-based IR cannot find appropriate terms
to classify whether the articles are related or not.

In the previous system, negative examples are randomly
selected from the whole articles. This means that most of
these negative examples are about other civil law topics.
Therefore, there are smaller examples that are useful to train
the corresponding articles from the similar topics. Therefore,
we propose a new method to select similar topics for training.
In this method, we use a framework of SentenceTransformer
to compute the similarity between the query and the articles.

In the pilot study with distributed training data, we try
to use the top 10 ranked irrelevant articles for the negative
examples. However, the retrieval performance is not stable
(good results for retrieving R02 data, but not good for R03
data). Based on these experimental results, we remove the
top 10 documents from the negative example candidates and
select the next top 10 documents (rank 11 or higher in the
original rank) for the negative examples.

Another problem of the previous BERT-based IR system
is the inclusion of the unnecessary retrieved results when
the keyword-based system can find appropriate articles. We
assume that if the keyword-based system can identify the
appropriate terms that can distinguish the relevant article
from others, the BM 25 scores of the top-ranked documents
will be significantly larger than those of the lower-ranked
documents.

5https://www.sbert.net/index.html

In order to identify such cases, we calculate the ratio of
the scores of the top-ranked documents and the 30th-ranked
documents (ratio = score1st/score30th), which is used to
judge whether the keyword-based IR system can identify the
appropriate keywords. If the score is less than threshold (3
is used for the submission system), the system will use the
result of BERT-based IR. But the system will not use the
result of BERT-based IR if ratio is greater than threshold.
We call this merge process “strategic merge”, and merge
process using all top-ranked articles is called “simple merge”.

We submit three runs that combine the output of three
different IR systems: keyword-based IR system with recon-
structed article database (New), keyword-based IR system
with original article text (Original), and BERT-based IR sys-
tem (BERT). We also use two merge processes to produce
the final submission results, as follows.

HUKB1 Simple merge results from Original, Expand
and BERT

HUKB2 Simple merge results from Original and Ex-
pand

HUKB3 Strategic merge results from Original, Expand
and BERT

Table 1 shows the evaluation results of our submitted runs
and the best runs for each team. HUKB1 is ranked 6th out
of 15 submissions. Comparing the results of HUKB1 and
HUKB2, we can discuss the effectiveness of using BERT-
based IR system. In total, the BERT IR model finds unique
articles for 41 questions, and 7 of them are relevant articles.
5 of them are for the questions where the keyword-based IR
system cannot find the relevant articles (R04-02-U, R04-03-
A, R04-04-I, R04-21-O, R04-36-A) and 2 of them (R04-01-I,
R04-19-O) add relevant articles for the questions with mul-
tiple relevant articles. The strategic merge is generally effec-
tive, the system identifies 12 questions as easy questions. 9
of them are questions for which the keyword-based IR sys-
tem can find relevant articles. However, 2 of them (R04-01-I,
R04-19-O) for the questions with multiple answers and re-
move 1 question (R04-02-U) that BERT-based IR system
can find unique article.

Detailed analysis of the charactersitics of these three sys-
tem will be discused in the Section 4.

3.2 Task4

We submit the following three runs, using different methods
to select text for inclusion, as follows.

HUKB1 All article text is used to select useful sentences
for the BERT model to check for entailment.

HUKB2 Keyword-based IR using the expand model and
the sub-article database to select useful sentences for
the BERT model to check for entailment.

HUKB3 The BERT-based IR model is used to select
useful sentences for the BERT model to check for en-
tailment.

To tune the BERT model, we use Adam as the optimizer,
cross entropy as the loss function, a training batch size of
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Table 1: Evaluation results of the submitted runs (Task3)

sid F2 Precision Recall MAP

CAPTAIN.allEnssMissq 0.757 0.726 0.792 0.692

CAPTAIN.allEnssBoostraping 0.747 0.716 0.782 0.692

JNLP3 0.745 0.645 0.822 0.710

CAPTAIN.bjpAll 0.742 0.706 0.777 0.846

NOWJ.ensemble 0.727 0.682 0.767 0.790

HUKB1 0.673 0.628 0.708 0.740

JNLP2 0.663 0.642 0.703 0.686

HUKB3 0.662 0.650 0.683 0.741

JNLP1 0.657 0.665 0.678 0.686

LLNTUgigo 0.653 0.733 0.644 0.764

HUKB2 0.648 0.678 0.658 0.741

LLNTUkiwiord 0.633 0.703 0.624 0.762

UA.TFIDF threshold2 0.564 0.620 0.564 0.655

UA.TFIDF threshold1 0.554 0.634 0.545 0.655

UA.BM25 0.550 0.634 0.540 0.649

32, a maximum number of epochs of 10, and a learning rate
of 1e-5.

Table 2 shows the evaluation results of the submitted runs.
IDs starting with * are submissions that do not follow the
rules of the COLIEE competition. Our system ranks 12th
out of 22 submissions.

For this test case, HUKB2 is better than HUKB1 and
HUKB3, but the best performing systems of the R01 and
R02 datasets are HUKB1 and HUKB2, respectively. It is
difficult to say that the sentence selection method proposed
in the paper is effective.

4 DISCUSSION

To understand the characteristics of the difference between
the three systems, we classify all relevant articles based on
the information which system can retrieve the article as rel-
evant (Table 3).

This analysis shows that BERT has different characteris-
tics compared to other keyword based methods. However, for
the relevant articles found by two systems, the third system
also has a higher rank (mostly for 2 or 3). These articles are
not difficult to find with these three systems.

On the contrary, the relevant articles that can be retrieved
by one system. There are some articles that are difficult to
find with other systems. For example, in the case of Expand,
Article 701, which explains mutatis mutandis for R04-28-E,
is retrieved only by Expand. There are several questions that
require mutatis mutandis articles, but Expand fails to rank
the combined articles in 1st place. For this reason, using Ex-
pand Articles is not as effective for this year’s data. For the
BERT only case, Article 122 of R04-04-I and Article 467
of R04-36-A are the ones where the other two systems can-
not retrieve the article in the top 5. R04-04-I is a case that
uses anonymized symbols and requires semantic matching.
R04-36-A is not a question that uses anonymized symbols,
but there are other articles that share more keywords with

Table 2: Evaluation results of the submitted runs
(Task4)

ID Correct Accuracy

*AMHR02 82 0.8119

JNLP3 79 0.7822

*TRLABS D 79 0.7822

*TRLABS I 79 0.7822

JNLP1 76 0.7525

JNLP2 76 0.7525

*TRLABS T 76 0.7525

KIS2 70 0.6931

KIS1 68 0.6733

UA V2 67 0.6634

AMHR01 66 0.6535

KIS3 66 0.6535

AMHR03 65 0.6436

LLNTUdulcsL 63 0.6238

UA 63 0.6238

HUKB2 60 0.5941

CAPTAIN.gen 59 0.5842

CAPTAIN.run1 58 0.5743

LLNTUdulcsS 57 0.5644

HUKB1 56 0.5545

HUKB3 56 0.5545

LLNTUdulcsO 56 0.5545

NOWJ.multi-v1-jp 55 0.5446

CAPTAIN.run2 53 0.5248

NOWJ.multijp 53 0.5248

NOWJ.multi-v1-en 49 0.4851

the question than the corresponding article. BERT can be
helpful in identifying the important keyword from the con-
text. For the Original only case, Article 334 from R04-12-U
is retrieved. However, Article 334 does not share a judicial
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Table 3: Number of articles classified by the re-
trieved system

Systems Number of Articles

No 45

Expand only 2

Original only 1

BERT only 7

Expand + Original 18

Expand + BERT 6

Original + BERT 1

All 50

Total 130

decision with the question (another relevant article, Article
330, shares a judicial decision with the question). This is an
example of how a keyword-based search without considera-
tion of decision can be helpful in finding secondary relevant
articles that do not share the judicial decision of the ques-
tion.

Although the number of unique contributions of these
three systems is small, this analysis shows that each sys-
tem has different characteristics that complement each other.
Further discussion is needed to utilize the characteristics of
these systems.

5 SUMMARY

In this paper, we have introduced our system to participate
in tasks 3 and 4 of COLIEE 2023. For task 3, we extend
our system by introducing the new method to construct the
training data and the new strategy to merge the IR results.
For this year’s data, we confirm that the new BERT model
helps to find the relevant article that cannot be retrieved
by the ordinal IR system. However, the performance is not
so good compared to the best performing system. For task
4, we proposed a system that uses sentence selection as a
pre-process for entailment. However, it is difficult to judge
whether this approach is effective or not.
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ABSTRACT
We report on our submissions for Task 4 of the 2023 COLIEE com-
petition. Our approach was to use prompt engineering techniques
with large pre-trained language models, that were not fine-tuned for
the task. Our most successful strategy used simple text similarity
measures to retrieve articles and queries from the training set. We
report on our efforts to optimize performance with both OpenAI’s
GPT-4 and FLaN-T5. We then used an ensemble approach to find
the best combination of models and prompts. We also report on
our attempts to understand our results and suggest ideas for future
improvements.
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1 INTRODUCTION
If we hope for AI systems to have a robust understanding of the
instructions they are given or the rules they must follow, we must
advance the science of how human-written rules can be automati-
cally reasoned over and resolved. Any time a governing law, mission
order, code of ethical conduct, or other verbal or written instruc-
tion is produced and given to a subordinate in a fixed, referable
form (a “rule”), there is some expectation that it will be followed
in the spirit in which it was created. Often this means there is an
assumption (or hope) that the rule’s intent is adequately conveyed.
However, the complete conveyance of a rule’s intent requires a mul-
titude of background knowledge: the history behind the statement,
prototypical examples of its proper and improper interpretations, the
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intended goals of the rule’s creator, the proper scope of the rule’s
open-textured predicates, and so on [16, 17, 27, 28, 41, 43].

Carrying out such reasoning is a challenging task, even for state-
of-the-art artificially intelligent language models (LMs). A primary
reason for this difficulty is the prevalence of open-textured terms
(OTTs)—terms whose extensions are not completely and unambigu-
ously fixed at the time of their initial use [17]. For example, consider
a traffic regulation stating that vehicles must “keep to the right as
far as is reasonably safe” [41]. Such a regulation would require
interpretation by autonomous driving vehicles or traffic enforcement
bots. However, it is implausible to exhaustively list an exception-free
accounting of all possible scenarios and conditions that can be con-
sidered instances of the open-textured term “reasonably safe"—any
such attempt would inevitably limit the scope of the regulation and
render it fatally inflexible in the face of unpredictable conditions.
Using OTTs is a necessary and unavoidable feature of regulatory
and legal language [16, 17, 27, 28, 41, 43, 51]. Thus ways to work
with them must be addressed by any sufficiently robust account of
compliance detection.

There are multiple approaches for addressing this problem in
AI research. The first approach is to reduce the open-texturedness
of the rules so that they can be reasoned over using transparent
algorithms and formal methods. For example, our lab has recently
explored the translation of rules (containing OTTs) in a collectible
card game into programming language code [26], which can then
allow for reasoning over the code and the game itself [15]. The
second approach is to embrace open-texturedness; i.e., to accept
that no approach will ever entirely remove the open-texturedness of
languages in rules (and to acknowledge that rule systems with no
open-texuredness is not desirable, either), and to instead focus on
how to reason over OTTs in their natural language forms, without
forcing translations into unambiguous formal languages.

Under this second approach, there are multiple sub-approaches.
One of these takes the position that for artificially intelligent sys-
tems to follow human-written rules properly, they need to be able
to interpret them, which requires resolving OTTs. Furthermore, the
interpretation the AI chooses should be provided in a form that
stakeholders can inspect, test, and use as precedent for future inter-
pretations [23–25]. In other words, given text to be interpreted by an
AI, human stakeholders need to be able to inspect: (I1) how the AI
interpreted that text, and (I2) why the AI believes that interpretation
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is best. An emerging body of work is exploring approaches to (I2)
under the topic of interpretive argumentation [2, 23, 28, 47, 53, 54].

Given the difficulty of generating and evaluating interpretive ar-
gumentation, the present COLIEE competition is a helpful stepping-
stone towards that ultimate goal. We submit our entries to this com-
petition with that framing in mind.

Task Description. We focused on Task 4 of the COLIEE 2023
competition. This task was formulated as follows: We are given a set
of articles A and a query q. Each article is a short text snippet which
is a statute from the Japanese Civil Code translated into English,
normally consisting of no more than a few sentences. The query is a
short textual description of something that may or may not be true
given the articles; e.g., “There is a limitation period on pursuance
of warranty if there is restriction due to superficies on the subject
matter, but there is no restriction on pursuance of warranty if the
seller’s rights were revoked due to execution of the mortgage.” Our
algorithms must output either ‘Y’ or ‘N’, depending on whether q
follows from A.

Overview of Results. We submitted three entries into the 2023
COLIEE competition. One of them, AMHR02, deliberately used GPT-
4—although this was a disallowed resource, we wanted to see how
well it performed compared to other existing tools. Our AMHR01 sub-
mission used Flan-T5, a language model that had been instruction
fine-tuned and which did well on the previous years’ datasets, which
we used as a validation set (in keeping with the rules, we did not
consider the test set R04 at all in selecting our models or hyperparam-
eters). Finally, our AMHR03 submission was an ensemble approach
that tried to combine the recommendations made by various models
and hyperparameter settings.

2 BACKGROUND
Methods for In-Context Learning. In recent years, advances in

NLP research have been dominated by large language models (LLMs),
which have tens or even hundreds of billions of parameters [5]. These
models are able to solve new tasks few-shot, where the model is given
only a small number of training examples yet can achieve strong
task performance [6]. This has enabled a new paradigm of NLP engi-
neering, where experts interact directly with LLMs and train them to
solve tasks via prompt engineering,1 whereby an input context is dis-
covered, either by manual engineering or via a search algorithm, and
used to prompt the model [31]. In this work, we explore two broad
categories of prompts: those which focus on finding a combination
of training examples (shots) to use as context (prompt retrieval)
and those based on chain-of-thought prompting [58], where instruc-
tions given to the model are elaborated to induce more reliable and
accurate behavior. Note that both these approaches may be used
simultaneously to boost performance further [61]. Prompt retrieval
aims to find the optimal strategy for selecting the training exam-
ples to use as context. Prior work has employed supervised models
trained to predict the most informative shots (e.g., [42, 45, 49]). Oth-
ers have used unsupervised models based on similarity metrics, for
example, BM25 [56] or SBERT [44]. On the other hand, chain-of-
thought approaches are meant to help a model “think step-by-step”
to arrive at a correct answer and thus embed the correct answer

1Also called prompt tuning.

to tasks as well as the reasoning process used to arrive at those
answers [58]. Other prompting methods falling into this class in-
clude faithful chain-of-thought [34], self-taught reasoning [64], and
maieutic prompting [19]. These methods have enabled high few-
shot performance on challenging benchmarks of linguistic reasoning
[50]. Chain-of-thought and self-taught reasoning have been used in
a previous COLIEE competition [63].

Open-texturedness in Machine Learning. Machine learning has
the potential to drastically improve equity in the application of
laws across racial, socioeconomic, and other categorical features.
Where human judges and legal scholars may be influenced by biases
[4, 30], a sufficiently-trained machine learning model may be able to
objectively recognize the features of a case and render an equitable
decision. However, models rarely improve equity in practice because
of bias preservation in the models’ training [35, 52, 62] and open-
texturedness in legal terminology.

OTTs are nearly ubiquitous within legal reasoning [3, 13], where
laws may have overarching downstream impacts and disagreements
about their scopes are often resolved within appellate courts by ex-
pert judges. However, because the interpretation of open-texturedness
relies on the discretion of “reasonable humans,” which is known to
suffer from biases, it presents a considerable challenge for AI models
to interpret such terms in a human-like manner without perpetrating
those same biases.

3 APPROACH 1: GPT-4
LLMs [6, 60] trained for text generation tend to outperform humans
on various professional and academic benchmarks. Some of these
models have been tuned to behave like “chatbots”, preserving con-
versation history and adhering to instructions. OpenAI developed a
product, GPT-4,2 that can be used as a chatbot through their API.3

Given a chat conversation, the API returns a chat completion re-
sponse, allowing the user to set both the human’s and the model’s
previous responses. The API also allows the user to set a “system”
prompt, which persists throughout the “conversation” and helps set
the model’s behavior.4 Our use of the API is illustrated in Figure
1. According to OpenAI, GPT-4 scores around the top 10% of test
takers on a bar exam, though they provide very few details on this
exam and how the model was used to make predictions on it. GPT-4
is also instruction-tuned [38] using reinforcement learning from hu-
man feedback (RLHF) [10] to follow a variety of written instructions.
This also improves zero-shot performance (especially on classifica-
tion tasks [57]) of the model because examples (shots) are no longer
required to show the expected format of responses, the user can just
tell what the format should be (more details on this training strategy
are provided in Section 4). We used the OpenAI API to experiment
with multiple types of prompts, all of which are illustrated in Figure
1. We tried zero-shot and few-shot variants of each, and the results
are shown in Table 1.

2https://openai.com/research/gpt-4
3https://platform.openai.com/docs/api-reference/chat
4https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/chat
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Figure 1: Prompt structures tested for LMs. Suppose this is considered to be a text conversation. In that case, the green computer
indicates the system prompt (which was the same for all prompt structures), the blue person indicates the human messages, and the
purple graph indicates the model’s responses. Note that not all models support a system prompt. In these cases, the system prompt is
appended to the beginning of the human messages.

4 APPROACH 2: INSTRUCTION-TUNED
TRANSFORMERS

We use the Flan-T55 and T06 checkpoints publicly available on Hug-
gingFace and use the transformers library [59] to perform prompt-
tuning using the models. Our work used flan-t5-xxl, T0, T0p,
T0pp, and T0-3B checkpoints. We use the text generation pipeline
provided by the library and prompt-tune the model to generate the
correct label, given the validation example articles and query and
an optional number of training shots. We use a simple regex pattern
to detect if the model generated a correct label. Given the model’s
raw outputs, we convert all text to lowercase, strip out leading and
trailing spaces and newlines, and check if the output is any of the
following strings:

(1) If the correct label is “Y”:
(a) “y”, “yes”, “the answer is yes”

(2) If the correct label is “N”:
(a) “n”, “no”, “the answer is no”

We found that flan-t5-xxl was quite well-behaved on this task
and, in the overwhelming majority of cases, generated only the
label string and thus did not require careful pattern matching to

5https://huggingface.co/google/flan-t5-xxl
6https://huggingface.co/bigscience/T0pp

avoid false negatives. This was primarily the same with T0; however,
the smaller models did not always consistently generate only the
label (e.g., “the answer is yes”), and we thus added other valid
patterns as possible strings to match. In cases where a valid label
was not detected or the model predicted the wrong label, we marked
the example as incorrect. We turn off sampling in all experiments
to force determinism in all generations so that the prompt only
affects the output.7 We use a maximum sequence length of 512, the
longest the models support. We experiment with the same chain-
of-thought and similarity-based shot selection strategies as in our
GPT-4 system (Figure 1). However, unlike GPT-4, we found that
the model’s predictions for chain-of-thought were purely extractive.
For example, when the prompt indicated the models should generate
reasons for the answer to be either ’Y’ or ’N,’ the model’s rationales
were extracted verbatim from either the articles or the query. This
behavior, coupled with the much smaller maximum sequence length
in these models, caused very poor performance in our chain-of-
thought prompts, and we did not investigate them in detail for our
Huggingface models.

7Because sampling was disabled, the temperature does not affect these models’
predictions.
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5 APPROACH 3: ENSEMBLE
Ensembles are a combination of multiple models used to achieve a
higher prediction accuracy or better generalization because the dif-
ferent classifiers in the ensemble may have sensitivity for a different
set of samples and have learned different subsets of features. By com-
bining different classifiers, the goal is to reduce bias and error and
to increase prediction performance [14]. Recent work has applied
ensembles to the prompting of LMs, for example, by combining mul-
tiple prompts into an “ensemble of prompts” using multiple prompts
with the same model and combining the predictions from each using
a meta-classifier [1, 68]. We reasoned that applying this idea to our
Huggingface models might boost performance even more.8

We tested two approaches for our ensemble model. In the first ap-
proach, we applied brute force search to select the best combination
of models with the highest validation accuracy. Thus, we created an
ensemble dataset from the validation set, where the features are the
model predictions for each sample in the validation set. Then, for
each combination of models, we calculated the model’s accuracy
using majority voting and selected the ensemble with the highest ac-
curacy on the validation set. The models in our best performing brute
force ensemble are three flan-t5-xxl runs with balanced TF-IDF
and two shots, a flan-t5-xxl model with TF-IDF unbalanced and
three shots, and T0, T0p, and T0 3B each zero-shot. The resulting
ensemble consists of 7 models. Further details on the shot selection
strategies used by these models are found in Section 6.

In the second approach, we aggregated TF-IDF vectors trained on
the validation set as additional features besides model predictions.
Here, we reduced the vocabulary size to 10% based on TF-IDF
scores to reduce the feature space. Then we applied 5-fold cross-
validation for the validation set. We used support vector machines
(SVMs) [12] and random forest [18] models for the training, both
of which were implemented in scikit-learn [39]. The parameters are
chosen based on the validation set results. For the SVM models, the
radial basis function kernel is used, and the regularization parameter
is 1.0. For our random forest model, the maximum depth of the tree
is 5, with a total of 100 estimators. The Gini impurity is used to
measure the quality of the split.

6 OVERALL TRAINING PROCEDURE
Per the competition specifications, we use the past four years datasets
(H30, R01, R02, R03) as validation datasets and older years’ datasets
as training datasets. We use only few-shot learning to tune all LMs,
no additional pre-training, finetuning, or other forms of gradient up-
dates were applied to any prompted model, and our ensembles were
trained only on the outputs of the LMs and content of the articles
and query in the training data. No external data was used to train any
of the submitted systems beyond the data used to pre-train the LMs.9

We selected several LMs for initial testing. Specifically, we tested
RoBERTa-large [32], which has shown high performance on natural
language understanding (NLU) tasks [32], LegalBERT [8], which
is pre-trained on legal data, and has been a pivotal contribution in
previous COLIEE competitions, Meta’s OPT [65], Google’s largest

8As we suspected our GPT-4 submission would likely be disqualified, we chose not to
use this model in the ensemble.
9We refer the reader to the respective papers for details on how each model was trained.
Note that, at the time of publication, OpenAI has released no details on what data GPT-4
was trained on.

Flan-T5 [11], the T0 models from BigScience [46], EleutherAI’s
GPT-J [55], and OpenAI’s ChatGPT [36] and GPT-4 [37]. We found
that LegalBERT, RoBERTa, GPT-J, and OPT performed relatively
poorly and hence chose not to run extensive ablations on them.
Chat-GPT performed reasonably well, matching or exceeding the
performance of both Flan-T5 and T0. However, because we believed
that any OpenAI submission would likely be disqualified, we chose
to use GPT-4 instead as our only submission using their API. How-
ever, we use results for Chat-GPT in some of our ablations reported
below.

Across all LMs, we experimented with the following strategies
for few-shot selection:

(1) Zero-shot: The model is given only the validation example
without any further context.

(2) Few-shot no TF-IDF: The model is randomly given k shots
from the training data. The number of shots varies from two
to six, depending on the model.

(3) Few-shot with TF-IDF: Prior work has demonstrated that
the choice of shots sent to an LM significantly impacts model
performance [7, 21]. Therefore, choosing the shots based on
some metric is important for optimizing model performance.
Following prior work [33], we use similarity-based shot se-
lection based on the cosine similarity of TF-IDF vectors. The
validation example (articles + query) is embedded using a
TF-IDF vector space, and the top k most similar examples are
chosen and used as context. This is done for each validation
example separately, and the exact order in which shots are
presented is random. We use the training data articles and
queries to train our TF-IDF vector space.

(4) Few-shot balanced with TF-IDF: Same as above, except
the shot selection always returns a balanced number of en-
tailment and non-entailment shots to prevent the model from
overfitting on one label.

(5) Few-shot Pruned with TF-IDF: When the TF-IDF vectors
are calculated with the complete vocabulary, they are quite
sparse due to the lack of overlap among terms across docu-
ments. Therefore, we also explored applying pruning to the
vectors before performing cosine similarity. After building the
full TF-IDF matrix, we reduced the vocabulary by X% and
rebuilt it based on this smaller size, where X is a hyperparam-
eter. Note that these approaches always used the unbalanced
form of TF-IDF shot selection. As we found pruning always
performed worse than the unpruned unbalanced TF-IDF, we
chose not to investigate this strategy further.

Besides intelligent shot selection, prior work has also found that
how the prompt is structured can significantly impact downstream
performance. For example, advanced prompting strategies, including
chain-of-thought [58] and maieutic prompting [19], involve asking
a model a series of structured questions in order to help it arrive at
a correct answer. We experimented with several such approaches
with our models: (1) Select Most Relevant, (2) Consider Both Sides,
and (3) Self-Ask. Figure 1 shows examples of each prompt type.
Each of these approaches involves asking the model to explain why
the answer should be yes (or no), or asking the model to select the
most relevant information from the articles to answer the query, both
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of which we reasoned could aid the model in choosing the correct
answer.

7 RESULTS
Table 1 shows GPT-4 and Flan-T5 systems results. We compare
our systems against the results reported by the Kano Laboratory,
which achieved first place in the 2022 Task 4 competition [20].
Not surprisingly, our GPT-4 based submission surpasses the prior
state-of-the-art by significant margins across all validation splits and
achieves an overall accuracy of 83.3%, almost 20 points higher than
the prior year’s results. Perhaps more surprising, however, is the
strong performance achieved using flan-t5-xxl. This model has
only 11 billion parameters.10 While this model is still considerably
larger than the prior year’s submission, we emphasize that it was
not directly trained on the train set. The best Flan-T5 model uses
only two shots for in-context learning, which is less than 1% of the
entire train set, though new shots are sampled each time. Collec-
tively, these results demonstrate the potential of applying prompting
with generative LMs to legal reasoning tasks and show that even a
relatively simple prompting strategy can outperform carefully tuned
systems across multiple validation datasets. Results for each of our
submitted systems on the R04 test data set are given in Table 2.

For our ensembles, the best-performing brute force approach
achieved 77.0% accuracy on the validation set. With support vector
machines, we achieved an ensemble accuracy of 74.9%, and for ran-
dom forest, an accuracy of 74.4%, as shown in Table 3. According
to the results, our brute force approach achieved better accuracy
on the validation set by intensively searching for the best model
combinations across the ensemble set, outperforming the ensem-
ble’s performance with support vector machines and random forest
models. In our opinion, the lack of more data prevented achieving
higher accuracy for those models. Thus, we selected our brute force
approach as our ensemble model based on the overall validation
accuracy for our submission and achieved on the test set 64.4% accu-
racy. We think our model combination is overfitting the validation set
and therefore caused the accuracy difference between the validation
and test set.

7.1 Ablations
7.1.1 Shot Selection Strategy. For both GPT-4 and Flan-T5 models,
we found that TF-IDF selection balanced by label achieved the high-
est validation accuracy (2% increase for GPT-4, 1.3% increase for
Flan-T5 compared to 0-shot prompting). Using TF-IDF with an un-
balanced label selection causes a slight decrease in performance for
Flan-T5. This is not surprising; prior work has found that in-context
learning is highly sensitive to the prompt [9, 40, 67], and not balanc-
ing labels likely causes overfitting to the majority class in the prompt.
Additionally, we found that few shot prompting with randomly cho-
sen shots caused a substantial decrease in performance. As each
validation example contains a significant amount of terminology that
may not appear elsewhere, it is unclear how much information an
arbitrarily chosen train example will provide for determining the
label for a validation example (i.e., knowledge of entailments on
contract law likely provides little information for inference on a

10Although the exact number of parameters in GPT-4 is unknown, it is likely to be on
the order of hundreds of billions, given the known size of GPT-3.

query related to the rights of the unborn). Our results show that some
sort of intelligent shot selection is necessary for few-shot learning to
help.

As a selection strategy, TF-IDF is a fairly simple approach that
relies on syntactic overlap among documents [22]. However, infor-
mation retrieval research has developed more sophisticated meth-
ods for document similarity that employ modern contextual embed-
dings. Such approaches include BERTScore [66], SBERT [44], and
BLEURT [48], among others. We, therefore, explored using each of
these approaches as the similarity method for shot selection to see if
an approach based on contextual embeddings could outperform the
simpler TF-IDF vectors. We use Chat-GPT for this ablation,11. We
use standard prompting (no chain-of-thought methods), five shots,
and a temperature of one for all models and compute the overall
accuracy of each approach across all validation splits. Results are
shown in Table 4. Although all similarity-based selection methods
perform better than random selection, TF-IDF achieves the best over-
all accuracy. One possible explanation is that the TF-IDF vectors
were the only ones trained on a legal corpus (the train set), and we
relied on the pre-trained embeddings for all other methods. It is
conceivable that pre-training the contextual similarity metrics on a
corpus of legal documents could dramatically improve the quality
of the selected shots. However, doing this is impossible with just
the train set as these methods require considerably more data than
TF-IDF.

Finally, we found that pruning the TF-IDF vectors to select only
terms with low document frequency consistently leads to worse
validation accuracy. Our goal behind this method was to eliminate
terms that appeared across most training examples (likely stopwords)
and create better vectors for document ranking. However, it appeared
to have the opposite effect. If the pruning was too aggressive, all
vectors could have become orthogonal if no terms overlapped across
documents. This pattern was observed regardless of the pruning
factor, even with minimal pruning.

7.1.2 Advanced Prompting Strategies. We investigated various more
sophisticated prompting methods (details of prompt structure dis-
cussed in Section 6). We focus on GPT-3.5 for our analysis because,
as discussed earlier, the minimal sequence length of Flan-T5 pre-
vented it from using any chain-of-thought approach effectively. Re-
sults are shown in Table 2. We find that no prompt outperforms the
“vanilla” baseline strategy. Given that legal reasoning often involves
highly open-textured phrases, the space of possible explanations may
be so extensive that chain-of-thought approaches cannot effectively
assist a model in arriving at a correct answer, which confirms with
prior research on these prompting strategies in other specialized
domains [29].

7.1.3 Choice of Temperature. LMs sample words from their vocab-
ulary and choose which word to predict next—given a sequence—
from this sample. Temperature is a hyperparameter (varying between
0 and 1) that controls the randomness of this choice. Lower values
decrease randomness, and higher ones increase it. We experimented
with multiple temperature values from the set 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and
1.0. However, we found that different values did not significantly

11’gpt-3.5-turbo’
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System Test Accuracy
Flan-T5 65.35%
GPT-4 81.19%

Ensemble 64.36%
Table 2: Test accuracy using different models.

Ensemble Model Overall Accuracy
Brute Force 77.0%

SVM 74.9%
Random Forest 74.4%

Table 3: Overall accuracy across validation splits using different
ensemble models.

Shot Selection Strategy Overall Accuracy
SBERT 69.542%

BERTScore 66.307%
BLEURT 68.194%
TF-IDF 72.237%
Random 66.038%

Table 4: Overall accuracy across validation splits using different
contextual similarity metrics. All results use Chat-GPT, with
standard prompting, five shots, and a temperature of one.

affect the performance of GPT-4. Building on this, we also exper-
imented with temperature-based ensembles where each prediction
(vote) came from a GPT-4 model with a different temperature value.
We used the same set of temperatures (five in total), and the majority
vote was chosen as the final prediction of the ensemble. However,
we found that this approach also did not significantly improve the
performance of the GPT-4 models. Results from these trials are
shown in the first half of Table 1, with the rows containing multiple
values indicating temperature-based ensembles.

7.2 Error Analysis
We perform error analysis on our systems, focusing on GPT-4 and
Flan-T5. Table 5 lists the false positive rate (FPR) and false negative
rate (FNR) of the best-performing Flan-T5 and GPT-4 models on
the validation sets. We find that models tend to overpredict ’Y,’
which leads to a much higher FPR than FNR. Interestingly, most
of the gains from GPT-4 appear to be from reducing the FNR; this
metric drops to almost 0, while the FPR drops by only 10 points and
remains relatively high. Scaling up models thus does not appear to
eliminate this problem. The exact cause of this behavior is unclear.
The validation splits are somewhat unbalanced, but not by a sufficient
degree to cause such a significant imbalance in error rates. Our shot
selection also accounted for this by ensuring the labels were balanced.
We leave further analysis of this behavior to future work.

In Figure 2, we graph a histogram of the proportion of non-
ensemble models that get each validation example correct. The goal
is to determine if there are examples that are consistently difficult
to solve. We find that this is the case and that the distribution of ac-
curacy scores is roughly bi-modal. Most examples appear relatively

Figure 2: Histogram of model accuracy for all examples in the
validation set. For each example, we plot the proportion of mod-
els that get that example correct (x-axis). This is done across all
validation examples, using only the Huggingface models.

easy for our models; around 60% are correctly predicted by 80% or
more of the trials. However, there is a significant fraction (roughly
80 examples) on which fewer than 30% of models get the correct
answer. Focusing on improving performance on these consistently
challenging examples appears to be a fruitful direction for improving
our systems; we leave a more detailed analysis of these examples
and how they deviate from the easy ones to future work.

Model Similarity Method Shots FPR FNR
Flan-T5 TF-IDF Balanced 2 33.889% 15.707%
GPT-4 TF-IDF 5 24.444% 0.079%

Table 5: False positive rate (FPR) and false negative rate (FNR)
for the best performing GPT-4 and Flan-T5 runs.

8 CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that prompting methods using LMs can
achieve competitive performance on legal entailment tasks and
even outperform carefully engineered systems. Though our sys-
tem performed quite well overall, several avenues remain for im-
provement. We attempted to supplement the provided data using
similarly-structured rule sets from other domains to capture more ro-
bust open-textured terms. For each rule, we generated scenarios that
were either entailed or not entailed by the rule. Including this data
in training decreased model performance, likely due to substantial
syntactical differences between domains, and was not included in
any of the submitted systems. However, broader rule sets may aid
future work on few-shot prompting for legal entailment. Instruction
tuning our Flan-T5 system on legal entailments or other legal data
is also a fruitful direction for future work; we explored this option
briefly but found that it required too much computing resources and
training time to be viable. Nevertheless, directly training the model
on this data might improve performance and generalization.
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An earlier version that we experimented with used a chain-of-
thought prompting approach [58], which asked the model to output
explanations for why it thought the answer was ‘Y’ or ‘N’. In our
experience with this approach, open-textured terms ended up being
the primary problem: without further context (which may have come
from additional articles that were not included in the set of provided
articles A), the LM didn’t know how to interpret certain terms of art
or jargon that appeared in the articles or query. This is consistent
with our view of interpretive reasoning, which suggests that properly
interpreting open-textured legal terms often requires examples of
how the term has been interpreted in the past. However, it should be
noted that it is not clear whether explanations given through chain-
of-thought prompting actually provide insight into how the language
model came up with the answers, or whether it was a sort of post-hoc
rationalization.

Although our approach did not outperform other submissions on
the test set, it was a successful endeavor overall. As stated in this
report’s introduction, automated reasoning over rules is extremely
important for the future of human interaction with AI, and com-
petitions like COLIEE allow us to better understand the strengths
and limitations of current natural language processing tools toward
that goal. However, replicability is necessary to improve the broader
impacts of the competition’s efforts. Thus, in the future, we strongly
recommend that certain measures be taken to ensure the integrity of
the competition and to maximize its impact on the broader research
community.

We recommend that all entrants require the release of full source
code. The possibility of unintentionally selecting models, parame-
ters, and hyperparameters that maximize performance on the test
set is too great (even though the competition organizers explicitly
disallowed the use of the test set for any of these). If code release is
too limiting, a full description of methods, algorithms, parameters,
and hyperparameters should be released before finalizing competi-
tion rankings in time for independent replication. This also allows
for confirmation that the results listed in the final competition rank-
ings were not simply due to luck—in our experience, many of the
language models we used had non-deterministic output, and this
required multiple runs in order to confirm that extremely good (or
extremely bad) results were not simply flukes. With this spirit in
mind, we publicly release our full source code for this competition.12
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